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0.2.3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Historic Structure Report on the Grand Canyon Depot is intended to edit, augment, and 
revise existing documents as well as provide additional information. The report will provide a 
thorough description of the background, physical development, and significance of the 
structure and its environs in order to assist in scheduling and affecting the most appropriate 
use of this historic building. Two periods of significance are proposed. The main period of 
significance for the Depot and its surrounding site is 1927-1934. This period corresponds to 
the major fulfillment of the Village plan with its community attributes and significant 
landscape features. To restore the site to the period prior to 1927 would require the removal of 
significant historic fabric. The second period of significance from 1929 to 1968 is 
recommended for the Depot building alone. This period represents the period when the full 
extent of the structure was completed and remained functionally intact during the period of 
uninterrupted passenger service. Rehabilitation should be based upon these dates. 

0.2.3.1 RESEARCH TO PREPARE THE HSR 

Research completed to produce this HSR involved accessing numerous resources, which 
included: archival research, review of written materials, and on-site investigations. 

Archival research was undertaken at the Grand Canyon Museum Collection to find both 
written documents and historic photographs. Recent maintenance  records for the Depot were 
also reviewed as were archives at the Technical Information Center (TIC), Denver Service 
Center, National Park Service in Denver, Colorado. 

The review of written materials included government documents, including previous General 
Master Plans, pertaining to the history and architectural data for the Depot; internet sites 
providing information on the recent history of the Depot and rail service to the Grand Canyon; 
additional historic images; and miscellaneous newspapers, magazines, aerial photographs and 
maps. 

Team members, including the historical architects, and structural, mechanical, electrical and 
civil engineers, completed on-site investigations in October 2007. The purpose of this visit 
was to gather information on the building’s existing condition, to record dimensions, to take 
photographs, and to research historical information. This extensive field visit took place from 
October 2 through October 5, 2007. Further on-site research was undertaken on May 1 and 2, 
2008 

0.2.3.2 MAJOR RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The Grand Canyon Depot is a major arrival point for thousands of visitors each year. 
Historically it was one of the “front doors" to the park, and has served since its completion in 
1909 not only as an arrival and departure point, but as a gathering place. The Depot building 
was listed as a National Historic Landmark (NHL) in 1987. The Depot and grounds were 
temporarily abandoned between 1968 and 1989, during which the building and yard fell into 
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disrepair. In the early 90’s the park used the second floor as offices for engineering and 
resource staff. Minor rehabilitation/preservation treatments have been done to the building 
and platform in recent years, but the building continues to be threatened by effects of weather 
and structural failure. The railroad yard and associated features in the environs of the Depot 
are listed contributing features in the National Historic Landmark District and thus are a 
necessary element of this project. 

0.2.3.3 MAJOR ISSUES FROM TASK ORDER 

This project will rehabilitate the Grand Canyon Depot, a National Historic Landmark which is 
seriously threatened by physical deterioration. Designed by Francis Wilson and constructed in 
1909-10, this is the only remaining structural log railroad depot in the country. Built for the 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, it helped establish the rustic sense of place for the 
Grand Canyon by being the first building the railway passengers encountered upon arriving. 
The Depot is symbolic of the "destination resort" that the railroad developed Grand Canyon 
into and it is one of only a handful of rustic depots constructed. This building was listed as an 
individual NHL under Criterion 4 for architecture on May 28, 1987. Completion of a Historic 
Structures Report (originally drafted in 1984), preparation of a condition assessment report 
and recommendations for preservation treatment will preface the rehabilitation and will be the 
basis for it. The initial draft HSR, which is 21 years old, will be updated, and facility 
conditions assessments will be revised to reflect current conditions. This resulting HSR is a 
critically necessary and valuable tool for future planning, management and maintenance. The 
Depot, one of the major entry points for visitors to Grand Canyon, was completed in 1909 and 
still serves as the only railway terminus for the park. The 2005 PMIS project statement states 
that the project will be focused on the Depot itself and surrounding railroad yard (also listed 
on the National Register), an area encompassing approximately 7 acres. The PMIS also 
included the demolition of a small, non-historic utility building (#548). Demolition of 
Building 548 was completed in the summer of 2003. Interpretation of the history of the 
railroad at Grand Canyon and other National Parks could be incorporated as part of the 
preservation treatment of the facility. All work will be accomplished through contract. 

0.2.3.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TREATMENT AND USE 

The ultimate treatment for the Grand Canyon Depot as set forth in the List of Classified 
Structures (LCS) is rehabilitation. The management category is “must be preserved and 
maintained.” The goal is to rehabilitate the Depot to the period of significance of the historic 
fabric of the building and site while bringing the building up to modern codes, making 
necessary structural repairs and providing more modern and efficient HVAC, plumbing and 
lighting. The proposed building treatments include repair and replacement of deteriorated, 
damaged, or missing building materials and components. The first floor should continue to be 
used as support space for railroad operations. The recommended use for the upper floor is 
general office. The building was evaluated for human safety, fire protection, energy 
conservation, abatement of hazardous materials and accessibility for the disabled. 
Recommended treatments are included for conservation of historic fabric and for removal of 
intrusions that erode the historic integrity. All recommendations are based on the assumption 
that the building is a structure listed on the National Register of Historic Places and, therefore, 
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should follow the dictates of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and the 
Secretary of the Interiors’ Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. 

There are three salient design requirements that will need to be evaluated and studied because 
of their potential impact on this historic structure and site. They are: a) Alterations to the 
cultural landscape on the immediate north side of the structure to accommodate site drainage 
improvements and foundation stabilization. This could result in realignment of the stone 
retaining wall, regarding the site beyond, and elimination of the divided vehicular drive. b) 
Modification of the site and building entries to meet ABAAS, due to two conditions: bus and 
passenger drop-off locations that could mean addition of non-historic circulation, ramps and 
walks, illumination, sign, etc., and; exterior access to the Men’s Toilet. c) Correction to 
interior furnishings, millwork, and details to accommodate accessible circulation and 
communications. 

The recommendations of the Grand Canyon General Management Plan and the Grand Canyon 
Village National Historical Landmark District Cultural Landscape Report should be followed 
in any proposed treatment of the Depot and its surrounding area. The relevant 
recommendations from the Cultural Landscape Report include retaining all contributing 
character-defining spaces, retaining all contributing vegetation, and retaining and maintaining 
all contributing circulation features, including the railroad tracks and asphalt parking near the 
Depot. 
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0.2.4 ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

0.2.4.1 NAMES, NUMBERS, AND LOCATION DATA 

The Grand Canyon Depot is located at the South Rim of the Grand Canyon National Park just 
to the south of the El Tovar Hotel and at the terminus of the Grand Canyon Railway lines. The 
numbers assigned to this building are NR #549, LCSID 055483 and CB108. In the National 
Register the building is called the “Grand Canyon Railroad Station.” Other names listed in the 
LCS for this structure include “Railroad Depot” and “Village Loop Santa Fe Depot.” 

0.2.4.2 LIST OF PROPERTIES ADDRESSED IN THIS HSR 

Grand Canyon Depot (bldg #549, LCSID 055483) 

Designed by Francis Wilson and constructed in 1909-10, this is the only remaining structural 
log railroad depot in the country. Built for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, it 
helped establish the rustic sense of place for the Grand Canyon by being the first building the 
railway passengers encountered upon arriving. Symbolic of the "destination resort" that the 
railroad developed Grand Canyon into, it is one of the handful of rustic depots constructed. 
This building was listed as an individual NHL under Criterion 4 for architecture on May 28, 
1987. 

Grand Canyon Depot Metal Fence and Gate (national register contributing structure 
number L-26, LCSID 055911) 

Part of Grand Canyon Depot NHL. The original fence and gate tie into Depot. 5' iron picket 
fence extends approximately 150' in U-shape around parking lot west of the Depot. Physical 
Description: Vertical rails 6" o.c. Pickets cut off above upper rail (1940s). 16' wide gate 
hinged on 8" iron post 8' high with sphere at top. Top rail & pickets arch upward to post. 

Grand Canyon Depot Stone Retaining Wall & Stair (national register contributing 
structure number L-31, LCSID 055912) 

Part of 1930s West Rim Drive (Village Loop Drive) realignment. It defines the eastern edge 
of the railroad station land grant. Constructed at the end of the tracks to replace an earlier 
wall. Built following 1924 Plan. Physical Description: Curved limestone retaining wall 
approx 6' high with 2' parapet walls and 300' long. Random ashlar masonry. Triple culvert and 
offset at South end. Vault at North end. 8' wide stair with wing walls at center. 
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Grand Canyon Depot Power Pole & Sign Brackets (pole and sign no longer extant) 
(national register contributing structure number L-28, LCSID 055931) 

Power pole originally supported power and telephone lines to Grand Canyon Depot as well as 
a sign for the Western Union Telegraph System. The pole was removed in 1999 by Planned 
Management Action. The Power Pole was located adjacent to, but not included in, the Grand 
Canyon Depot NHL. Physical Description: 25' high utility pole with metal numerals "2/12" 
located at southeast corner of Depot parking lot. Pole supports phone line at top and metal 
bracket 8' above ground. Bracket is two slender, bent, iron rods 25" long with spiral at the 
end. 

Grand Canyon Depot Stone Curb (national register contributing structure number L-
27, LCSID 057178) 

This stone curb defines the boundary of the original parking lot to the West of Grand Canyon 
Depot, and is flanked by the original iron picket fence. This stone curb is located adjacent to, 
but not included in Grand Canyon Depot NHL. Physical Description: Limestone curb 6"-18" 
high extending approx 100' in U-shape around East, South, and West edges of the Depot's 
parking lot. A rough concrete trough was constructed at a later date parallel to and on the 
parking lot side of the east curb to improve drainage. 

Grand Canyon Depot Rubble Wall (reconstructed) (national register contributing 
structure number L-29, LCSID 057179) 

Dry rubble wall defines the Northeast edge of the railroad right-of-way between a warehouse 
(removed) and stone retaining wall constructed in 1930 at East end of rail yard. Rubble wall 
was reconstructed in accordance with Secretary of Interior standards in 2005. The rubble wall 
is located adjacent to, but not included in, the NHL nomination for Grand Canyon Depot. 
Physical Description: L-shaped dry-laid rubble retaining wall, 2'-3' high and extending approx 
60'. Numerous stones have fallen out. Traces of second stone wall extend west toward Depot 
in former location of warehouse. 

Grand Canyon Railroad Yard Tracks and Grades (national register contributing 
structure number L-30) 

The first tracks reached the Grand Canyon in 1901. Tracks were added, modified and 
removed multiple times. The last major modification being in 1972, several years after service 
was discontinued, when many of the original rails were removed or abandoned in place. In 
1989 the yard was cleaned up and the tracks rehabilitated in preparation for the restoration of 
rail service to the Grand Canyon. 
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Grand Canyon Railroad Yard Platforms (national register contributing structure 
number L-33) 

The railroad yard platform has been modified several times since the construction of the 
Depot in 1910. Originally constructed of wood planks these were removed in 1927 and 
replaced with a 4-inch concrete platform in front of the Depot and three separate long narrow 
concrete platforms placed between three pairs of tracks. Wood planks crossed between the 
concrete platforms. Sometime later, possibly in the summer of 1954, a thin layer of black 
asphalt was applied over the surface of the concrete. In 2002 the asphalt and concrete was 
removed and replaced with a new 4-inch concrete platform in front of the Depot, concrete 
walkways between the tracks and wood plank connecting platforms. 

0.2.4.3 PURPOSE OF PROJECT AND PROPOSED TREATMENT 

The purpose of this project is to provide the National Park Service (NPS) with guidelines for 
detailing an overall rehabilitation as defined by the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, with 
restoration of critical character defining features and spaces, and to provide guidelines for any 
future improvements or upgrades. 

0.2.4.4 RELATED STUDIES 

Several related studies provided information that assisted in the preparation of the history of 
the Grand Canyon Depot. These studies included: “The Railway at Grand Canyon: A History 
of the Grand Canyon Depot and Yard Structures”, San Francisco National Park Service, 1984, 
Gordon Chappell, National Park Service Regional Historian; and “Architectural Data Section, 
Grand Canyon Railway Depot”, National Park Service, 1980s, Richard A. Borjes, National 
Park Service. The bibliography incorporated into this report was drawn primarily from 
Gordon Chappell’s “The Railway at Grand Canyon: A History of the Grand Canyon Depot 
and Yard Structures”. 

Other resources included the Grand Canyon Draft General Management Plan Environmental 
Impact Statement and Grand Canyon Village National Historical Landmark District Cultural 
Landscape Report. 

0.2.4.5 CULTURAL RESOURCE DATA 

Grand Canyon Depot was listed on the National Register as an individual building in 1974 
and then as part of the National Register District in November 20, 1975. It was listed as an 
individual National Historic Landmark under Criterion 4 for architecture on May 28, 1987 
and as a contributing building to the National Historic Landmark District in 1997. It was also 
included in the 2000 National Register Nomination for the Grand Canyon Railway, prepared 
by Al Richmond, that included the Depot and all related features within the Grand Canyon 
National Park. The 1974 National Register Nomination, the 1987 National Historic Landmark 
Nomination, and the 2000 National Register Nomination for the Grand Canyon Railway are 
included in the appendix. 
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The buildings of the Grand Canyon Village NHL district are the largest and most diverse 
assemblage of park architecture in the national park system.  The buildings of the historic 
district represent an entire range of park architecture. Together there are 247 buildings in the 
historic district.  Along the rim of the canyon, the older resort architecture is typically more 
elaborate and eclectic than the official structures commissioned by the Park Service. In the 
civic zone of the village, the public architecture uses massive Kaibab sandstone veneers over 
concrete foundations and piers, as well as dark log or wood siding on upper stories to create a 
powerful and controlled imagery, now known as Park Service Rustic. This consistent idiom 
connected all the official buildings in the parks, together projecting a strong sense of official 
responsibility and appropriate sensibility. In the residential subdivision of the village, an 
architectural distinction was made between the concessionaire residences and the Park Service 
residences. The simpler bungalows on the Park Service side were designed with front doors 
accessing semi-public pedestrian paths. The largest residences on the concessionaire side 
presented more decorative elevations with stone foundations, fronting the street side of each 
lot. 

The Grand Canyon Village NHL District meets National Historic Landmark Criterion 1 for its 
association with the American park movement and Criterion 4 as an exceptionally valuable 
example of American landscape architecture, specifically as the most significant example 
with the greatest integrity of National Park Service town planning. Similarly, Grand Canyon 
Village NHL District is significant under National Register Criterion A for its association 
with the American park movement and Criterion C as an example of American landscape 
architecture, specifically as a unique and outstanding example of community planning and 
development. 

Grand Canyon Village Historic District was first listed on the National Register on 
11/20/1975 (expanded 10/24/1995), significant under Criterion A for its important association 
with the development of Grand Canyon National Park, under Criterion C as an example of 
community planning within a national park, and as a comprehensive illustration of National 
Park Service rustic architecture. 

Daniel Hull finalized the major features of the plan for the south rim of the Grand Canyon in 
1924, and today, Grand Canyon Village represents the most historically significant park 
village plan, with the greatest degree of integrity, ever designed by the Park Service. The 
town plan for Grand  Canyon divided the village into discrete residential, commercial, and  
civic areas; a consistent architectural idiom (Park Service Rustic) was  employed throughout; 
a hierarchy of street sections, from pedestrian paths  to through roads, was developed; a 
central "plaza" had the villages major  public buildings sited around it. The plan for Grand 
Canyon Village expounded the civic ideals of a certain generation of American planners and 
helped put National Park Service planning on the course it would follow at least until World 
War II. 

The landscape features of the district - curbs, walls, furniture, etc. -   all made use of "native" 
materials, especially Kaibab limestone. The   strong sense of architectural unity in the district 
is largely due to the   consistent use of construction details outside of the buildings themselves   
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that extend the look and inspiration of the architecture. The CCC built many of the most 
significant landscape structures in   the village during the 1930s. 

0.2.4.6 MATERIALS DISPOSITION RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that all materials related to the Grand Canyon Depot HSR be cataloged and 
stored in the archives of the National Park Service Technical Information Center in Denver, 
Colorado with copies stored at the Grand Canyon National Park.  
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0.2.4.7 PROJECT AREA MAP 
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1.0 DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY 

1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT1 

Designing and Building a Depot at Grand Canyon 

The first depot at Grand Canyon, built in 1901, [photograph H-1] was the small, frame, gable-
roofed building with a board-and-batten  exterior which stood southwest of the Bright Angel 
Hotel and a little west of the axis of the tail of the wye, on the north side of the tracks. 

As early as 1903, an employee of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway had drawn, in the 
Coast Lines Engineering Department in Los Angles, a single-sheet plan and bill of materials 
[See Appendix Drawing No 80-4054 Proposed Passenger Depot] for a beautiful little rustic 
four-room depot with a vitrified brick station platform for the Grand Canyon Railway at 
Grand Canyon, The plan called for a building that was a gem of rustic design and the plan 
itself was a jewel of the draughtsman’s art. The little building was to be 47 feet, 2 inches long 
by 18 feet wide, plus a bay window extension on the track side to house the telegraph 
operator’s desk. It had a shallow-pitched gable roof with the ridge running the length of the 
building, and a secondary gable at right angles covering the operator’s bay. The exterior was 
finished in three bands or belts; at the bottom, a belt three and a half feet high of nine inch 
wide log slabs nailed to the frame, with the rounded surface outward to appear as vertical or 
picket log construction; above that, a six foot belt of the same sort of nine inch wide slabs 
applied horizontally; above that, extending to the roof below the eaves a belt of clear but 
rough-finished one-by-nine inch planks applied vertically with the bottom of each sawn to a 
decorative pattern. The ridgepole and purlins, which extended beyond the edge of the roof, 
and the rafters, all were peeled logs. The roof was to be finished in either redwood or cedar 
shakes, “same as on Hotel,” meaning the hotel designed by Charles Whittlesey proposed for 
construction on the hill to the north. Above the roof line, the chimney which provided flues 
for depot stoves was faced in native limestone. The windows in the operator’s bay, on the 
north side of the ticket office, and on the north and west sides of the waiting room were 
standard double-hung sash, but while the lower half was a single 32-inch square pane, the 
upper halves, and all the other smaller depot windows, were made up of six-by-six inch panes 
applied diagonally to form a diamond pattern. The depot floors were to be one-by-four inch 
Oregon2 tongue and groove. The ticket office and waiting room walls had a vertical three foot 
high wainscot of the same material, above which the same one-by-four tongue and groove 
lumber was applied horizontally. The baggage room had a floor of Santa Fe vitrified brick, the 
room was not ceiled, and its walls were sheathed on the interior only to a height of six feet. 

                                                 
1 The following historical background has for the most part been taken verbatim from Gordon Chappell’s 1984 
Historic Structure Report The Railway at Grand Canyon: A History of the Grand Canyon Depot and Yard 
Structures. 

2 Presumably Douglas-Fir. 
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The proposed little depot building was a beautiful match to the design to the new hotel which 
would become El Tovar, but alas, quickly was proved by increasing traffic to be far too small 
for the purpose. It never was built, and while railway management wrestled with the question 
of what sort of depot to build, when the tracks of the new passenger yard below El Tovar were 
laid about 1904, the little 1901 depot was moved to a site south-southeast of El Tovar as a 
temporary measure. 

Another depot may have been proposed in Drawing No. 80-6058 dated September 30, 1905, 
but that plan has not been located, so the character of whatever that plan proposed remains 
unknown. 

The next Grand Canyon Railway depot proposal similarly was prepared in the A.T. & S.F. 
Coast Lines offices in Los Angeles, this one in September 1907. The plans, numbered 83-
7770 [see Appendix], consisted of four sheets, and the floor plan of the building, although not 
the design, was essentially the building that eventually was built. This was a two-story depot 
with a six room apartment for the station agent and his family upstairs, and a ground floor 
divided west to east into: a waiting room, an office, a baggage room, and a freight room. All 
occupying the bulk of the space and abutting the south side, with women’s and men’s 
lavatories separated by a stairwell and closet along the north side. 

In terms of the floor plan, this proposed depot differed from the one which eventually would 
be built on the ground floor only in some of the measurements, the most important being that 
the “open shed” west of the Waiting Room was only about half the size of the shelter that 
actually would be built, and upstairs the 1907 plan differed only in placement of pantry and 
closets. 

However similar the floor plans, in terms of design there was a world of difference between 
this proposed building and the one actually built. Its anonymous architect had completely 
abandoned the rustic style of the 1903 proposal and of El Tovar on the hill to the north, for the 
exterior of this proposed depot was to be strictly functional. The exterior walls were to be 
finished with eight inch wide “two lap” redwood siding applied horizontally uniformly over 
the building. It was to have hip roofs rather than the gable roofs of the 1903 proposal (and of 
the depot eventually erected), ironically the one feature that more closely matched El Tovar 
than the roofs of the other proposed depots. But the architecture of this building incorporated 
virtually no elements of “rustic” style and practically no decorative features of any kind. It 
was basically a common small town depot. Nevertheless, these 1907 plans are important 
because they established the basic floor plan and dimensions for the Grand Canyon depot 
which were adopted, and provided  a  structure  that  met  the  basic space  needs  of  the 
railway Operating Department, which previous plans had not. 

The fact that this depot was not built--and by the time it was designed, more than two years 
after the opening of El Tovar, a new depot obviously was badly needed--suggests that railway 
management was not happy with this proposal in terms of the exterior design, while the 
similarity of the floor plan of this proposal and the one actually built, coupled with other 
factors, suggests that management accepted the basic plan but wanted a passenger depot 
which matched in style the rustic hotel which stood on the hill just north of the depot site. 
Selection of the style for the exterior of the Grand Canyon depot apparently was a 
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management decision, probably of Santa Fe System President E. P. Ripley himself, in view of 
his continuing interest in development at Grand Canyon, not a decision made by an architect. 
The inference is that, probably in 1909, the Coast Lines Chief Engineer handed the four sheets 
of the 1907 depot plan to Architect Francis Wilson with instructions to modify the proposal 
into a “rustic” design which would harmonize with the “Swiss chalet/Norwegian villa” 
architecture of El Tovar and, incidentally, with the environment of limestone rock 
outcroppings and pine and pinyon forests of the South Rim. 

At this time the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway employed Francis William Wilson in 
its Coast Lines General Offices, specifically in Room 1106 in the Kerckhoff Building at 560 
South Main Street in Los Angeles. It seems probable that the decision to assign this particular 
architect to the Grand Canyon Depot project, as well as the railway’s original decision to 
obtain his services, also were made by the president of the railway. 

Thirty-four years of age in 1904, Francis William Wilson was already an established architect 
in Santa Barbara, and about to enter one of the most productive phases of his career. Born in 
Woburn, Massachusetts, on February 25, 1870, he came to California as a very young man, 
and, self-taught in architecture, traveled in Europe, probably in Italy, France and Spain. He 
had established his home and office in Santa Barbara by 1896. Already a practicing architect 
when the California Legislature passed a licensing law, he became a licensed architect by 
virtue of a “grandfather” clause which automatically licensed those already in practice. 
Wilson was five feet, six and a half inches in height, with a light complexion, blue eyes, and 
brown hair, and some who knew him described him as having “considerable artistic 
temperament,” as being a dilettante, and as taking great pleasure in conceiving and drawing 
elevations of buildings. Some claimed his ability “in arranging rooms compactly and of 
convenient access was not pronounced.” In other words, Wilson’s strong points were his 
senses of style, ornamental detail, and architectural effect, especially exteriors; when it came 
to effectiveness of function as expressed in floor plans and layout, Wilson’s lack of training, 
or talent, or both, became apparent. 

Santa Fe President E. P. Ripley was undoubtedly aware of Wilson’s work in Santa Barbara 
and for the Southern Pacific and so the Santa Fe Railway System soon drew Wilson into its 
employ. As early as September 2, 1905, the Santa Barbara Morning Press reported, “Francis 
W. Wilson, the well-known architect leaves tonight for the Grand Canyon on business 
connected with one of the Santa Fe rail road hotels, which Mr. Wilson is remodeling 
[probably the Bright Angel Hotel]. On September 8, the same newspaper reported, “Architect 
Francis W, Wilson returned Wednesday night from the Grand Canyon, where he has been 
inspecting buildings for the Santa Fe railroad.” Two weeks later, on September 23, 1905, the 
same paper reported: 

Francis W. Wilson, the well known local architect, has just been appointed to an 
important position in the construction department of the Santa Fe railroad and has 
already taken charge of considerable work which the company contemplates doing in 
the near future. 
Mr. Wilson will build three large hotels for the Santa Fe system at various points 
throughout the west, and has already completed plans for the construction of a large 
hotel and station at Ash Fork, Arizona.  
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The exact nature of Wilson’s employment by the Santa Fe is unclear; it seems unlikely that he 
was a salaried employee, though he listed Room 1106 in the Kerckhoff Building, the Santa 
Fe’s Coast Lines headquarters at 560 South Main Street in Los Angeles, as his office. More 
likely he was under retainer or under contract, either for a specified period of time, project by 
project, or for design of a series of buildings. 

It was apparently late in 1909 that Architect Wilson received the assignment of designing the 
Grand Canyon Railway Depot at Grand Canyon. The drawings he produced, the first several 
sheets probably by mid-October 1909 although they were undated, consisted eventually of 
three sheets of plans and three sheets of details, the last two sheets of details not being 
finished until November 20, 1909, three and a half weeks after the railway had let a contract 
for construction of the building. Basically, Wilson’s plans followed the 1907 floor plan except 
for minor changes in measurements, a different location for the upstairs pantry, addition of 
upstairs closets, and roughly doubling the size of the covered station platform west of the 
waiting room. Wilson’s concept reverted to calling for gable rather than hip roof lines. But 
Wilson’s exterior design featured vertical piers or posts, and purlins, rafters and ridgepoles of 
peeled logs, while the ground floor structure consisted of walls of log construction, peeled 
logs adzed flat on top and bottom and flashed with three-ply ready roofing3. Wilson decorated 
the Depot doors with a boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed wrought iron nails whose points 
were bent over broad wrought-iron washers on the other side. Rather than standard double-
hung sash as in the 1907 plans, Wilson called for paired casement windows featuring at the 
top six small panes arranged three over three. Inside the waiting room and office, Wilson 
called for a wainscot roughly three feet high which featured vertical peeled log slabs with the 
rounded side outward as well as milled planks, comprising the principal interior rustic feature, 
above which were plastered walls. The waiting room chandelier duplicated those in El Tovar. 
The second story was of frame construction, finished on the outside with shingles and inside 
with plastered walls devoid of rustic features. The roof was to be shingled, and featured 
copper gutters which emptied into ornately capped copper downspouts. Stained dark brown 
with creosote, the building would beautifully complement and harmonize with the great rustic 
hotel on the canyon rim upgrade to the northwest. 

In fact, Wilson’s plans for the Depot called for a structure whose first story log construction 
was more purely rustic than the false log construction of El Tovar whose walls were of log 
slabs spiked to a wood frame merely to simulate logs. This was not only to be the only log 
depot on the vast Santa Fe System but the only depot of any variation of rustic style on that 
railway system, and one of perhaps less than a dozen log or partially log depots in the entire 
United States, most of which were in the West. 

With at least the initial sheets of Wilson’s plans at hand, the Grand Canyon Railway in their 
person of Chief Engineer H.C. Phillips let the contract for construction of the new Grand 
Canyon Depot to A. W. Anson of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on a standard Santa Fe 
“General Contract, Short Form,” on October 27, 1909. Andrew Anson at that time listed 

                                                 
3 This was called “Ribberoid roofing”. See further description and discussion in part 1.3 PHYSICAL 
DESCRIPTION. 
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himself as a “General Contractor and Builder” in the Albuquerque city directory, with an 
office at 624 South First Street, phone number 572. Under the contract, he was to begin 
preliminary work, probably including moving the existing board-and-batten depot to the 
northwest [if the 1901 depot building was indeed moved to the northwest at this time it may 
have been moved again later to the east of the Depot. As noted earlier the building seen in H-
7, H-8, H-10, H-13, H-17, and H-26 may be the 1901 depot building.] to continue serving as a 
depot during construction of the new one and to serve as an office near the stone power plant, 
and otherwise preparing the site for the new construction, within 15 days, or no later than 
November 11, 1909. 

On November 3, 1909, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Resident Engineer E. E. Ball 
passed through Flagstaff on railway business, and told a representative of the local newspaper 
that the company had appropriated $15,000 for “a rustic bungalow station at Grand Canyon, 
patterned after the El Tovar Hotel” and that construction work soon would commence. 
Subsequently the January 1910 issue of the railway employees’ magazine informed its readers 
that “A new depot has been authorized to be built at the Grand Canyon at an estimated cost of 
$12,000,” a figure which was to prove much closer to the actual contracted cost than that 
reported in the Flagstaff press. 

The “short form” contract which Anson signed on October 27 was a four page printed form in 
which the key language inserted by typewriter was that the contractor would furnish: 

all labor, tools and outfit, except as hereinafter specified and construct complete a 
station building at Grand Canyon Arizona Territory, as per specifications attached and 
made a part hereof, and plans shown on drawing No. 80-8505, on file in Chief 
Engineer’s office, for eleven Thousand two hundred and fifty ($11,250.00) Dollars. 

To which, either as an afterthought due to omission or as a result of negotiations the railway 
added on a different typewriter, “Except heating, electric light wiring and fixtures.”  

Elsewhere in the contract, the railway committed itself to supply the contractor with cement at 
$1.75 per barrel with a credit of ten cents each for sacks returned in good condition, crushed 
rock at $2.00 per cubic yard, sand and cinders at 75 cents per cubic yard, and water for 
construction and crew camp use at no stated cost. If the contractor failed to unload freight car 
shipments of material promptly, he would have to pay the “usual demurrage charges.” 

The railroad also agreed to furnish free transportation to Grand Canyon from Albuquerque, 
Los Angeles or San Francisco and all ‘intermediate points over the A.T. & S.F. Railway. 
(essentially from anywhere on the Coast Lines of the Santa Fe) and over the Grand Canyon 
Railway of all tools, teams, and contractor’s outfit (equipment), from Albuquerque for 
foremen and skilled workmen, and again from all Coast Lines points for a “reasonable 
number of laborers” which for the people meant trip passes over the railroad on all other than 
limited trains. 

The contract was accompanied by a single page Contractor’s Bond for $2,800 insured by 
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company of Baltimore, Maryland.  
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The real meat of the contract, however, lay in thirty and one half double spaced typed legal 
size pages of “Specifications of Labor, Material and Mechanical Workmanship to be used and 
employed in the erection and completion of a Railway Station at Grand Canon, Arizona, for 
the Grand Canon Railroad [sic] Company.” In the absence of any other accounts of the 
construction of the Depot, and as amplification of information in the drawings by Francis 
Wilson, these specifications, possibly written by Wilson himself, are illuminating. [The 
specifications in their entirety are included in the Appendix.] 

While there was no doubt standard language included in the specifications, they also include 
many specific requirements. Contractor Anson was required, for example, “to give his 
personal attention and supervision to the work until entirely completed,” and when necessarily 
absent had to leave in charge a person authorized to act for him. He was not allowed to let any 
of the work to a sub-contractor without permission of either the owner or the architect. But it 
was in the twenty-four pages of material specifications that perhaps the most useful 
information 1ay, greatly amplifying the details in Wilson’s plans.  

The concrete floors, covering all of the ground floor of the building except the freight room, 
were to be mixed with “one part cement, three parts sand and six parts cinders, to be 
thoroughly wetted, turned over twice and immediately placed in position and tamped until 
water flushes to the surface.” The superintendent was required to leave the wooden forms in 
place at least 48 hours after pouring, or until in his judgment the concrete had attained 
sufficient strength to permit their removal. The concrete was to be kept “thoroughly and 
continuously wet” for one week after it was poured. After all interior plastering and other 
rough work on the building had been completed, a half-inch thick “finish” floor was to be 
poured, using a mixture half cement and half sand, “troweled to a smooth polished surface 
and divided into one foot squares with deep clear straight dividing lines.” It would become 
evident in the finished building that the “one foot squares” were not very carefully measured 
and laid out. 

The logs and slabs used in the Depot were to be of “Arizona pine4 . . . carefully peeled and 
thoroughly seasoned,” which differed from the Oregon pine5 which, for reasons unknown, 
was imported by rail for part of the construction of El Tovar. Before being placed in 
construction, the wood was “all to have a coat of pure creosote applied” and the lower end of 
columns were to “have a coat of 1iquid asphalt carefully put on and to be made absolutely 
water proof before being placed.”  

Architect Wilson’s treatment of the logs was especially interesting, intended to simulate 
traditional log wall construction and its hewn, saddle-notched corners, although in reality he 
provided for a much stronger log wall to which simulated notched log crowns were spiked for 
the sake of appearance. The specifications for the log walls are worth quoting in their entirety: 

                                                 
4 According to the US Forest Service, Center for Wood Anatomy Research “Arizona pine” is another term for 
Ponderosa pine. 

5 Ibid. Oregon pine is another term for Douglas-Fir. 
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The first story walls up to plate to be made of logs 12” in diameter with three sides 
sawed so as to make 9” courses, the faces of logs to project 3” if possible, but in no 
case to project less than 2”. The slab taken off the top of logs to be less than the slab 
off of bottom so that each log will project over the one below about 3/4”. The lower 
inside corner of each log to be rebated as per detail to take a 1” x 2” strip which is to 
be nailed to the log below. As each course is laid put a piece of Rubberoid roofing in 
the joint nailing it into the rebate, as shown, and all owing a projection of 3/4” on the 
outside.  
Give the top and bottom surfaces of every log a coat of creosote before laying in place. 
The corners to be dove-tailed and trimmed smooth, and the projecting ends to be out 
separately and spiked on. All of these ends must be carefully fitted and all nail and 
spike heads must be set into wood, if necessary by starting in a bored hole, and all 
holes to be carefully puttied and filled with varnish putty on completion, in color to 
match logs.  
Give all pieces a coat of creosote all over before putting in place. 
All logs in walls to be held in place by toe-nailing only at ends. 

In another instance involving authenticity of log construction versus simulation for 
architectural effect, Wilson left the decision to the contractor: “Contractor has the privilege of 
using pole rafters throughout or substituting 2” x 6” rafters where not exposed and using them 
with pole lookouts.” Where fully exposed, of course, as in the open sided platform at the west 
end of the building, the specifications called for the rafters to be entirely of poles.  

For the wooden floor in the freight room the specifications called for two by six tongue and 
groove Arizona pine, spiked with two spikes at every nailing, and the same treatment on the 
platform adjoining at the east end of the building. The second floor was laid with “1” x 6” surf 
Arizona pine . . . to be put down diagonally with two nails at every nailing . . .” The finished 
flooring in the second story was to consist of 1” x 4” kiln dried No. 1 O.P.6 flooring, vertical 
grained.” It was “All to be laid in courses well driven up blind nailed at every nailing and 
through nailed at butts.” The existing wood on the second floor is not all O.P. as specified but 
partially fir and partially oak. There is no record of the flooring having been changed after 
construction and the oak flooring is not an overlay. It would have had to have been a 
replacement of the original flooring involving removal and replacement of base boards and 
trim. There is no evidence of this so it seems likely that the oak is original. 

Shingles were to cover not only the roof but provide the exterior wall finish of the frame 
second story. The specifications called for: 

All shingling to be done with the best quality of redwood shingles 5 to 2 all to have 
two nails each and no shingle over 7” wide to be laid without splitting. Use best 
quality of galvanized shingle nails.  
All wall surface including gables to be laid with two 5” courses to one 1”course.  
All roof surface to be laid in regular courses 4” to the weather.  

                                                 
6 Presumably Oregon pine, another term for Douglas-Fir.  
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In every case use double courses at bottom, on both walls and roof. Shingle valleys up 
tight and keep edges of gables true and straight. 

Before shingling, of course, all openings were to be flashed with three pound lead in pieces 
nine by 12 inches for valleys in the roof, and smaller sizes elsewhere.  

The chimney, lined with an eight inch terra cotta flue, was to be of “good hardburned bricks 
with clinker bricks on the outside, all to be of even shape.” The specifications defined “clinker 
brick” as “a brick that is over burned and is a dark blue or purple color but one that is not 
misshapen.”  

Window sash in the building was to be of one and three quarter inch “kiln dried sugar pine, 
glazed with best quality of 21 oz. crystal sheet glass, well puttied, bedded, and bradded.” All 
second story windows were to have inside screens hung on solid bronze spring hinges with 
metal buttons for handles, and were to be covered with bronze mesh wire netting.  

On the interior, all inside trim except in the waiting room and office was to be of Arizona 
pine, thoroughly seasoned and free from all knots, flaws, or other defects. In the second story, 
there was to be an inch and a half wide picture molding in all rooms. The specifications 
amplified by description the slab trim in the waiting room and office: 

The wainscot in these rooms will have square panels of rough pine with formings, 
base and rail of slabs, all as per details [in the plans]. The walls above wainscot will be 
plastered and there will be formings in all corners from top of wainscot to ceiling, 
these formings to be made of 7/8” x 7” rough pine, there will also be formings of 7/8” 
x 9” along top of walls at ceiling line. 

But the most interesting information on the interior of the Depot lay in the category of 
specifications labeled “Fittings”:  

Put in where shown in Kitchen a sugar pine drain board 1 1/8” thick and 24” wide 
with grooves to carry water into sink.  
Put up under drain board a shelf as directed.  
Build for Office a table with maple top 1 1/2” thick 1’ 9” wide and 3’ 0” long, to stand 
2’ 6” high on tapered square legs 2 3/4” at top and 1 1/2” at bottom.  
Put up frame for sink in Office as directed.  
Construct ticket window between Office and Waiting Room as shown, with shelf of 
maple 1 3/4” thick rounded at corners, 1’ 10” wide and 2’ 0” long, to have sliding sash 
24” x 30” and a “Tucker’s Alarm Till No. 28” below shelf, all to be neatly installed 
and finished. 
Build a Counter in Office as shown with maple top 1 1/2” thick, 24” wide and made to 
enclose a space 5’ 0” x 6’ 0”. Construct under this counter 2 drawers and one double 
locker at the end and 2 drawers and two double lockers on the side as shown.  
Build an operator’s table in window with 1 1/2” thick maple top cut out center for the 
operator, open underneath and with a single locker at either side. 
All locker doors to be paneled mortised and tenoned 1 1/4” thick and all drawers to be 
halved together with bottoms grooved in, blocked and glued, and all to run on center 
track. 
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With regard to hardware, all doors were to have pressed steel “Vulcan” locks, and were to be 
hung on solid bronze butts. All window sash were to be hung on solid bronze butts of smaller 
size, and to have storm window fasteners of solid bronze. All lockers in the Depot were to 
have solid bronze butts, locker catches, and Yale locks with duplicate keys. Drawers were to 
have bronze pulls and, like the lockers or cabinets, Yale locks with duplicate keys. All door 
trim was to be “of solid bronze to special pattern with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs.” 
In fact, all exposed hardware throughout the building was to be solid bronze of a dark-color 
with a sanded finish.  

In the office, the contractor was to install a “wrot [wrought] iron grill on office counter 3’ 6” 
high with openings as directed” The grill was to consist of “plain spindles about 3/16” 
diameter and 1” apart with one line of stiffeners through center, heavy top and bottom and end 
pieces and 5/8” square solid corner.” 

Below the gable on the south side of the Depot facing the tracks the Depot was to feature a 
sign which spelled out “Grand Cañon7.” It was to be “cut out and hand hammered of heavy 
sheet copper.” Each letter was to be separate and to be fastened to the building with quarter 
inch diameter iron standards, two to each letter, with the letters standing four inches out from 
the wall.  

The gutters were to be of 16 ounce copper with soldered joints and the outside edge to be 
rolled to 1/4 inch diameter with ends soldered in. The drainpipes or, as the specifications 
called them, “conductors,” were to be of the same material.  

In terms of the interior plaster, the specifications called for the use of Roebling’s No. 20 
galvanized 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 mesh wire lath with V rib, and stipulated that it was to be galvanized 
after weaving, not before. Where applied on logs and boards, the V ribs were to run vertically, 
and where applied on studs, on either interior ground floor walls or on the second floor, the V 
ribs were to run horizontally. Detailed specifications spelled out the requirements for three 
coats of plaster, the final or “finish coat” to be “a sand finish floated with a carpet float in 
circular sweeps.” 

Another extremely useful section in the specifications dealt with painting and staining. All 
outside woodwork and shingles, including roofs, but not including logs or slabs, were to be 
stained with one coat of creosote stain “of approved manufacture,” whatever that meant, to be 
“rusty brown in color.” Window sash and exposed edges of frames were to be painted one 
coat and glazed one coat to match the woodwork.  

Inside, all woodwork in the Waiting Room and Office was to be stained with one coat of oil 
stain, smoke color. All the woodwork in the hall, in the stairwell, and throughout the second 
story except for the bathroom, was to be filled with one coat of approved filler, and then 
varnished with two coats of Murphy’s interior finish. In the bathroom and toilets, all 

                                                 
7 While the sign was originally constructed as ¨Grand Cañon¨ it was changed within a year after the opening to 
“Grand Canyon.” 
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woodwork was to be sainted with four coats of pure white zinc paint, each coat to be sanded 
to a smooth, clean surf ace, then to be finished with two coats of Sherwin Williams and 
Company white enamel, the first coat to be rubbed down, and the final coat to be left in full 
gloss. 

All thresholds throughout the building, and the kitchen drain board, were to be given an oil 
finish, and all counter tops in the building were to be varnished. The specifications called for 
painting the plaster walls in the Waiting Room and Office with three coats of oil paint in a flat 
“dull buff” color, with the ceiling a “light coffee color.” In a similar manner, the painters were 
to finish to toilets and bathroom with buff walls and “cream color on ceiling.” The second 
story kitchen was to be light gray throughout. The specifications called for all of these paints 
to have a base of pure linseed oil, turpentine and pure white lead or zinc, “as directed.”  

Anson’s original contract not only excepted him from the job of installing electrical wiring 
and fixtures but elsewhere specified that “The Company [meaning the Santa Fe railway and, 
more specifically, the Grand Canyon Railway] will furnish all labor and material for electric 
wiring and fixtures,” work which was necessarily done concurrent with Anson’s construction 
of the building. Nevertheless, the specifications accompanying Anson’s contract covered the 
electrical system in considerable detail, calling first of all for a complete system of iron 
conduits throughout the building, all feeder lines to be designed for 220 volt service, and all 
distributing circuits for 110 volt service: 

The general system of wiring will consist of a complete system of iron conduits for 
feeders, sub-feeders and branches of a type and quality manufactured by the “Safety 
Armorite” or “American Interior Conduit Co.” which will first be installed with all 
junction, pull, corner, outlet boxes, couplings, elbows, etc., before any wires are drawn 
in. The whole conduit system will be installed tight with leaded joints in the same 
manner as a gas system is installed. The conduits must have smooth interiors, free 
from all burrs and sharp points and projections, have non-corrosive lining and have the 
makers name or initials clearly stamped thereon, and be continuous from outlet to 
outlet. 

The system was to start from the main switchboard in the stone power house located 
northwest of the Depot and the wires were to run in iron conduits to two distributing boxes 
shown on the plans, and from there to the various outlets through a single tube system. The 
workmen were to run all the conduits concealed in the walls, partitions, or floors, and where 
they had to place conduits in log walls, the electricians had to obtain the job superintendent’s 
approval for the routing of channels to be cut in the logs to accommodate the conduits. No 
cutting of channels was permitted without the permission of the superintendent.  

The electricians were to use the “best grade of Roebling’s White Core, General Electric Co’s, 
Red Core or “Okenite” wiring. All wires to be double braid, rubber covered, as per rules of 
the National Board of Fire Underwriters,” stipulated the specifications. The electricians could 
use no wire smaller than No. 14 B&S gauge and all wires of No. 6 and larger had to be 
stranded. The specifications called for all panels or distributing boxes to be “of steel of the 
Bessart construction or equal thereto with proper lugs for fastenings necessary for their 
support.” and to be lined on top, on the sides, and on the bottom with slate or marble. Inside 
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these the electricians would install “tablet boards” similarly of marble or enameled slate. But 
the doors of the boxes were to be of wood “matching in material and finish and design the 
general finish of the rooms where they are placed, and they are to have beveled plate glass 
panels, flush hinges and Yale 1ocks with duplicate keys.” The carpenters were to set these 
into the wall as far as possible by framing an opening in studs for them. 

The “tablet board” in the Office would contain knife switches to control all first floor lights; 
the board on the second floor was similarly arranged to control lights in the upstairs 
apartment. The specifications stipulated that “all outlets where shown will be controlled by 
switches as noted on plans” and advised that all switches were to be “Hart Push Buttons.”  

All light fixtures throughout the building were to be of solid cast bronze and/or wood. The 
most distinctive were those in the two most important Depot rooms: 

The ceiling lights in Office and Waiting Room to be made with a square frame of 
small wooden logs stained to match log construction of building. This frame is to be 
suspended from outlet boxes with chains having square links and wires are to be 
brought down in a center tube and carried to the corners of frame where lights are to 
be placed Lights to have ornamental husks. 

Judging from early interior photographs of El Tovar, these rustic chandeliers duplicated the 
early chandeliers in the great hotel.  

The specifications guided the electricians with respect to other light fixtures as well: 
The light over operator table [in the depot’s bay window] to have a reflector hung on a 
tube, use 14” opal reflector all complete.  
The lights in Baggage and Freight Rooms to be cord drops with cord adjusters and 
Benjamin Adjusters. 
The lights in Shelter to be Arc lights with ground globes and bronze fittings. 
All other lights except bracket in Kitchen and light in closet under stairs, to be ceiling 
lights with heavy cast ornamental canopies and Holophane globes. Each of these 
fixtures to be made in the proper proportion for the number of lights it is to contain. 
The light under stairs to be a cord drop with cord drop adjuster and the bracket in 
Kitchen to be a plain cast bracket with arm extending 5” from wall, plain husk and 
canopy. 

Except for the arc lights, all fixtures were to feature “plain 16 C.P. lamps,” with the further 
exception that fixtures in the Waiting Room and Office were to have “ornamental engraved 
globes as selected.”  

Railway management undoubtedly chose to use its own forces to install the Depot electrical 
system because it employed electricians under the Chief Engineer of the nearby Power House 
to maintain the steam-powered generators and the electrical system which served all of El 
Tovar and the Bright Angel Hotel, employee residences, and undoubtedly other Grand 
Canyon consumers such as Verkamp and Kolb.  

Anson’s work on all of the Depot plumbing system similarly was controlled by detailed 
specifications for drains and sewers of vitrified tile, wastewater and toilet pipes of extra heavy 
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cast iron joined with molten lead and thoroughly tamped oakum, and cold and hot water pipes 
of galvanized metal with galvanized iron fittings “all to be put together with red lead and 
made perfectly tight.” All exposed piping and fittings were to be “nickel plated on brass.”  

All of the 18 toilets in the building were to be “‘Clow’s Syphon Jet’ ‘The Regla’ with white 
composition seats, tanks and covers.” In the Men’s Room were two batteries of urinals 
containing seven stalls altogether which were to be “Clow’s No. 16 with White Italian marble 
partitions and wall slabs.” In the Men’s and Women’s Restrooms the Depot was to contain 
one battery each of three washbasins, to be “Clow’s enameled iron lavatories No. R 316 with 
cold supply only.” The bathtub upstairs was to be “Clow’s No. P85” white enameled tub, five 
and a half feet long. Despite the lack of hot water in the public restrooms, the Depot did have 
hot water, provided by a galvanized iron 30 gallon boiler connecting with the kitchen sink, the 
washbasin in the bathroom (Clow’s enameled iron lavatory No. R 376 with hot and cold 
supply) and the bathtub in the upstairs apartment, and possibly with a washbasin in the Depot 
office. 

On February 1, 1910, the railway let a second contract to Eugene Murray of Los Angeles, 
California, to cover installation of a two pipe vacuum heating system in the Depot. Murray’s 
work was to commence within ten days after execution of the contract, or February 10, and 
was to be completed by September 30, 1910.  

Murray’s contract differed in certain respects from Anson’s, for example in specifying that 
while the Santa Fe would provide free transportation over the Coast Lines and the Grand 
Canyon Railway for men, material, and tools, it stipulated that the Grand Canyon Railway 
was to reimburse the Coast Lines for the latter’s share of such transportation costs at the 
regular tariff rate. 

Two double-spaced typed legal size pages of specifications for the steam heating system 
accompanied Murray’s contract, calling for 2 1/2 inch wrought iron pipe graded from the 
boiler room to the Depot to carry steam from a low pressure main in the power house 
northwest of the Depot, with a return connection to the boiler room. The pipe was to be 
asbestos-covered and protected in vitrified clay pipe with cement joints. The steam and return 
mains were to be carried beneath the floors of the building as shown on plans.  

Murray’s specifications stipulated the placement and size of the radiators: 
Radiators to be cast iron ornamental pattern, 38” high and placed in rooms as shown 
on plans and placed in rooms as shown on plans and to be following sizes:  
FIRST STORY:  
Office    1 radiator   60 sq.  Feet  
Waiting Room   2  radiators,  40  ft.  ea.   80 sq.     “   
Womens Toilet Room  2  radiators, 16 ft.  ea.   32  sq.    “ 
Mens Toilet Room    2  radiators, 16 ft.  ea.   32 sq.     “  
SECOND STORY:     
Bed Room     1 radiator      24  sq.    “  
Bed Room     1 radiator      16 sq.     “  
Living Room     1 radiator      40 sq.     “ 
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Each of these radiators was to have a nickel plated wood wheel radiator valve and a Simonds 
Vacuum return valve. The radiators and all exposed piping throughout the building were to be 
primed and receive one coat of gold or silver bronze paint. Where pipes passed through the 
floor or ceilings, they were to be fitted with nickel plated floor and ceiling plates. 

The specifications in both contracts considerably amplified the detail in the six sheets of 
drawings by Architect Francis Wilson, and in few places left the contractors any latitude for 
variance.  

As signed in October 1909, Anson’s contract called for him to complete the Depot, except for 
the heating system and for the electrical wiring and fixtures which a railroad electrician crew 
would install concurrent with the contractors work, by February 28, 1910. The contract thus 
scheduled construction, at an elevation in excess of 6800 feet at the beginning of winter. Not 
to mention the potential impediments of snow and ice on the unloading and stockpiling of 
material, freezing temperatures could cause problems both in the early phases of construction 
which involved pouring concrete foundations and in later phases which involved the curing of 
newly applied plaster and the drying of paints and stains. 

Progress of the construction of the Depot is unknown, but although there is nothing in the 
available record to indicate that Anson failed to meet the deadline on his contract, the 
circumstantial evidence suggests that he may have been granted a lengthy extension. It was 
not until cover installation of the two pipe vacuum heating system in the Depot. Murray’s 
work on this contract was to commence within ten days after execution of the contract, or no 
later than February 10, a mere eighteen days before Anson, according to the original dates on 
his contract, was required to finish construction of the building. Possibly he had finished the 
building; possibly he had even finished it a few days or weeks early, and Murray was intended 
to install the heating system after construction of the building itself was basically done--yet 
the 2 1/2 inch main steam line from the boiler house and the 1 1/8 inch return line to the boiler 
room were to be beneath the floors of the buildings, and the floors of the Waiting Room and 
Office on the ground floor were to be solid concrete, poured at the same time as the 
foundations, which suggests that the foundations may not have been poured, and construction 
of the building thus really begun, until after Murray’s contract went into force on February 10, 
1910. It is also curious Anson’s $11,250 contract allowed a mere four months from the date of 
signing to build the entire, two-story, eleven room depot, whereas Murray’s $800 contract for 
the comparatively simple installation of a steam heating system consisting of pipes and ten 
manufactured radiators allowed the contractor eight full months from the date of signing, 
twice the amount of time allowed for completion of the building itself, and much of it through 
mild spring and summer weather. The implication is that Anson faced immediate delays and 
even before Murray’s contract was let probably had obtained from the rail road a lengthy 
extension on the construction contract, so that construction probably did not begin in earnest 
until late February, with the Depot actually being completed some time in the spring of 1910 
rather than in mid-winter. 

The earliest evidence of a completed new Depot at Grand Canyon was a photograph taken 
from the south porch of El Tovar showing the southwest corner of an ostensibly finished 
Depot, with no evidence of construction materials still lying about, that appeared in a U.S. 
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Forest Service townsite plan for Grand Canyon National Monument dated July 18, 1910. As 
the plan undoubtedly took quite some time to draft and some time was required to take the 
photographs used in it, develop the negatives, and have prints made, the true date of that 
photograph may have been in June or even May or earlier. At least it can be said that the 
Depot was completed by the summer of 1910.  

If the mists of time have obscured the date of completion of the Grand Canyon Depot, 
similarly they have clouded its original cost. The contracted cost clearly was $12,050, not 
counting the cost of installation by railway labor of the electrical system and fixtures, for 
which no figure has been found. The Santa Fe Building Record for what was now Grand 
Canyon Railway Building No. 2, however, listed the 1911 cost of the building as $16,400, 
which probably was the actual cost of the building. That figure did not include any of the 
adjacent depot platform, for the same document listed the 2550 square foot frame platform as 
costing $500, an additional 43,690 square feet of gravel platform costing $1,538; and an 
additional 1,310 square feet of cinders costing $356.00. Lighting over the platform, also listed 
as installed in 1911, cost $387. An additional $1,522 paid for piping in steam lines, and it is 
unclear whether these served the Depot building, included piping within the Depot building, 
or served passenger cars parked near the Depot building. Furniture for the Depot in 1911 cost 
a mere $742. A 180-foot deep well lined with dry masonry cost $327 in 1911--it was destined 
to be filled in during 1940. Another $324 spent for grading in 1911 remains unclear regarding 
purpose or location. Many years later, in discussing possible sale of the Depot to the National 
Park Service, a Santa Fe employee in Los Angeles claimed the “original cost” of the Depot as 
having been $29,173, but what other costs and possible adjustments for inflation that figure 
may have included is unknown, and it is not regarded as reliable. 

Whenever the building actually was completed and whatever it finally cost, by the summer of 
1910 the Grand Canyon Railway and, in fact the Santa Fe System of which it was a part, had 
open for business a fine, distinctive rustic depot building at its northern terminus which 
harmonized beautifully with rustic El Tovar and with the pine, pinyon and juniper forest 
environment of the village on the south rim of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River.  

Upon completion of the Depot, the Fred Harvey Company commissioned a hand-colored post 
card showing the new building. Although not explicitly dated, the only example so far seen 
bearing a 1914 postmark, the postcard could have dated from no later than 1911 because 
visible through the open platform at the west end of the Depot were tank cars on the second 
water delivery track at Grand Canyon, a track removed in 1911 to make room for an extension 
to the Power House located west of the Depot. This post card undoubtedly is the earliest-
known view of the new Depot, and it reveals one surprising aspect of the original appearance 
of the building. 

Spanish-Mexican influence thoroughly permeated the American Southwest and appealed 
greatly to the romantic impulses of many Americans, as evidenced in the selection of Spanish 
names for so many Fred Harvey hotels, as well as Spanish architecture for some of them. 
Spanish influence also affected the language of Americans resident in the Southwest, many of 
them adopting Spanish words and phrases in their everyday speech, and in one particular 
word relevant here, Spanish spelling. Throughout the 19th Century and for the first third of 
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the 20th, that Spanish spelling of the word “canyon” prevailed in printed references to the 
“Grand Cañon.” Although the original Santa Fe & Grand Canyon Railroad employed the 
English spelling of the word in its articles of incorporation, W.A. Drake and most Santa Fe 
Railway officials who referred to it erroneously used the Spanish variation of the word. John 
Muir and Theodore Roosevelt followed the custom of using the Spanish spelling. And the 
1910 Fred Harvey postcard clearly revealed that those building the Depot instead had spelled 
out “Grand Cañon.” Apparently, that Spanish spelling of “canyon” so customary in the 
Southwest either annoyed a railway official or puzzled the public at large, for as early as April 
1911 publication the word had been changed to its English spelling. Thus the traditional 
Spanish “cañon” lasted in copper letters on the facade of the Depot far less than a year. 

The first photograph of the new Depot published in Santa Fe advertising literature appear in 
the new edition of Titan of Chasms issued by the Santa Fe Passenger Department on May 17, 
1911, a photo which would appear again in later editions, a photo which documented how 
quickly the Spanish version of “Canyon” disappeared from the south facade of the Depot. 
Railway management obviously was proud enough of its new Depot to publicize it along with 
El Tovar. 

Alterations in the Depot 

On April 30, 1919, a draughtsman in the Coast Lines Engineering Department prepared new 
tracings of Francis Wilson's plans and elevations of the Grand Canyon Depot to show changes 
and alterations. One proposed alteration involved construction of a new upstairs bedroom in 
place of the attic over the waiting room west of the upstairs kitchen. This project would 
necessitate raising the gable roof whose ridge ran east-west over the waiting room to a height 
equivalent to that of the higher gable with a north-south ridge over the center of the agent's 
apartment. But this proposed change never was made. The reason for the proposal is 
unknown, though one may surmise that it originated with a station agent resident at Grand 
Canyon who had a particularly large family and needed more space. Not all the agents during 
this period are known, and nothing is known about them. By January 1, 1917, Fred B. Grim 
was Grand Canyon Agent, but how long before that he had been in that position, and how 
much longer he held it, is unknown. Wayland E. Brown served as agent in July 1918, but the 
length of his tenure is unknown. 

A Vitrified Brick Station Platform for Grand Canyon 

By the 1920s, vitrified brick had gained a certain vogue on the Santa Fe System as paving 
material for station platforms, and the railway’s B. and B. crews or contractors built such 
platforms at the Williams depot and Fray Marcos Hotel at the other end of the Grand Canyon 
line at Williams, at the Flagstaff depot erected in 1889, and later would build them at the new 
Tudor-style depot erected in Flagstaff in 1922 and the still later Winslow depot and its 
adjacent Harvey House, La Posada, which opened in 1930. Vitrified brick is a very hard, 
surface-glazed brick, very thoroughly fired, commonly used for paving purposes. It also has 
been called a paving brick, although that term also designates a special brick paving block 
larger in size than the ordinary brick.   One architectural dictionary described it as a “surface-
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glazed” brick and another as “Brick which has been glazed so that it is impervious to water 
and has a high resistance to chemical corrosion.”    

The brick used by the Santa Fe generally was a dark red brick with surface tones tending 
toward purple or even black, although one section of platform east of the depot at Williams 
alongside the Grand Canyon track was built of a yellow brick. In building such a platform, 
first the work crew laid a level bed of sand and then placed the bricks in an interlocking 
pattern at right angles to each other. The 1903 plan for a rustic depot at Grand Canyon called 
for a depot platform of “Santa Fe vitrified brick,” but of course that depot never was built. 
One of the red bricks used in the depot platform at Williams carried the impressed 1ettering: 
“Coffeyville V.B & T. Co.,” which presumably signified Coffeyville Vitrified Brick and Tile 
Company, probably of Coffeyville, Kansas. Once workmen had laid the bricks, a border of 
planks or poured concrete was built around the platform to hold the bricks in place; they were 
not secured by mortar between them. The platform edges at Williams were of concrete.   

In December 1920, the staff of the Division Engineer in Winslow drew up a plan for a 2350 
square foot vitrified brick platform laid on sand to replace the platform of 3 by 12-inch planks 
on the south side of the Grand Canyon Depot.   It was not until a year later, on December 14, 
1921, that Rodman T.S. Chapman and Chainman L.W. Hitchcock performed field work at 
Grand Canyon to document the plank platform now scheduled to be “retired,” to use the 
railroad euphemism for destruction. They measured 2270.43 square feet of 3 by 12-inch 
flooring laid on 434.6 linear feet of joists, or as the surveyor quaintly spelled it on his Form 
1928 standard work sheet, “joice.” They also estimated that 42 cubic yards of fill would be 
necessary before laying the proposed brick platform.   What happened thereafter is unknown, 
but no such vitrified brick platform ever was laid at Grand Canyon. When some years later the 
railway authorized a concrete platform at this station, the contractor had first to remove an 
existing platform of planks, not vitrified bricks.   Perhaps some Santa Fe official decided that 
brick would not blend in harmony with the rustic log Depot and the conifer forest 
environment of the South Rim. 

Modification of the Grand Canyon Depot 

Passenger traffic on the Grand Canyon Railway steadily increased in the early 1920s as the 
nation recovered from the World War. The total reached 56,075 in 1920, dropped back to 
51,654 in 1921 as the nation experienced a post-war recession, then recovered to 59,230 in 
1922. In 1923 the figure was 64,275, and in 1924 it jumped to 66,236. 95 All of this increased 
the workload of the staff in the Grand Canyon Depot, especially during the summer months, 
and required the railway to increase the staff to handle it, which in turn created the need for 
more office space.  

Unless railway management wanted to construct an addition to the Depot, it faced limited 
options. It would have to seek a solution in rearrangement of the Depot interior. It was 
apparently in August, 1925, that an unidentified railway employee whose initials were 
“E.W.S.” drew a sketch plan [See Appendix] on the railway’s Form 1928 Standard work sheet 
for a proposal to “Rearrange Women’s Toilet in Depot to provide additional office space.” 
The proposal involved reducing the women’s lavatory by more than half of its space, the 
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slightly larger section to provide new office space. From an arrangement providing nine 
toilets and three sinks, the railway proposed to cut the Women’s Toilet down to providing 
only three toilets and three sinks, eliminating the six toilets entirely and moving the three 
sinks from the south wall at the southeast corner of the room to the north wall at a location 
formerly occupied by two of the toilets. The project also involved cutting a new doorway into 
the now-smaller Women’s Toilet. This remodeling created another office in the Depot.   As if 
to justify the work, rail passenger traffic to Grand Canyon in 1925 climbed still higher, to 
68,267. 

New Concrete Station Platforms at Grand Canyon 

As a further step in modernization and improvement of the rail road yards and station grounds 
at Grand Canyon, railway management decided in 1927, or perhaps earlier, to replace the 
graveled area surrounding the Passenger Yard tracks and the planked platform immediately in 
front of the Grand Canyon Depot with a concrete platform in front of the Depot and three 
separate long narrow concrete platforms, placed between three pairs of tracks, each to serve 
the two tracks flanking the platform. A draughtsman in the Coast Lines Engineering 
Department in Los Angeles drew up plans for the new platforms on March 14, 1927.   After 
the summer tourist season that year, on September 23, 1927, the railway let a contract to S.C. 
Hichborn for construction of the platforms; the contract’s expiration date was October 31, 
1927, the obvious urgency in completing the platforms being the approach of freezing winter 
weather, which could play havoc with concrete not yet fully cured.    

Hichborn, a contractor located at 426 South Spring Street in Los Angeles, agreed to construct 
these four-inch-thick concrete platforms at a cost of 22 cents per square foot, with the railway 
supplying cement at Grand Canyon at $3.00 per barrel with a 10 cent rebate for each sack 
returned in good condition, supplying crushed rock at $1.60 per cubic hard, sand at $1.00 per 
cubic yard, and water apparently at no charge providing the contractor furnished the 
containers. Subsequently, on orders from the Division Superintendent, the contractor laid 
6,145 square feet of platform in the vicinity of the Depot building itself as six inch thick 
platform instead of four inch, "it being necessary to have a heavier platform where 
automobiles would be used." The railway paid 30 cents per square foot for the portion of the 
platforms which were six inches thick.    

Hichborn did not finish the platforms by October 30, perhaps in part because railway 
management had added construction of a water tank foundation to his job; anyway, the 
railway extended the deadline to December 15.    

Transitman R. M. Rutledge documented the new concrete platforms in drawings dated 
December 15, 1927. Coast Lines Chief Engineer R.B. Ball reported the work complete on 
January 7, 1928 without saying on what date it actually had been finished. The February 1928 
issue of The Santa Fe Magazine reported, in an item probably submitted in January, that 
Section Foreman Greening and his section gang "have been quite busy shoveling snow off our 
new platform most of the month.” 
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A Stone Wall to Protect the Station Yard 

The “Passenger Yard” in front of the Depot, sometimes called the “Coach Yard,” had been 
laid more-or-less on the natural surface of the ground, with minimal grading, and in ballasting 
and re-ballasting the tracks over the years, had been raised to some extent, but not to the 
extent that the wagon and later automobile road around the east end of the yard had been 
raised. By  the mid-1920’s  this  east  end  of  the Village Loop Road apparently stood quite a 
bit higher than the  railroad yard, raised gradually by filling over the years so that its crown 
would drain during summer rainstorms and melting winter snows. A principal problem for 
both the road and the railroad yard at that location resulted from their location in the middle of 
a natural drainage wash which descended gently westward, parallel to the Canyon rim. To 
improve drainage, a ditch had been constructed about 1905 along the south edge of the 
railroad, passing beneath Track No. 23 and the east leg of the new wye (Track No. 33), and 
then passing out of the railroad yard beneath a main line bridge within the wye, Bridge B-64, 
built in 1916, these measures intended to take the place of the natural drainage. It wasn’t 
always enough, however, and to serve as a retaining wall on the west edge of the Village 
Loop Road east of the Passenger Yard, to more effectively divert rainwater into the drainage 
ditch along the south side of the yard, and to improve the general appearance of the station 
grounds, railway management planned to construct a stone wall around the east end of the 
yard. On August 10, 1928, a draughtsman in the Coast Lines Engineering Department drew 
plans for this stone wall at the end of track.   

As if to emphasize need for the wall not yet built, late in the summer of 1929, a heavy rain at 
the South Rim sent a flood of water six inches deep roaring down through the entire length of 
the Fred Harvey Garage and then down through the Passenger Yard past the south side of the 
Depot and westward along the railroad right-of-way. The flood reportedly did no damage 
“other than littering garage and tracks with pine tree accessories.”   Nevertheless, these had to 
be cleaned up, which was costly. Whether the little flood hastened construction of the stone 
wall is unknown, but by early summer of 1930, railway stonemason Charles Grant had begun 
construction. The central portion of the new wall running roughly north-south was straight, 
but at each end a segment, also straight, angled toward the west. The wall was not vertical, but 
of sloped or “battered” design; a stone stairway descended in the center of the main segment 
from the roadway to the track level, flanked on each side by a railing made of a single piece 
of galvanized iron pipe, bent at each end to form a pair of integral posts secured in holes 
drilled in the stone at the top and bottom of the stairway. Grant laid the dressed stone in 
regular courses, and by July, 1930, he had completed the new stone wall. “The wall is to keep 
young cloudbursts from washing the Pullman cars down to Coconino and is a very solid neat 
appearing job,” the railway magazine reported in its July issue. 

A Fence for the Grand Canyon Depot 

Another improvement around the Depot, following construction of the concrete station 
platforms, was installation of a five-foot high iron fence both east and west of the Depot, with 
a vehicle gate east of the Depot to permit vehicular pickup and delivery from the baggage 
platform on the east end of the building as well as from the freight house, and a “collapsible” 
gate of “standard design,” which meant a compressible latticework gate of steel straps, along 
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the south edge of the roofed passenger platform on the west end of the building. As with most 
improvements, this proposed addition apparently went through the usual phase of conceptual 
development, involving several plans. A railway draughtsman completed one such drawing on 
November 9, 1928.   The Coast Lines Engineering Department in Los Angeles completed 
another version, consisting of a single sheet, on April 18, 1929, which was concurred in by 
National Park Service Landscape Engineer Thomas C. Vint on April 20, recommended by 
Park Superintendent Minor R Tillotson on April 22, and approved by NPS Director Horace 
M. Albright on May 4, 1929.   The railway erected the fence that year under Authority X-8-
29.   

The fence which exists today differs in certain characteristic from that shown on the 1929 
plans. While the fence itself and the “collapsible” gate for the Depot platform are the same, 
the present fence lacks posts of the ornate square configuration shown on the plan. East of the 
Depot, the fence stands at an entirely different location, extending eastward from the 
southern, rather than northern, edge of the Depot, with the gate of an entirely different design 
and at a different location, featuring rounded gateposts larger than those in the design. No 
evidence yet found indicates any later reconstruction of the fence, so the alterations from the 
April 1929 design must have been adopted prior to initial construction that year. It seems 
likely that the present iron fence is the one installed in 1929 (with but one alteration which 
will appear later). 

A Storm Vestibule for the Depot Waiting Room 

At the same time the railway undertook construction of the iron picket fence, it also built what 
The Santa Fe Magazine called in January 1930 a “rustic and very nice-looking storm door for 
the west end of the waiting room.” Actually, storm “entrance” would have been a term more 
accurate than “door,” for this was in fact a small additional structure divided into two spaces, 
one to the south which constituted a small office, and another on the north which was a 
vestibule-type of entrance with a door to the outside on the west, and the Waiting Room door 
in the old Depot west wall to the east. Use of this entrance prevented all the heat in the 
Waiting Room from escaping when the Waiting Room door opened. William Archer, the 
“speedball carpenter” assigned by the railway to build this addition, created a small wood-
frame structure veneered with split slabs and painted to match the exterior of the rest of the 
Depot. The rustic pseudo-log exterior he gave the little storm entrance was not a perfect 
match for the Depot architecture, but it did go part way towards blending the new 
construction with the old.   

The additional office space created as a part of this storm vestibule may once have served as 
an office for the Pullman conductors and other Pullman employees, but later it provided space 
for the railway’s “special officer” (the railway company policemen), giving them, apparently 
for the first time, a few feet of office space.  

Events around the Depot 

The inevitable effect of the Depression on the railway staff at Grand Canyon was reduction in 
personnel, particularly in the need for additional personnel during the summer months. But 
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reductions elsewhere also could affect the Depot. For example, on April 1, 1933, the Western 
Union Telegraph Company closed its “city” office at Grand Canyon, actually an office 
located in El Tovar Hotel. Thereafter, the duty of providing telegraph service to the general 
public fell to the operator at the rail road Depot, although this probably involved no physical 
change in the Depot building.    

That same summer of 1933, a thunderstorm at the canyon fired a bolt of lightning which 
burned out the large floodlights over the station platform. When these particular floodlights 
were installed is unknown.    

Usually the railway “paint gang,” headed in 1934 by a foreman named Frank Lamb, came in 
each spring for the “usual spring cleanup and repainting [of] the bad spots in the hotels.” It is 
probably then that the Depot, the power house, and other railway buildings in the village 
received the same kind of attention, whether it was spot painting or touchup or an entirely 
new paint job, depending upon what was needed. 

Rebuilding the Village Loop Road 

Removal about 1928 of the old power house located north of the Passenger Yard and a short 
distance west of the Depot had cleared the area north of the tracks, and with funding and 
manpower provided by New Deal economic recovery programs such as the CCC and the 
ECW, the National Park Service undertook to relocate the road which looped around the east 
end of the railroad at Grand Canyon and then passed up the hill northwest of the Depot along 
the southern edge of El Tovar. With the cooperation of the railway, the National Park Service 
commenced work in 1934 to relocate this road down off the hill by having it preempt the old 
entry to the Depot parking lot along the north side of the Depot, crossing the now vacant site 
of the old power plant, and closely paralleling the northern edge of the railroad yard 
westward, lower on the south flank of the hill on which El Tovar stood than the old road. The 
Service did not tear up the old road, but left it in place where it still serves today, but the new 
road bypassed it and eliminated some of climb over the hill.    

For reasons unknown but apparently as a part of this project, in 1934 the National Park 
service found it necessary entirely to demolish the stone wall built by the railway in 1930 at 
the east end of the railroad yard, and to build in its place an entirely new stone wall. The new 
wall was to differ from the old in a number of respects: (1) while the old wall was sloped or 
“battered,” the new wall was to be vertical; (2) while the old wall consisted of three straight 
segments, a central north-south section and two end wings which angled one to the northwest 
and the other to the southwest, the new wall was to be built on an arc and entirely curved; (3) 
while the old wall was laid in regular courses of stones of nearly uniform size, the new wall 
was to be “random ashlar,” of stone of greatly varying sizes; (4) while railings of galvanized 
pipe flanked the stairway in the center of the old wall, the new wall featured more attractive 
railings of native stone. All factors considered, the new wall stood as a far more attractive east 
end to the Passenger Yard than had the old one--and perhaps that alone was justification for 
its construction.    
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“The National Park Service is replacing the retaining wall at the east end of the railway tracks 
with a foot walk, which is an improvement,” The Santa Fe Magazine advised its readers in its 
issue for December 1934.   The statement was somewhat misleading, since the service 
actually was both replacing the stone wall and building a new sidewalk on the edge of the 
road above it. 

Remodeling and Reroofing the Depot 

After the depressing rail traffic statistics for 1933, rail passenger travel to Grand Canyon 
improved steadily for the rest of the decade. The total jumped from 12,319 in 1933 to 15,994 
in 1934, 27,443 in 1935, 37,909 in 1936, 40,027 in 1937, 41,997 in 1938, and in 1939 was 
climbing toward 56,536, by which time the railway found it necessary to increase the summer 
staff in the Depot, necessitating some remodeling. By September 1939, the Bridge and 
Building Gang was hammering away in the agent’s office to provide more room to 
accommodate the “abundance of additional work” and the consequent “larger office force 
now employed at Grand Canyon.”   

During the following year, the exterior received an overhaul. Some time before August, the 
Depot, like El Tovar, received a coat of paint on the exterior applied by the Albuquerque 
Division Paint Gang under Foreman Lloyd King. That crew subsequently painted the exterior 
of the Power House in July or August.    

Aside from a fresh coat of paint, what the Depot really needed by this time was reroofing. 
Whether the original wood shingles applied in 1910 had lasted until 1940 is unknown, but it 
seems likely, and if the Depot had been reroofed during intervening years such maintenance 
went unrecorded. The April 1939 issue of The Santa Fe Magazine carried an article however, 
about “Modernizing Railway Structures with Asbestos Shingles” which forecast what was to 
come. The unidentified author discussed the need for railroad buildings to keep pace with the 
modernization of other aspects of American railroads such as diesel motive power and 
streamlined lightweight rolling stock, and proposed a specific solution: 

Helping the railroads in this portion, of their modernization is one of the major jobs of 
Johns-Mansville. J-M asbestos roofing shingles have long provided railroads with a 
permanently economical solution to the roofing-maintenance problems, and Johns-
Mansville asbestos siding shingles and clapboards--two more recent developments--
are now providing a similarly permanent solution to the problem of economically 
maintaining sidewalls. 

Notwithstanding their having “long provided” protection to railroad buildings, the railway 
apparently had not yet applied such shingles to the roofs of any of the older buildings at 
Grand Canyon.  

This Santa Fe Magazine article foretold what would happen to the roof of the Grand Canyon 
Depot a year later. On October 2, 1940, Harry Stafford began applying Johns-Mansville rigid 
asbestos-cement shingles, sometimes called “transite” shingles, of what the article had 
described as the “Hexagonal” type, allegedly over the existing roofing. He completed 
reroofing the Depot, at a cost of $1,380, on October 18, 1940, before the onset of winter 
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weather. Naturally light gray, in later years, at least, the Paint Gang painted the roof at 
different times several shades of green, which faded to a pale green. That 1940 roof finish was 
destined to last until after the railway’s sale of the Grand Canyon branch, nearly 44 year’s 
later. 

Wartime at the Grand Canyon 

The Depot at Grand Canyon remained open throughout World War II, though with 
diminished staff, to handle the paperwork involved in freight traffic on the line, ticketing of 
passengers who, although they rode on buses, traveled on rail road tickets nevertheless, 
telegraph business, and other matters. It seems likely that the two “tricks” or shifts on which 
depot personnel worked were cut back to one--depot hours being cut accordingly. Station 
Agent Samuel D. Turner remained in charge. But the Passenger Yard opposite the Depot was 
virtually empty of cars for the duration of the war, and young Sammy, Jr., and his playmates 
were allowed to play in that area where previously they had not been allowed, at least on days 
other than Tuesday when the regular freight ran.    

With the tracks devoid of trains, deer regularly browsed within the railroad yard. As a spinoff 
of a mistake in wildlife management of the Kaibab deer herd on the North Rim (principally 
systematic elimination of all predators), a number of fawns had been brought to the South 
Rim in the 1920s, and by 1930 constituted a herd of 120 comparatively tame deer, sometimes 
referred to as “garbage can deer” because they frequented garbage cans looking for food. The 
National Park Service had stopped artificial feeding of the deer in 1932, yet the herd still 
existed and increased, over browsing on trees and shrubs in Grand Canyon Village and 
accepting handouts from tourists and residents.   

One of these deer was responsible for a minor structural change near the Depot during World 
War II, although the specific date is unknown. One night a horrible bleating awakened Agent 
Turner and his wife in their upstairs apartment in the Depot, and rushing downstairs and 
outside to investigate, they found that a deer had attempted to jump over the iron fence 
adjacent to the Depot and, falling short, had impaled himself on several of the iron rods above 
the crossrail. Turner summoned a park ranger, who had to shoot the tortured animal to put it 
out of its misery. To avoid any recurrence of the tragedy, Turner sought from the Division 
Superintendent and received permission to have a laborer saw all the iron rods off flush with 
the top of the crossrail, permanently changing the appearance of the iron fence.   During 1944, 
park rangers trapped 65 of the “garbage can deer” in the village and released them near Desert 
View, but plenty of deer reportedly remained in the village, and there are still deer there 
today, though not generally as tame.   

One other change made during World War II involved the railway applying “oil paving,” 
which probably meant asphalt, to an “L”-shaped area which wrapped around the southeast 
corner of the concrete station platform and extended clear across Tracks Nos. 8 and 10 to the 
north edge of the first of the three linear concrete platforms built in 1927 between each pair of 
tracks, The section of asphalt extended roughly from a line south from the west edge of the 
Depot’s bay window eastward to a line southward from the east edge of the iron vehicle gate 
east of the Depot--in other words, not quite as far as the west edge of the freight house. The 
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asphalt may have been to facilitate the access of trucks and vans used to carry small freight 
and express shipments to the station platform where they could be loaded from freight cars. It 
was probably at this same time that the railway built an additional, comparatively narrow, 
planked crossing south of this section of asphalt across the two gaps between the three linear 
concrete platforms. Apparently delineated on Drawing 69147, dated October 30, 1942, a 
month after passenger traffic had ceased for the duration of the war, it is unclear whether it 
was completed at that time, or some time later. 

Repairs at the Depot 

The Grand Canyon Depot joined with other parts of the Santa Fe System in receiving post-
war rehabilitation. “And, speaking of improving appearances, the new walk on the south side 
of the freight house and the new loading platform at the east end of the Depot help a lot,” 
reported Eloise Turner in the December 1948 issue of the railway employees’ magazine: 

Also, the concrete reinforcement on the foundation of the depot to thwart termites’ 
activities.... Workmen have been racing with the weather, and Gene Linville’s water 
service boys finished installation of copper steam pipes throughout the building just as 
the mercury slid way down below freezing. They had one little snowstorm before the 
job was finished… 

That was not all the work done, for the following month the railway magazine reported, “The 
beautiful new paint job on the Grand Canyon station by Cecil Dobbs’ men inspired the agent 
(or his wife?) to add a festive Christmas [I948] note with light and evergreen on windows of 
their living quarters upstairs.”   The painting of the Depot, like installation of the steam pipes, 
must have been completed in October 1948 or at the latest November before the onset of 
winter weather could interfere with the drying of the paint by freezing it.  

In January 1949, the railway’s Engineering Department made certain further changes to the 
April 1919 revision of Francis Wilson’s depot plans, showing remodeling of the women’s 
toilet. As these plans in no way differed from the Form 1928 Standard sketch of the women’s 
toilet dated “8-25,” it is unclear whether the Engineering Department was just getting around 
to reflecting changes made in the Depot in 1925, or the “8-25” date referred to August 25, 
1948, rather than August 1925. That change had been made to provide more office space, a 
need more pressing in the high traffic years of the 1920s than in 1948, but the change could 
have been made at either time, and the documentary evidence simply is unclear as to when the 
railway did the work. 

Those plans reflected two other changes in the Depot, one which was accomplished and one 
which apparently was not. Presumably these were done in 1925, although again it is possible 
that they were done in 1948 or 1949. The railway did change the orientation and location of 
the bathtub in the upstairs apartment from an east-west direction to a north-south direction at 
the east end of the bathroom. The plans furthermore showed the built-in Operator’s desk 
reoriented from facing south to facing east; if the railway changed the orientation of the 
Operator’s desk, later they changed it back again, for its position today is the same as shown 
on Francis Wilson’s 1909 plans.    
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Still later, Eloise Turner reported that spring of 1949, “Something new has been added at the 
railroad station in the form of a large sign calling attention to elevation and free bus service to 
hotels so that those passengers unaccustomed to exertion in high altitudes may ride in comfort 
up the hill instead of climbing the steps.” 

Modernizing the Depot 

During the winter of 1954, the railway ordered the last-known alteration of importance within 
the Depot. Reported in the employees’ magazine in March, it was probably in January or 
February of 1954 that electricians installed fluorescent lighting in the ground floor offices, 
while other workmen pursued different aspects of remodeling. “Station force definitely looks 
on the brighter side of life these days,” reported the agent’s wife in the employees’ magazine:  

Couldn’t be gloomy if they wanted to with all those new fluroescent [sic] lights 
flooding the office with daylight brightness even on cloudy days. Removal of iron 
“cage” at counter, general redecorating which includes floor covering, and installation 
of swanky new desks in the office really dresses the place up. It’s a morale builder that 
makes employees proud to be part of America’s Great New Railroad! 

Yet at the same time remodeling of the Depot offices at Grand Canyon implied Santa Fe 
railway confidence in the future of travel by train to Grand Canyon and thus continued use of 
the Depot, the permanent closing on February 1 of the Harvey House in Williams, the historic 
Fray Marcos, which had accommodated and fed so many Grand Canyon travelers for half a 
century, balanced the scales with a counterweight of pessimism. The passing of the traditional 
“Harvey House” in Williams--and elsewhere along the Santa Fe--constituted another measure 
of the passing of an era in modes of travel in Western America.    

Minor yard repairs during the summer of 1954 included installation of new power lines to 
passenger yard lights.   The following February, Gene Linville and Bill Wright of the Water 
Service Department, recently transferred elsewhere, returned to repair the coach watering 
system.   In June 1955, G.W. Gibson supervised repair of the station passenger platform.   
While the character of this work was undocumented, it probably involved repair of the 
deteriorating surface of the concrete platforms, deterioration possibly due to the use of salt to 
melt winter snow and ice. It was probably at this time that the railway applied a thin veneer of 
black asphalt over the surface of the concrete as a cheap alternative to proper resurfacing of 
the concrete with concrete. 

The ‘Last’ Tree 

When the Grand Canyon Railway had reached the south rim of the Grand Canyon of the 
Colorado River, it had turned east and laid its track up a usually dry wash to the end of its 
right-of¬-way grant, and several years later, another six hundred feet or so to the east edge of 
the station grounds grant. All along the rim, it lay among tall pine trees, literally in the middle 
of a forest. Early photos of the wye area show the stumps of many trees. Early photos of the 
Passenger Yard in front of the Depot show tall pines growing between the tracks, as well as 
all around them. As time passed, more and more of these stately old trees which had 
witnessed the coming of the white man and his machines, passed from the scene. First to go 
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were those which stood between the tracks, victims of realignment of the yard mostly during 
the second decade of the 20th Century. Then during the 1920s the stately old giant north of 
the yard and east of the Depot died. But it was not until early in 1954 that one of the last of 
the great old trees which had watched over the Depot from its beginning, the old pine which 
stood at the west end of the traffic island north of the station, passed from the scene. Eloise 
Turner wrote the sad obituary and The Santa Fe Magazine published it in a black box in its 
March issue: 

A TREE DIES--As it must to all things, Death came last month to our magnificent old 
pine, sentinel at Grand Canyon depot. Unofficial “experts” who counted the rings in 
the 36-inch stump estimated its age at nearly 300 years. How much longer it might 
have stood at the pedestrian crosslane leading from the rail station to El Tovar steps no 
one can guess. Pavement and violence of nature sounded its death knell. The tree had 
been slowly dying for years after precious moisture was cut off from its roots by 
paving all around its base. Efforts to save it were made a few years ago by intensive 
irrigation at its roots, but the old tree’s doom was sealed two years ago when it was 
struck by lightning during a summer thunderstorm. Many passengers stopped to 
admire its height, or stooped to gather some of the large cones it dropped from 
topmost branches where once it “wore a nest of robins in its hair.” ...Park workmen 
felled the tree against its 1ean--tricky business--missing the street light and El Tovar 
steps. The young pinon and juniper...in the path of the toppling giant had to be 
sacrificed. Now our hillside looks bare. So what, you say? Just another tree. This one 
was “special.” 

Other, mostly smaller, trees continued to surround the railroad yard, but at some distance, 
except at the south side where they crowded closest. But the Coach Yard no longer seemed 
quite as much in the middle of a pine forest as during its younger years, and there were those 
who mourned each ancient tree which passed. 

Reminiscence of the Depot 

Many years later, Eloise Turner described the Depot remembered it during the 1940s and 
1950s: 

The “small room” at the east end was the express, freight and baggage room. The 
“porch” at that end was used for loading and unloading freight and express. The door 
on the rail [track, or south] side of the room slid open for receiving shipments from the 
baggage trucks which brought it from the trains. Such shipments included anything 
from suitcases, trunks, etc, which might have been checked through on a passenger’s 
ticket to shipments of milk, fresh vegetables, items for Fred Harvey newsstands… 
The door to the left of the baggage room opened into a small room where train 
passengers checked and/or claimed baggage they had not carried on the Pullman or 
coach. The two windows next were in the main office where tickets were sold, and 
where telegraph and teletype messages were sent and received, The next door opened 
into a cubicle used exclusively by trainmen who “reported in” and received train 
orders. The next two windows are in the Waiting Room which served incoming and 
outgoing passengers. The Agent’s private office was opposite these windows. On the 
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north side of the building was the private entrance to our living quarters, upstairs, and 
the other two doors were to restrooms for passengers. 
The apartment included a living-dining room, (two windows above main office,) two 
bedrooms (window above the baggage room door) hallway with seven (yes 7!) doors 
giving access to a coat closet, the bathroom, the two bedrooms, living room, kitchen, 
and the stairs. There was a small butler’s pantry off the kitchen which opened into a 
utility room which is “under the eaves” at west end, above the waiting room. I had 
clothes-lines...washing-machine, trunks, and even a double bed in this room. There 
were storage areas under the eaves, and one small closet. 
...No additions were made to the building proper while we were there. Improvements 
the railroad company made for us included installation of an electric range, building 
cabinets in the kitchen and bath, and installing a shower above the tub. (The housewife 
before me [Mrs. Lester Ge. Carr] used a New Perfection Oil Range in the kitchen--
much to my amazement, I might add.) The station and our quarters were steam heated, 
so there was a radiator in every room… 
Perhaps the most unusual use of the kitchen window on the west side, directly above 
the agent’s office, was for our fascinating hobby of watching the birds at our feeding 
tray attached to that windowsill… 

Sale of Railway Property to Fred Harvey 

The year 1954 marked a half century of the Fred Harvey company at Grand Canyon, for it 
was late in 1904 that it had taken over management of the old Bright Angel Hotel, and at the 
same time made preparations to open the new El Tovar, then nearing completion. Equally if 
not more important, 1954 was the year that Fred Harvey purchased from the Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway the hotels and other tourist facilities at Grand Canyon which Fred 
Harvey almost always had operated but which the railway had built, owned, and always 
maintained.  

From the perspective of the railway, the sale constituted another milepost in that company’s 
retreat from involvement with Grand Canyon. Not only did it sell El Tovar, Bright Angel 
Lodge, the Motor Lodge, Phantom Ranch, Hermit’s Rest, the Desert View Watchtower, Hopi 
House, Lookout Studio, and certain other facilities such as dormitories, barns and corrals to 
Fred Harvey, the railway donated to the National Park service the Power House with all of its 
equipment, and the utility systems, including all power and water facilities. “The Santa Fe still 
remains very much interested in the Canyon for it is the only railroad which runs to the Rim, 
and it will continue direct Pullman service to the South Rim on certain transcontinental trains 
as in the past,” the Fred Harvey employees’ magazine informed its readers. Nevertheless, the 
railway’s disposal of all of its Grand Canyon buildings and structures except the Depot, the 
tracks, and certain other minor railroad structures constituted the single greatest change in the 
status of the railroad at Grand Canyon and in Grand Canyon National Park since its 
construction in 1901.  

Concurrent with sale of the hotels and other tourist facilities by the railway to Fred Harvey, 
the latter firm negotiated a new twenty year concession contract with the National Park 
Service which included a million dollar program of seven major improvements to be spread 
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over the next five years. These included: purchase of a fleet of ten new modern sightseeing 
buses (accomplished in 1954); remodeling the cocktail lounge in El Tovar; construction of a 
“Trading Post” with refreshment facilities near the Desert View Watchtower; adding new 
dining room facilities at Bright Angel Lodge; enlarging and modernizing the Auto Camp 
cafeteria; redecorating and modernizing the Auto Lodge cabins; and most significant, 
construction of two new “motor hotel” buildings near the Rim between Bright Angel Lodge 
and El Tovar; necessitating moving an old El Tovar employees’ dormitory, the “Brown 
Building,” across the tracks to a new location south of the rail road and east of the stem of the 
wye.  

The National Park Service, not wanting actually to operate the power plant and utility 
systems, contracted before the end of the year for Fred Harvey to operate them, since it was 
one of the largest customers for power and water anyway. Henceforth, the railway had to pay 
power and water bills for the electricity and water used in the Depot and coach yard--it was 
just another consumer instead of the producer--and the cost of heating the Depot in winter 
would one day be a subject of considerable unhappiness. 

The Last Passenger Train to Grand Canyon 

On Tuesday, July 30, 1968 at Williams Junction, Arizona, Engineer V.J. Conway and 
Fireman J.E. Bland climbed into the cab of diesel locomotive No. 730 while Conductor J.D. 
Hart and two brakemen whose names went unrecorded entered baggage car 3919 and coach 
No. 2924 to stow their gear. The train may have coupled to one or two pullman cars. Main 
line schedules had changed on June 16, and according to the final schedule, it was 8:30 a.m. 
Arizona time that Conductor Hart called "All Aboard," waved the engine forward, and 
climbed aboard the train, while Engineer Conway signaled two short blasts on the air horn 
and opened the throttle on the last passenger train to Grand Canyon, scheduled to arrive there 
at 11:15 a.m.  

After a six and a quarter hour layover at Grand Canyon, inconspicuously and unheralded, at 
5:30 p.m. Arizona time on Tuesday, July 30, 1968, after checking in the Depot for a clearance 
and any train orders which were applicable, Conductor Hart called "All Aboard" for the last 
time at Grand Canyon Station, waved the engineer off, and Engineer Conway signaled twice 
with the air horn, released the air brakes, and notched back the throttle. The last Santa Fe 
passenger train to leave Grand Canyon Depot accelerated forward, rolled down through the 
old coach yard built about 1904, down past the 1927 wye on the main track laid in September 
1901, and across the Village Loop Road, the one location where train passengers could 
actually see, for a final tine, from windows on the right side of the passenger cars, a brief 
glimpse of the Grand Canyon itself. Rolling onward, Engine 730 passed over the west switch 
to the wye, hummed past the storage tracks at the west end of the yard and the loading ramp 
there for Cotter Corporation uranium ore, past the Yard Limit sign and out of the Grand 
Canyon Yard, through the sage, pine, pinyon and juniper of the Coconino Forest, and out over 
the cattle guard which marked the national park boundary, for the lest time. This returning 
train was scheduled into Williams Junction at 7:15 p.m., after which the Albuquerque 
Division dispatcher inscribed on his train sheet, "No. 14 and 15 discontinued on arrival 
Williams Jct July 30, 1968." An era had ended at Grand Canyon. 
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Closing the Grand Canyon Depot 

Discontinuance of passenger service on the Grand Canyon line after July 30, 1968, did not 
automatically entail closing the Grand Canyon Depot, for the railway still operated its weekly 
freight train each Wednesday, although in 1967 it operated no extra freights. (The railway 
also operated 13 work trains on the Grand Canyon District in 1967.)    

Nevertheless, railway management concluded that the paperwork involved in handling this 
freight traffic could be handled by agents at Williams or Flagstaff by mail and telephone, and 
that continued staffing at the Grand Canyon was unnecessary. Furthermore, following 
discontinuance of passenger traffic, the National Park Service began pressing the railway to 
relinquish its station grounds grant in order to permit development of a parking lot where the 
tracks of the old Passenger Yard lay in front of the Depot. After extensive internal discussion 
as well as discussions with the park superintendent and his staff, the railway applied in the 
spring of 1969 to the Arizona Corporation Commission for permission to “discontinue all 
services at its railroad station facilities at Grand Canyon, Arizona, and to abandon said 
facilities along with a portion of the railroad yard serving the Grand Canyon station,” 
requesting further to be permitted immediate abandonment without a month’s prior notice to 
the public. Aside from the fact that the Grand Canyon station facilities no longer were needed 
for passenger traffic, the railway noted that the land would revert to the government if it 
abandoned station facilities, and the Arizona Corporation Commission cited as the central 
reason for the railway’s application that 

The United States Department of the Interior has asked the Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa Fe Railway Company to abandon the station facilities and railroad yard at the 
earliest possible opportunity because the land which would then revert to the United 
States is needed to provide additional parking facilities for Grand Canyon National 
Park to accommodate visitors to the Park during the summer of 1969 and thereafter; if 
the railroad is required to follow the thirty (30) days’ notice provision of A.R.S. #40-
367 (A) before abandoning its facilities, the land could not revert to the United States 
until sometime in June, 1969, at the earliest and the needed parking facilities could not 
be completed until well into the summer. 

Accordingly, under Docket No. R-11958, the Arizona Corporation Commission announced in 
Decision No. 40009, issued May 12, 1969, that it would allow the railway “to discontinue all 
service at its station facilities at Grand Canyon, Arizona, and to abandon the same along with 
the railroad yard used in connection with said station facilities, except that this Order shall not 
extend to the main track and wye turn-around portion of the yard.” The abandonment was to 
be effective immediately.   

“Immediately” as far as the railway was concerned would require some phasing out. At 2:30 
p.m. on May 13, the day following granting of authority by the Arizona Corporation 
Commission, Santa Fe Division Superintendent Earl Gillmore issued instructions by teletype 
to Agent Burns at Grand Canyon, Agent Irvin at Williams, and a number of Santa Fe officials 
in Winslow, Flagstaff, Los Angeles, and Topeka that the railway would close the Grand 
Canyon Depot at the end of the shift terminating at 6 p.m. on May 16, 1969. Agent D. L. 
Burns, however, was to remain on duty for four more days, until the close of his shift on May 
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20, to close out station records, which would terminate his assignment.   On the following 
day, May 14, 1969, the railway issued Albuquerque Division Bulletin No. 567, which made 
the closing official.    

Thus passed into history the Grand Canyon Agency of The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railway, after 67 years, seven months and 24 days of operation, all but about eight and a half 
of those years in the log building below El Tovar next to the old Passenger or Coach Yard.  

As it turned out, closing the Depot did not mean that the Santa Fe would relinquish the land to 
the National Park Service, and in fact it would be a decade and a half before the railway gave 
up ownership of the station grounds and the station building.  

Meanwhile, Agent Burns had to dispose of the contents of the building, and before long other 
uses for it would arise. No complete inventory of the contents of the building has been found, 
but various correspondence showed the nature of selected contents. Railway employees had 
removed some material even before the Depot closed, such as a carton of fusees, 500 
remittance envelopes, 500 RRB envelopes, and 25 large and 25 small binder covers, all sent 
to Winslow in February 1969.   Burns also had on hand in February 25 bundles of presto logs 
for dining cars, a 500-pound balance platform-type scale on metal wheels, an old style of 
baggage truck with steel wheels, a more modern type of the same with rubber tire wheels, and 
a roll of 36-inch kraft paper; all of which he wanted to ship elsewhere.    

Agent Burns, furthermore, had received a request to purchase the Depot’s wheelchair, a 
wooden three-wheeled variety, even before the Depot closed.   Subsequent to closing, there 
remained a Santa Fe teletype, three telephones, and several electric space-heaters which 
needed to be removed.   Agent Irvin at Williams had orders to pick up all the ticket stock and 
station records from Grand Canyon for storage at Williams.   Additionally, on May 29, 1969, 
Santa Fe freight car 31411, spotted on the pit track at Williams, contained two old baggage 
carts and scales (probably. those Burns earlier wanted to ship), as well as three old push cars, 
file cabinets, and desks, which Division headquarters ordered Agent Irvin to bill and forward 
to Winslow. Finally, Car No. 13525 at Williams contained “soil cans” (for sewage from 
passenger cars, otherwise known as “sanitary cans”), water hoses, another old push car, and 
some old tools from Grand Canyon.   

Now vacant but not unwanted, the Depot building soon had suitors. Even before the Depot 
closed, Pastor R.R. Thompson of the Baptist church at the Grand Canyon had in 1968 
inquired as a result of rumors about potential closing of the agency about the possibility of 
either buying or leasing the old Depot for use as a church, since the existing church was 
inadequate for the numbers in attendance, at least during the five month tourist season. No 
sooner had the Depot closed than the railway received a request from the National Park 
Service to use the upstairs in the Depot as park employee living quarters, so tight was 
government housing at Grand Canyon, and before railway management made any decision on 
that, in January 1970 the Bish Contracting Company, which had won a National Park Service 
contract for work on the sewage treatment plant at the South Rim, asked the railway if it could 
rent the entire Depot for a year for use construction offices. Subsequently the railway signed a 
lease the Bish firm, the first of three uses of the building after its historic closing in 1969.    
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 The year 1972 was the centennial year of the establishment of  the  first  national  park  in  
America,  for  it  was  one hundred years earlier that Congress created Yellowstone National 
Park. Although not established as a bureau of the Department of the Interior until 1916, the 
National Park service chose to celebrate the centennial of the establishment of Yellowstone as 
the centennial of the origin of the National Park System, and accordingly designated 1972 as 
the National Park Centennial Year, to be celebrated by each and every park in the system in 
its own way. The Women’s Centennial Committee organized at Grand Canyon for one such 
celebration chose to reopen the Grand Canyon Depot, closed and empty again since the Bish 
Company had completed its sewer system construction and departed. The women planned to 
use the Depot as a summertime “interpretive” center, with members of the committee and 
volunteers dressed in period costume to talk with visitors about life at Grand Canyon during 
the early 1900s, and to prepare exhibits on Grand Canyon history. While Grand Canyon 
National Park management would assign a full-time interpreter for five days a week in July 
and August, it also solicited volunteers to enroll officially in the “Volunteers-in-the-Parks” 
program (nicknamed “VIPS”).  

As exhibits, the women obtained on loan from the Santa Fe Rail road Museum in Topeka 
period chairs, table, and desk, an old adding machine, photographs and paintings, ticket date 
stamps and ticket punches, and other railway material. From local sources they gathered 
clothing worn at Grand Canyon in the 1920s and 1930s, and luggage and trunks to fill the 
baggage room. A Fred Harvey exhibit featured one of the women in a 1912 Harvey waitress’ 
uniform, consisting of black dress, shoes, and stockings, and a white apron and cap, as well as 
examples of early table service used in the Harvey hotels. 

The Depot opened to the public on the evening of July 17 in a “Grand Reopening” which 
featured a photography collection on loan from Phoenix College, as well as refreshments 
made by five of the women. “Santa Fe Depot Takes Part in Park Centennial ,” announced a 
headline in the Williams News on August 3, 1972, and operation of the building as an 
interpretive center that summer seemed a success. Unfortunately, it was only for a single 
summer, and for a single purpose.   After it closed that fall, again the Depot lay empty, forlorn 
and abandoned.  

On May 15, 1976, the railway leased the Grand Canyon Depot to a Flagstaff firm, Canyoners, 
Inc., for operation as a concession for the sale, rental and repair of hiking and backpacking 
equipment, and as a concession offering guided hikes. “We are located in the historic Santa Fe 
railroad depot near El Tovar Hotel,” claimed the firm’s advertising cards. This concessioner 
continued to operate in the railroad Depot until after the National Park Service acquired the 
building in 1984, when in a landmark court case the court upheld the right of the Service to 
cancel the firm’s lease in order to serve a more essential need. 

Recognition of the Depot as a Historic Building 

In January of 1969, a request was made by the Superintendent for an evaluation of the 
historical importance of the Depot building in anticipation of the withdrawal of the Santa Fe 
Railway. The response was not particularly kind to the Depot and the Assistant Regional 
Director suggested that “the station itself is not particularly significant” and hoped that the 
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finding of the “history experts will suggest that we do away with the building when and if it 
becomes ours.”8 In fact a 1965 master plan map [see appendix] shows the Depot with an X 
through possibly indicating that it was targeted for demolition even before the end of rail 
service.  Fortunately the response from the “history experts” was that the building was of 
considerable historic significance and that it should be retained along with “all the rails and 
tracks in the yard associated with the Depot.”9 This last recommendation did not go over too 
well and the National Park Service responded that it “is unfortunate that the depot occupies 
such a strategic location with regard to traffic flow and other visitor use consideration…But – 
the idea of perpetuating all of the existing yard trackage adjacent to the depot is completely 
unrealistic…We have for years considered this trackage to be the greatest eyesore along the 
South Rim.”10 But, while on the one hand the National Park Service was seeking to tear up 
most of the historic railroad tracks, on the other it did take steps to recognize the historic 
character of the Grand Canyon Depot. On December 15, 1971, Park Ranger Ezekial Jaramillo 
completed a form nominating the Grand Canyon Depot to the National Register of Historic 
Places. The Santa Fe Railway Company initially opposed the nomination and apparently was 
able to block its nomination.11 But eventually after processing by the Arizona State Historic 
Preservation Officer, the National Park Service in Washington listed the Depot in the National 
Register of Historic Places at local level of significance on September 6, 1974 based on 
Jaramillo’s general summary of its history.   Subsequently, on May 10, 1974, National Park 
Service Western Regional Historian Gordon Chappell assisted by Regional Historical 
Architect Robert Cox and Regional Archeologist Roger Kelly completed a National Register 
nomination for the Grand Canyon Village Historic District, subsequently listed in the National 
Register on November 20, 1975, which mentioned the Depot specifically as contributing to a 
historic district of regional level of significance. This historic district form also attributed 
architectural significance to the Depot, which the form on the individual building did not.   
Neither form specifically addressed the yard tracks, a number of which by 1975 had been torn 
up. The Depot building was also listed as a National Historic Landmark in 1987 and as a 
contributing structure to the Grand Canyon Village National Historic Landmark District in 
1997. Finally in 2000 Al Richmond prepared a National Register Nomination for the “Grand 
Canyon Railway”. This nomination included not only the rail line but the Grand Canyon 
Depot and all related historic features encompassed within Grand Canyon National Park, as 
well as those outside of the Park. 

                                                 
8 National Park Service, J.M. Eden, Assistant Regional Director, Operations, Santa Fe, NM, letter to Chief, 
Office of Archeology & Historic Preservation, National Park Service, Jan. 20, 1969 

9 National Park Service, Chief, Office of Archeology & Historic Preservation, Washington, D.C., letter to 
Regional Director, Southwest, Sept. 30, 1969 

10 National Park Service, F.F. Kowski, Regional Director, Santa Fe, NM, letter to Director, National Park 
Service, Oct. 6, 1969 

11 National Park Service, R.R. Lovegren, Superintendent, Grand Canyon National Park, letter to J.S. Reed, 
President, Santa Fe Railway Company, June 7, 1972 
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Abandonment of the Grand Canyon District by the Santa Fe 

In 1980, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway filed with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission an application for a certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity permitting 
the abandonment and scrapping of the Grand Canyon District. Upon hearing news of the 
filing of this application, Regional Historian Gordon Chappell recommended to Park 
Assistant Superintendent Bruce Shaw that the National Park Service ask the railway for 
donation of the Depot building and all the tracks within the yard limits. Subsequently the park 
did approach the Santa Fe for the Depot and some of the tracks within the yard limits, 
excluding the wye tracks and those west of the west end of the Village Loop Road. The 
railway company agreed to the donation of the Depot and tracks requested, but for legal 
reasons this was made part of a larger court proceeding involving a “friendly condemnation” 
suit to settle once and for all land-ownership questions regarding the “condition of reversion” 
applicable to the right-of-way and station ground grants within Grand Canyon National Park 
once the railroad was removed. The U.S. District Court lodged a judgment in that suit 
favorable to the National Park Service on June 21, 1982.  

After several abortive proposals to revive the railway as a steam powered, tourist-hauling 
carrier, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway contracted with Railroad Resources, Inc., 
of Phoenix, a railroad industry firm specializing in railroad dismantling, railroad construction, 
and the handling of second hand track material, motive power, and rolling stock, to dismantle 
the Grand Canyon District trackage. After studying the matter however, Railroad Resources 
returned to the Santa Fe and negotiated instead an option to purchase the line rather than to 
scrap it. Early in 1984 they ran a ballast regulator from Williams to about Milepost 58, 
clearing the track of brush, weeds and small trees, in order to inspect the line. Subsequently in 
May 1984, Railroad Resources, Inc. purchased the line from the Santa Fe with the intention of 
restoring it to service as a steam-powered tourist carrier. For operation on it, they purchased 
from the Southern Pacific Company ten “Harriman”-style grey commuter coaches built in the 
1920s, and from the New Jersey Transit Authority 14 clerestory-roof coaches of similar 
vintage, both types somewhat similar to the “heavyweight” cars used on the line by the Santa 
Fe. Railroad Resources then engaged in negotiations in Mexico and throughout the United 
States for purchase or lease of steam locomotives. The company projected initial operation of 
a “V.I.P.” special train on Memorial Day, 1985, and the beginning of regular service on July 
4, 1985. The plan was not successful and in 1988 the company made plans to begin removing 
and salvaging the line. 

Rail Service Resumes to the Grand Canyon 

In 1988, the line was bought by a Phoenix, Arizona, couple, Max and Thelma Biegert. The 
Railway was reopened for passenger service on September 17, 1989, eighty-eight years to the 
day of the first passenger train to the Grand Canyon. “Bringing the Grand Canyon line back to 
life really came down to the eleventh hour,” explained then Williams Marshal John Moore. 
“As Grand Canyon Railway was working on getting the final paper-work complete, a 
corporation which made a failed attempt to restore the Grand Canyon line, had begun tearing 
it up for salvage materials. If it hadn’t been for Grand Canyon Railway, train service to the 
Grand Canyon would have been permanently lost.” 
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In 1989, Grand Canyon Railway put a stop to the salvage work and began a detailed 
restoration process. The decaying tracks were rebuilt, repair work was done on the historic 
depots at both ends of the line, and after 21 years passenger service once again returned to 
Grand Canyon National Park. 

The small, non-historic utility building (building no. 548) was demolished in the summer of 
2003. 

Sale of Railway Property to Xanterra 

In March 2006, owners Max & Thelma Biegert announced to the media that they were 
placing the railroad and its associated restaurants, hotels and amenities up for sale. The 
combined properties have annual revenue of nearly $40 million. The Biegerts stated that they 
were seeking a new buyer/operator with a possible theme park background, which will ensure 
that the railroad, hotels, RV park, restaurants (and a possible new amusement park in 
Williams) will continue to be operated as one entity. 

On September 21, 2006, it was announced that Xanterra Parks & Resorts of Denver, CO, had 
submitted the winning bid (for an undisclosed sum) and was selected as the new owner for the 
Grand Canyon Railway. Xanterra is the current operator of the Grand Canyon National Park’s 
hotel, restaurant and store concessions, as well as National Park Service concessions of many 
other national parks throughout the nation. Xanterra is the corporate name and identity for 
what was originally known as ‘The Fred Harvey Company’. The purchase of the GCR 
includes all of the Railway’s assets outside of the Grand Canyon National Park12, including 
land, depots (but not the Grand Canyon Depot which has been owned by the National Park 
Service since the 1982 “friendly condemnation”), hotels, RV park, rolling stock, shops and 
linear pieces of land along the 65 mile (105 km) line. 

                                                 
12 The sale of GCR to Xanterra does not include any real property within the Grand Canyon National Park. 
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1.1.1 STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The historic and architectural significance of the park’s resource is defined in the 1987 
National Historic Landmark nomination as follows: 

The Grand Canyon Depot has multiple aspects of significance. First, the building is one of 
approximately 14 log depots known to have been constructed in the United States, and it is 
one of three remaining. Out of those three, the Grand Canyon Depot is the only one where 
logs were used as the primary structural material, rather than as ornament to make the 
building seem more rustic.13 As an architectural symbol, the building served as the 
introduction to the Grand Canyon setting the tone for the visitor experience during days of 
train travel; and it continues to contribute a substantial sense of place to the area so 
painstakingly developed as a “destination resort” by the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe 
Railway. The Depot is integrally connected with the development of El Tovar and the South 
Rim of the Grand Canyon and as such had a major impact on revenues of the Santa Fe system 
and on the nation’s entire railway network through connecting service with other railroads. 
The Depot is at the branch-line terminus of the only railroad line inside national park 
boundaries--the railroad came first and then the park was created. The massive publicity 
campaign undertaken by the Santa Fe increased public awareness of the Grand Canyon and 
undoubtedly aided in efforts to establish the area as a national park in 1919. 

The first railroad into the Grand Canyon vicinity was the Santa Fe and Grand Canyon 
Railroad, organized in 1897. The company went bankrupt in 1900, when its tracks were still 
eight miles short of their South Rim destination. The Grand Canyon Railway, organized by a 
subsidiary of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, bought out the bankrupt short line 
and finished construction of the rails in 1901. The Railway developed the railroad yard and 
the luxurious El Tovar hotel and built a small frame depot to accommodate passengers 
coming and going. The boom in railroad tourism, brought about by railroad promotions of 
destination resorts like the South Rim, created the need for a larger depot that would 
contribute to the image the railway was seeking. The economic push behind the idea of a 
destination resort was not that the railway made money off accommodations when visitors 
came to an area and vacationed there for several weeks; their biggest revenues came from 
increased passenger traffic. 

The use of the Grand Canyon as a main resort and the key feature depicted in advertising and 
timetables--was so successful that the “Grand Canyon Line” which originally referred only to 
the branch line between Williams, Arizona, and the Grand Canyon, became synonymous with 
the entire Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway system. 

To visitors the Depot still represents the concept of a western national park: rustic and scenic. 
When train travel was the primary mode of getting to Grand Canyon even before the area was 

                                                 
13 1985, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, “Statements on Architectural and Historical 
Significance” by Gordon Chappell, on file at the Denver Service Center, no pagination. 
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set aside as a park, the Depot was the gateway through which they entered the developed area 
of the South Rim. The building’s style and ambience was perfect for the feeling of civilized 
frontier that the Railway created in their south rim development. The Depot, with the “Grand 
Canyon” name prominently displayed on its front elevation, remains an architectural focal 
point continuing to draw attention to that rustic image. Today visitors are consistently causing 
traffic jams when they stop on the road to photograph that symbol of a national park. The 
building is the most photographed structure at Grand Canyon. 

The architect of the Depot was Francis Wilson, who designed a number of residences and 
community buildings around Santa Barbara, including a residence for Edward Payson Ripley, 
president of the Santa Fe Railway. Wilson’s training had been as a draftsman working with 
Albert Pissis, designer of major neo-classical revival buildings in San Francisco, and through 
the study of European architecture during his extensive travels here. His first job with the 
railroads was designing the Santa Barbara passenger depot for the Southern Pacific. He then 
moved on to employment with the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway--undoubtedly 
based on his previous work for Ripley--designing depots and depot hotels at Ash Fork and 
Williams, Arizona, and Needles and Barstow, California. He was involved with the 
remodeling of Bright Angel Hotel at Grand Canyon, and then began work on the Grand 
Canyon Depot in 1909. Most of Wilson’s designs were typically Californian in nature: 
buildings with mission-revival and mediterranean influences with a hint of an arts-and-crafts 
character--typical of what other California architects of the time were doing. His log depot at 
Grand Canyon, however, was unique in his work as the only log building and the only rustic 
building he designed. Yet even this building had some classical undercurrents, with its 
symmetrical configuration and rustic pediments. 

Francis Wilson designed the building with obvious connections to El Tovar. The logs were 
compatible with the log slab siding of the large hotel. The chandelier in the waiting room was 
similar to those in El Tovar. The dark wood wainscoting was the same deep brown as the 
interior paneling at El Tovar. Even the local newspaper commented in 1909 that the railway 
was in the process of building a “rustic bungalow station at Grand Canyon, patterned after the 
El Tovar Hotel.” The rustic feeling inspired by this building was subordinate to, yet 
complimented the finer appointments of El Tovar. Wilson’s choice of details in construction--
fitting the logs together so tightly that water could not penetrate, and allowing for good 
drainage whenever possible were far superior to the log construction details of El Tovar. 

Passenger service to Grand Canyon ended in 1968. A railroad agent remained at the Depot to 
handle freight, but that operation was shut down a year later. The National Park Service 
acquired the property in 1982 in a series of legal proceedings involving other Santa Fe 
properties and rights-of-way at the Grand Canyon. Since the Depot’s closing as a railway 
office, the building has been used as construction offices, as a small interpretive center during 
the Bicentennial, as a concession for renting hiking and backpacking equipment, and as park 
offices. In 1988 the railroad was purchased by the Grand Canyon Railway company and daily 
rail service was restored to the Grand Canyon in 1989. At that time, the Depot’s first floor 
was returned to its original use as a railway depot and remains so today. The Depot is 
routinely maintained by the National Park Service and Grand Canyon Railway. 
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1.1.2 PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

In a sense the entire history of the Grand Canyon Depot from its conception and construction 
in 1909 and 1910, to its closure as a functioning depot in 1969, and finally to its revival as a 
railroad depot in 1989 and continued service to the present, is significant. Many different 
periods of significance have been suggested in previous documents. Gordon Chappell in his 
1984 Historic Structure Report recommended the period from 1927 to 1940. The 1974 
National Register Nomination lists only the 20th Century, specifically the 1890’s as the period 
of significance, which probably can be assume to mean the period from the 1890’s to the date 
of the nomination, i.e 1974. The 1987 Historic Landmark Nomination listed the period from 
1909 to present, again presumably meaning the date of the nomination.  

In terms, however, of selecting a period of historic scene to preserve, including the Depot, its 
site and the railyard, the years 1927 to 1934 are recommended. The Depot itself remains on 
the exterior little changed in appearance since its construction, except for addition of a storm 
vestibule entrance with small office included (1929). The Depot itself thus could easily be 
restored on the exterior to its 1910 appearance. Realistically, however, it is impossible to 
change the surrounding historic scene back before about 1927-1934. Doing so would require 
removal of the concrete station platforms built in 1927, which are in themselves historic 
structures, and the reconstruction of expensive wooden plank platforms which would pose a 
constant, costly maintenance headache.  It would also mean the removal of the iron fence and 
collapsible gate built in 1929, also historic, and the removal of the stone wall at the east end 
of the Passenger Yard, constructed in 1934, and the reconstruction of the earlier battered stone 
wall. Therefore, with these preservation constraints in mind, the period 1927-1934 is 
recommended as the main period of focus for preservation purposes. This period corresponds 
to the major fulfillment of the Village plan with its community attributes and significant 
landscape features which were done under the direction of Dan Huff and during the CCC era. 

Since the Depot building has changed little even up to the present a second period of 
significance from 1929 to 1968 is recommended for the Depot building alone. This period 
represents the period when the full extent of the structure was completed and remained 
functionally intact during the period of uninterrupted passenger service. The only significant 
change to the building after 1934 was the replacement of the wood shingle roof with asbestos 
shingles in 1940. These were subsequently removed and replaced with wood shingles again in 
1986. The wood shingles are a significant character defining feature and therefore the period 
of significance for the roof should be considered to be prior to the installation of the asbestos 
shingles in 1940. In addition the second floor has been modified many times over the years 
simply as a result of its function as a residence and the tastes and styles of the various 
residents. There is little historic value in restoring the second floor to the main period of 
significance. But only relatively minor changes have been made to the second floor since the 
end of rail service in 1968 so within the period of significance recommended for the Depot 
building of 1929 to 1968 it can be preserved in essentially its current configuration. 
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1.2 CHRONOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT AND USE 

Timeline Summary of Grand Canyon Depot Design, Construction and Use 

1901 First depot (building no. 573), a small board-and-batten gable-roofed building 
built south of Bright Angel Hotel. 

1903 Small “rustic” depot designed for Grand Canyon but never built. 

1905 Original depot (building no. 573) and station sign moved from location south 
of Bright Angel Hotel to new location at the southeast corner of the 
Powerhouse. 

1907 New two story functionally-styled hip-roofed depot designed but not built, but 
established floor plan basically followed in the depot which was built later. 

1909 New “rustic” log depot designed by Santa Barbara architect Francis W. 
Wilson, contract let to A.W. Anson to erect it, October 27. 

1910 Present “rustic” Grand Canyon Depot built with copper letters spelling “Grand 
Cañon.” First depot relocated to northwest to serve as office of Chief Engineer 
of the Power House. New Depot opened by mid-summer; date of completion 
unknown. 

1911 Copper letters spelling “Cañon” on south façade of Depot changed to read 
“Canyon” by May. 

1919 Depot plans revised to show proposed changes in the building; among them, 
raising roof over Waiting Room for addition of new second story bedroom, a 
change never made. 

1920 Plan for new vitrified brick station platform, which was never built. 

1925 Probable date of reducing Women’s Rest Room by half, to create space for 
new office (plans are unclear; slight possibility change was in 1949). 

1925 Possible date of the addition of a bedroom on the second floor over the 
Waiting Room. 

1927 New concrete station platform built late in the year. 

Late 1920s Board ridges and protruding barge board rafter ends begin to disappear from 
the roof of the Depot. By the late 1930’s they are completely gone. 

1929 Storm vestibule entrance and small office added to west end of Depot, 
adjoining the Waiting Room beneath the covered platform. 
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1929 Iron fence added north of Passenger Yard both east and west of the Depot, with 
a collapsible gate south of the covered platform. 

1930 Battered stone wall built at east end of Passenger Yard by railway. 

1934 Relocation of the Village Loop Road down off the hill to along the north side 
of the Depot. 

1934 Demolition of railway’s battered stone wall east of the Passenger Yard and 
construction of a new vertical curved random ashlar stone wall. 

1939 Remodeling of unspecified nature undertaken in Agent’s Office in the Depot. 

1940 Depot exterior painted. 

1940 Wood shingle roof replaced with Johns-Manville asbestos-cement shingles. 

1942 “Oil Paving,” probably asphalt, of an L-shaped area at the southeast corner of 
the Depot. 

ca. 1943 At an undetermined date between 1942-1945 iron rods of the Depot fence 
sawn off above the crossrail after a deer impales itself. 

1948 Depot foundation “reinforced” with concrete to “thwart termites.” 

1948 New copper steam pipes in stalled throughout. 

1948 New walk on the south side of the freight house and new loading platform at 
the east end of the Depot. 

1948 New paint job on the Depot. 

1949 Revisions made to Depot plans – unclear whether reflecting changes made in 
1949 or changes made earlier, such as turning half the Women’s Rest Room 
into a new office; other changes indicated included: bathtub in agent’s 
apartment reoriented, and changing orientation of built-in operator’s desk. 

1949 New sign added to Depot announcing the elevation and free bus from Depot to 
hotels. 

1954 New fluorescent lights installed in Depot first floor office area. 

1954 Iron “cage” at counter removed. 

1954 Unspecified remodeling of the Depot interior including floor covering and new 
desks. 
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1954 Large pine at the west end of the traffic island on the north side of the Depot 
dies and is removed. 

1954 At undetermined dates in the 40s and 50s additions made to the agent’s 
apartment including electric range, cabinets in kitchen and bath, and a shower 
above the tub. 

1954 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway considers abandonment of the branch 
line to the Grand Canyon. 

1955 1901 depot (building no. 573) moved to South Entrance. It was demolished at 
an unknown date. 

1955 Repairs to the Depot passenger platform – probably resurfaced with asphalt. 

1968 Last passenger train departed Depot July 30. 

1969 Grand Canyon Agency (Depot) closed May 16. 

1970 Depot leased for one year to Bish Contracting Company for a construction 
office while working on the South rim sewage treatment plant. 

1972 Depot reopened for the summer as part of the National Park Centennial. 

1974 Depot building listed on the National Register as a stand alone building. 

1975 Depot building included as part of the National Register district. 

1976 Depot leased to Canyoneers, Inc for the sale, rental and repair of hiking and 
backpacking equipment. 

1982 Ownership of Depot and tracks reverts to National Park Service from 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway through “friendly condemnation” suit 
settled in favor of Grand Canyon National Park.  

1983 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway begins the process to remove and 
dispose of the rail line to the Grand Canyon. 

1984 Court upholds the right of the National Park Service to cancel the Canyoneers, 
Inc’s lease in order to serve a more essential need. 

1984 Railroad Resources, Inc. purchases the line from Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 
Railway with the intention of restoring it to service as a steam-powered tourist 
carrier. 

1984 Roof work on the Depot including repair to log rafters, trim boards, gutters and 
asbestos-cement shingles. 
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1984 All of the windows are removed and reconditioned. 

1986 Cement asbestos shingles removed and replaced with wood shingles. Work at 
this time probably also included repair of log rafters, gutter repair, removal of 
three planter boxes, repair to board gable ends, repair to the “GRAND 
CANYON” sign, re-staining the exterior, repair of windows, replacement of 
shutters on south gable, repair work on exterior doors, replacement of decking 
on loading dock, interior plaster repair. 

1986 Two new downspouts are added to the west end of the Covered Waiting Area 
due to the settlement of the west end. 

1986 The Loop Road was  converted to one-way traffic. 

1987 Depot listed as an individual National Historic Landmark under Criterion 4 for 
architecture on May 28. 

1987 Electric cove heaters installed. The original radiators had already been 
removed sometime earlier. 

1987 Extensive maintenance work begun and continued into 1989. Refer to the 
Maintenance Logs in the Appendix for details. 

1987 East loading dock decking removed and replaced. 

1987 “GRAND CANYON” lettering stripped of paint, straightened, polished and 
coated with clear laquer. 

1987 Windows stripped of white paint. Inside received clear varnish and out sides 
were painted (H-C 72). 

1987 Attic windows and shutters reconstructed. 

1987 Wrought iron fence and gate removed, repaired and reinstalled. 

1988 Window repairs: eave windows (bath and Pantry), Waiting Room, Agent’s 
Office, Stairway landing window. 

1988 Plaster repair including extensive removal and replacement of sagging and 
falling plaster.  

1988 Replacement of both north corner log ends at ground level. 

1988 Replacement of some steps in the stairway. 

1988 Insulation installed. 
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1988 Line was bought by a Phoenix, Arizona, couple, Max and Thelma Biegert who 
form Grand Canyon Railway. 

1989 Depot leased to the Grand Canyon Railway 

1989 Grand Canyon Railway put a stop to the salvage work and began a detailed 
restoration process including repair work on the Depot. Refer to the 1989 
Depot Rehabilitation Drawings in the Appendix. 

1989 First run of restored rail service to the Grand Canyon September 17. 

1989 Stair railing restored. 

1990 Handicapped accessible restroom added. 

1990 Non-historic fluorescent light fixtures removed and replaced with reproduction 
fixtures approximately matching the historic fixtures. 

1990 Grand Canyon Depot reopens in July. 

1990 National Historic Landmark plaque installed in log stand south of Covered 
Waiting Area. 

1990-92 Second floor used as office space for park engineering and resource staff. 

1990-2007 Grand Canyon Science Center occupied the second floor for offices. 

1994 Painting done in Women’s’ restroom, repair to plaster in Waiting Room and 
Agent’s Office, accessible restroom repainted, photographs added in Waiting 
Room. 

1995 Cleaned and grout/caulk floors in Women’s Restroom 

1996 Sink/countertops in Men’s and Women’s Restrooms resurfaced. 

1996 Add section to the west end of the wrought iron fence extending to the old 
heating building (building 548). 

1996 Wheel stops of 8-inch by 16-inch timber add to parking area west of the Depot 
to prevent further damage to the wrought iron fence. These were later 
removed. 

1997 Depot listed as a contributing building to the National Historic Landmark 
district. 

1997 Smoke and fire detection devices installed in the Dpot. 
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2000 Al Richmond’s “Grand Canyon Railway” nomination to the National Register 
of Historic Places. 

2002 Concrete platform and steam conduit reconstructed. 

2002 Concrete Depot platform reconstructed. 

2003 Building 548, a small, non-historic utility building, demolished. 

2005 Stone wall east of the Depot reconstructed. 

2005 Work done on the Depot included log viga repair work on the south façade, 
repair of damages eave, and repair of severely spalled concrete walkways. 

2005 Northwest eave repaired following vehicle collision. 

2006 Xanterra purchases the railroad and its associated restaurants, hotels and 
amenities outside of the park. The sale did not include any real property within 
the park. 

2007 Fire suppression system installed throughout the Depot. 

2007 Northwest eave repaired following vehicle collision and traffic bollards 
installed to protect the building. 
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1.3 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

General Statement 

The Grand Canyon Railroad Depot appears today almost as drawn in the original design. 
Modifications to the exterior of the structure have been few and these that have been made are 
minor in nature. More modifications have been made to the interior of the structure than were 
made on the exterior. However, changes on the interior are almost entirely to the second floor. 
The second floor modifications do not affect the integrity of the existing fabric of the 
structure.  

The plan of the structure is a basic rectangle on the first floor with the long axis in the east-
west direction. A second story extends a few feet beyond the walls of the first floor centered 
on the north -south axis. The second story is supported on log columns and beams where it 
extends beyond the walls. A covered shelter extends to the west of the first floor and an 
uncovered loading dock is on the east elevation.14  

The overall design motif of the structure is “Swiss chalet” rustic. This is a common motif 
carried out in many log structures of the period. Wide eave overhangs, exposed log rafter 
ends, log column and pilaster details, rough sawn lumber, wood shingles, multi-light 
casement windows, and long horizontal shadow lines all contribute to the above mentioned 
character of this structure.  

The “Swiss chalet” rustic motif links the Railroad Depot to other structures at the south rim of 
the Grand Canyon. The architect's decision to create a Swiss chalet Railroad Depot at the 
south rim of the Grand Canyon should be respected in the proposed treatment for this 
structure. 

Exterior Appearance 

Excellent design and detailing by the architect, Francis W. Wilson, account far the longevity 
of this structure. This is perhaps the only log structure designed and executed by Mr. Wilson. 
His detailing and usage of the logs as a building material have resulted in an incredibly sound 
structure which has not been subject, until recent years, to the problems which usually plague 
log structures.  

At first glance the log walls appear to be merely a veneer. The log walls of the structure are 
incredibly regular with courses measuring a constant nine inches. [Photographs E-18, E-19] 
At each joint between the log courses a 1 to 1 1/2 inch continuous strip of building paper 
appears secured to the lower log with galvanized roofing nails at 2 to 2 1/2 inches on center. 

                                                 
14 Much of this physical description section comes from the document: National Park Service, U.S. Department 
of the Interior, 1984, Grand Canyon Railway Depot. Historic Structure Report by Richard Borjes. No 
pagination. 
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The regularity of the coursing belies the fact that the logs are actually the structural element of 
the building.  The logs carry the structure weight to the concrete foundation. 

The architect’s specifications for the Railroad Depot call for logs to be surfaced on three sides 
and “barked” on fourth side to create the continuous nine inch log courses. The specifications 
read as follows:  

The first story walls up to [the] plate [are] to be made of logs 12” in diameter with 
three sides sawed so as to make 9” courses, the faces of logs to project 3” if possible, 
but in no case to project less than 2”. The slab taken off the top of logs to be less than 
the slab off of bottom so that each log will project over the one below about 3/4”. The 
lower inside corner of each log to be rebated as per detail to take a 1” x 2” strip which 
is to be nailed to the log below. As each course is laid put a piece of Rubberoid 
roofing [Photograph E-80] in the joint nailing it into the rebate, as shown, and 
allowing a projection of 3/4” on the outside. Give the top and bottom surfaces of every 
log a coat of creosote before laying in place. 

Inspection of the log walls shows that the contractor followed the specifications for 
construction of these elements.  

The building paper, called “Rubberoid roofing” in the specification, is Mr. Wilson’s ingenious 
design element which replaces the usual mortar daubing, split log chinking, or oakum 
caulking of traditional log construction. The building paper is a continuous layer between 
each log course. The paper insures that each log drains freely to prevent deterioration.  

Mr. Wilson designed the log crowning or sculptured log ends at each of the building corners 
as a false design element. [Photographs E-19, E-31, E-37] The logs are not continuous at the 
corners and the log crowns are added to give the appearance of a traditional log structure. 
Each crown was individually hand worked with adz and broad axe and then spiked onto the 
log ends at the corners. The log corners beneath the crowning are standard “stop log” 
construction with every other log, alternating between the two walls, continuing through the 
joint, to create the corner. The corners are squared and notched to receive the log crowning.  

The exterior wall foundation was designed and constructed as concrete wall with spread 
footing. Concrete piers with spread footings were constructed to support the log columns.  
Interior bearing walls and columns were supported on similar foundations. The foundations 
were constructed without reinforcing steel. 

The first story floor, except for the floor of the freight room, was concrete slab laid on grade. 
The floor in the freight room was constructed of wood joists and planking raised to the level 
of the east receiving dock. 

Francis Wilson designed the shelter on the west side entirely of logs. [Photographs E-3, E-4, 
E-22, E-40 – 53] The structure is supported on 14 inch diameter log columns. The ceiling is 
open log rafters and tie beams. [Photograph E-21, E-49] Log king posts extend between ridge 
and tie beams connected with one inch wide iron straps. A false log ridge pole extends the 
length of the interior of the shelter roof. The actual ridge was installed as one by five inch 
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rough sawn board. The log rafters connected to the board ridge above, but were not attached 
to the log ridge pole. 

Log connections were designed with metal pins and bolts. This is standard log detailing for 
log structures designed by architects. Metal fastenings take the place of traditional log joining 
techniques such as mortise and tenon and notching.  

It should be noted here that the shelter is the only portion of the structure in which the roof 
was actually constructed with log members. All other roofs were constructed with 2 by 6 inch 
rough sawn rafters. Exposed log rafter ends at these roofs are only pole lookouts which are 
not structural other than holding the weight of the eave. These log lookouts extend into the 
attic approximately 4 feet 8 inches and are attached to the rafters with spikes.  

The dock on the east end of the main structure is a simple concrete foundation with a wood 
platform. [Photograph E-5] The wood platform is constructed of 6 by 8 inch girders, with 2 by 
10 inch floor joists spaced at 12 inches on center and 2 by 6 inch tongue and groove deck.  

A particular design element is the window configuration installed throughout the structure. 
All windows were designed as casement. [Photographs E-89 and following] The sashes were 
constructed with multi-light panels over a single fixed light panel. The multi-light 
configuration was repeated in the transoms of the exterior doors of the structure. The number 
of multi-light panels varies between six or eight panels depending on the size of the window 
sash. 

Another interesting design element is the exterior door. The doors were constructed of heavy 
vertical planks with two rectangular patterns on each door created from large iron brads. 
[Photographs E-93, E-95, E-108, E-110] Of special note is the door hardware. Cast brass 
knobs and escutcheon panels with the stylized letters “GC” on each knob were installed on 
each door15. [Photograph I-110] Trim for windows and doors were formed from log slabs.  

The second story of the structure was designed and constructed with frame walls supported on 
six 18 inch diameter log columns, four columns on the north and two on the south elevations. 
[Photograph E-18] The columns are spanned by 14 inch diameter log girders in the east west 
direction at the second floor level. A classical design element was added by installation of 
four log slab pilasters on each of the north and south elevations. Much the same as classical 
pilasters, the log pilasters support brackets which then support the overhanging gable ends of 
the second story roof.  

The rustic motif of the structure was carried out in materials at the second story level. Wood 
shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with every other course doubled fills the space 
between the pilasters and forms the east and west wall surfaces. The walls of the gable ends 

                                                 
15 By 1989 many of the original knobs and hardware were missing and for the reopening of the Depot in 1990 
were replace with replica brass knobs and escutcheon plates matching the original lettering. 
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are sided with rough sawn vertical tongue and groove boards. Full length, log barge boards 
form exposed design elements an each of the four “main structure” gable ends.  

The roof is wood shingle with board ridges. False log rafter ends extended from the roof 
surfaces to give the appearance that barge board logs extended through the roof. [Photographs 
E-66 – 88] 

The addition of a vestibule on the west elevation of the main structure presents a change from 
Francis Wilson’s original design. [Photograph E-49, E-50] The vestibule, added in 1929, was 
wood frame with log slab siding and has not been changed significantly since its construction. 
A 7 1/2 inch concrete pad, poured over the original shelter floor slab, forms the floor and 
foundation for the vestibule. A storm entrance and office were created by this addition. The 
west door and window of the waiting room were covered by the construction of the vestibule 
but were not blocked out. These elements of the original structure remained operable. 

Three windows and one door constitute the openings in the vestibule and all appear to have 
been fabricated for another structure. In each of the north and south elevations a single fixed 
20 light window, has been incorporated. The front elevation of the vestibule has a three panel 
with single fixed light access door and a small 2 foot square “ticket” window. All openings 
are trimmed with log slabs.  

The top log slab on each of the vestibule exterior walls was shimmed along the upper edge to 
tilt the slab outward. This detail adds a classical touch to a very simple structure by creating 
an entablature on the vestibule walls.  

The Depot vestibule is in good condition although not insulated. Winter weather conditions 
have created the need for vestibules and airlocks on other Grand Canyon structures including 
Bright Angel Lodge and El Tovar Hotel. The vestibule’s date of construction (1929) fits 
within the period of significance for the Railroad Depot. 

Also in 1929, the iron fencing, gates, and collapsible gate were proposed for addition to the 
structure to enclose the track and yards. [See Appendix 4.3.7] Both the fencing and 
collapsible gate were constructed at this time but neither were constructed as shown on the 
design drawing dated April 18, 1929. Presumably many factors including economics, 
fabrication, and on site revisions by the job supervisor, account for the differences between 
the drawing and actual construction.  

The iron fence, as constructed, extends to the east of the railroad station in line with the south 
elevation. [Photographs E-6 – 14] This section of fence includes a large double gate to the 
east of the loading dock. On the west of the Railroad Depot the fence was constructed in the 
location shown on the design drawing. A note on the original drawing describes the fence and 
gates as follows:  

NOTE: five foot iron picket fence with square metal posts set in concrete. Collapsible 
gate of standard design for passenger entrance.  Double 12 foot gate for truck 
entrance. Entire fence to be painted black. 
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The “five foot iron picket fence” was constructed with a buttressed iron dowel where the 
square metal posts are shown on the drawing. The “double 12 foot gate” is of a different 
design entirely with cast iron ball capped, round iron posts replacing the square metal posts 
shown.  

During World War I1 the fencing and gates were modified even further when the top of the 
pickets were removed as a safety measure. A section of fence to the east of the double gate 
still retains the picket spikes.  

The collapsible gate “for passenger entrance” is of a standard design but not one shown on the 
drawing. [Photographs E-41 – 46] The gate installed has a lower profile and has continuous 
iron webbing rather than the double webbed iron pickets shown in the drawing. Although 
movement in the concrete floor of the shelter has distorted the bottom track, the operation of 
the gate is not impaired. 

Another major modification affecting the exterior is the addition of asphalt surfacing to the 
road directly behind the structure on the north side and to the parking lot on the west side. The 
road is built-up to approximately two feet above the base of the structure and is, at the closest 
point, approximately three feet from the structure wall. The parking lot is surfaced to the edge 
of the shelter slab on the east and within three feet of the iron fence on the south side. 
Together the road and parking lot comprise a very large area of asphalt. A water runoff 
problem is created by this asphalt. [Photographs E-4, E-5, E-50, E-52, E-57] 

The road accommodates the major circulation pattern for traffic in the area including busses 
and large vehicles. Traffic is one way on the road.  At the Railroad Depot the road is split into 
two lanes by an island.  The island is elliptical in shape, with stone curbing around the 
perimeter. There is a traffic sign at the east end of the island that says "keep right," so all 
general traffic keeps to the right (north) side of the island.  The only traffic on the south side 
of the island is Grand Canyon Railway service vehicles or the Fred Harvey Tour buses, both 
of which are authorized vehicles.  General public vehicles are not permitted to use the south 
lane.  According to their contract, only a certain number Fred Harvey tour buses are permitted 
within the vicinity of the Depot at any one time.   

But with the south lane so close to the Railroad Depot, vehicle impact is almost unavoidable. 
Vehicles turning from this lane into the west parking lot compound the problem. Damage was 
probably frequent and either bollards or closing of the inner lane were considered as far back 
as 1986. Damage occurred frequently in recent years, resulting in closing the inner lane in 
1986 and installing bollards in 2007. The vehicle access of the south lane is a permitted use of 
the space that is presently being reconsidered by Grand Canyon NP as part of the new 
Transportation Master Plan under development. 

Interior Appearance – Ground Floor 

Francis W. Wilson carried the rustic character of the exterior into the interiors of the Railroad 
Depot. His log slab wainscoting and trim and sand finished plaster walls and ceiling helped 
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create this character. For the concrete floor finish he used a 12 inch square grid pattern 
mimicking quarry tile and thus enhancing the rustic character.  

The lower floor plan of the structure, adopted by Mr. Wilson from a 1907 plan, includes a 
waiting room, an office, a baggage room, a freight room, the men’s and women’s toilets, and 
a stairway to the second floor. The second floor is the apartment of the station agent and 
contains a kitchen, living room, two bedrooms and a bath room. 

The waiting room [Photographs I-9 – 12] and the agent’s office are finished to match the 
rustic character of the exterior of the Depot. Both have a wainscot of vertical rough sawn pine 
boards set in roughly square panels. The base, rail and vertical casing are made of log slabs. 
The wainscot is stained a dark brown. The walls above the wainscot and the ceiling are 
painted plaster with rough sawn pine corning casing and ceiling molding. The floors are 
concrete with a roughly one foot square grid pattern. Between the waiting room and the 
agent’s office there is a ticket window. [Photographs I-116, I-117] The ticket window as 
designed in the cabinetry details of the original construction documents was a small opening, 
2 feet wide by 2 feet 5 1/2 inches high. A “chip glass” window slid into an overhead pocket in 
this design. The ticket window, as designed, allowed only one agent to perform transactions. 
The ticket window existing in the structure is approximately 4 feet 6 inches wide by 2 feet 5 
1/2 inches high with three till drawers allowing space for three functioning agents. Borjes 
states that the detailing of the window indicate that it is an enlarged version of that shown in 
the drawing. A large “chip glass” window slides into an overhead pocket. The construction 
details of this existing ticket window indicate that it was part of the original Railroad Depot 
construction. The window designed was apparently never constructed and an onsite decision 
by the architect or a representative for the railroad created the window as it exists. The ticket 
window also was originally constructed with a wrought iron grill that was removed in 1954. A 
metal pipe railing has also been installed in front of the ticket window sometime after the 
original construction. The railing matches a railing installed on the north side of the covered 
waiting leading toward the men’s restroom. According to Borjes the exterior railing being 
mounted onto the retaining wall indicating a date of installation of 1935 or later. Detailing and 
pipe size indicate that the railing at the ticket window was probably installed at the same time. 

The agent’s office [Photographs I-13 – 20] is the same rustic finish as the waiting room. In 
addition to the “back” side of the ticket window a counter was built in wrapping and facing 
the exterior door on the south side. This was presumably for the use of railroad employees to 
pick up communications and instructions. The agent’s office also contains a built in operator’s 
desk in the projecting bay. 

If Francis Wilson designed the public rooms of the Railroad Depot in a rustic theme, he 
designed the toilets and station manager’s apartment to reflect contemporary modern tastes. 
Trim for the second floor was simple and functional including a continuous mop board and 
picture rail with simple board trim around doors and windows. [Photographs I-79 – 82] The 
picture rail continued across the heads of the doors and windows as a molded cap. The doors 
in these interior spaces were simple five panel doors. [I-134] Hardware for these doors 
included the same cast brass “GC” doorknobs used elsewhere in the structure. [Photograph I-
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133] The walls were three coat plaster over metal lath with the same sand finish used in the 
first floor plaster.  

The toilets on the first floor were designed as simple functional spaces. In these rooms an 8 
foot cement16 wainscoting finished as 2 1/2 by 5 inch tiles runs the entire perimeter. 
[Photograph I-22 – 24] The wainscot is topped with a simple molded cap. Partitions between 
toilet stalls were constructed of vertical 1 1/8” x 3” tongue and groove to the height of the 
wainscoting with the same molded cap of the wainscot topping these elements. The urinal 
partitions were constructed of white Italian Marble including wall slabs, dividing panels, and 
grooved floor slabs. [Photograph I-32] The fixtures in these rooms were originally “state of 
the art” as well, including siphon jet water closets of vitrous clay china, vitrous clay china 
urinals with holding tank mounted on the wall above the wainscot, and enameled iron 
lavatories. The floors are, as elsewhere on the first floor, concrete finished in a 12 inch square 
grid.  

The baggage room and freight room on the first floor were strictly utilitarian. [Photographs I-
43 – 53] The walls were finished with by 8 inch horizontal boards. The ceiling of the baggage 
room was finished in this same material. No ceiling was installed in the freight room 
originally though at some point a plywood ceiling was installed. Shelving and cabinets in the 
baggage room were constructed of 1 1/8 by 3 inch three inch vertical tongue and groove.  The 
floor of the baggage room is concrete while the floor of the freight room is 2 by 6 inch tongue 
and groove. At the south end of the baggage room a wire mesh cage, not part of the original 
construction drawings, separates the baggage room from the south entrance. According to 
Borjes construction details indicate that the cage was added during building construction. 

Interior Appearance – Second Floor 

The second floor was originally composed of living room, kitchen with pantry, bathroom, and 
two bedrooms all arranged around a central hall. A third bedroom was later added in the attic 
space over the Waiting Room accessed off of the kitchen through the pantry. 

The stair to the second floor starts from either an exterior door on the north side or a door 
from the agent’s office on the south. A short flight of stairs from either side leads to a 
common landing. [Photographs I-39, I-40] From this landing a flight of stairs with winder 
treads top and bottom leads to an intermediate landing. [I-41, I-42, I-58, I-59] From the 
intermediate landing a straight flight of stairs leads to the second floor landing. [Photograph I-
60] A door from this landing leads to the central hall. The stair treads, stringers and landings 
are all clear stained wood. From the intermediate landing up there is a clear stained wood rail 
made up of square newel posts with a simple wood cap, rectangular rail and nominal 1x1 
pickets. At the intermediate landing there is a raised floor area with built in painted wood 
storage cabinets. This space results from the fact that the second floor overhangs the first floor 

                                                 
16 The original specifications indicated plaster for all walls except the wainscot. The wainscot was “to be made 
of pure Keene’s cement thoroughly worked.” It is also interesting to note that the plaster was to have “a generous 
quantity of hemp well incorporated.” 
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by about two and half feet. Since the landing is only half way up to the second floor it 
couldn’t go out beyond the wall line of the first floor without impacting the exterior elevation. 
But at the same time the second floor wall is two and half feet further out creating this space 
above the level of the landing at the level of the second floor. Francis Wilson seems to have 
missed this relationship during design as the original drawings show the intermediate landing 
going all the way out to the second floor wall with no winder treads. The winder stairs are 
probably the result of a “field fix” during construction when they realized that the stair 
couldn’t be built as drawn. 

The central hall at the top of the stairs is a room with seven identical four panel wood doors. 
[Photograph I-61 – 64] It must have presented a real dilemma to the overnight guest that 
wandered out of their room in the middle of the night and needed to decide which was the 
correct one to get them safely back to their bed.  

The living room [Photographs I-79 – 82] and the two original bedrooms [Photograph I-91 – 
95] have painted plaster walls and ceilings with clear stained pine baseboards and picture rail. 
The picture rail aligns with the heads of the window casing. Window and door casings are 
clear stained pine with a crown molding head. The doors are four panel clear stained pine with 
cast brass knobs and escutcheon panels with the stylized letters “GC” on each knob.17 All of 
the windows are wood casement windows with a six-over-one pattern of lights. The floors of 
the living room and central hall are of oak while the floors of the two bedrooms are of fir. The 
original specifications called for all the floors on the second floor to be “Oregon Pine” another 
name for Douglas-Fir. It seems probable that at some point new oak and fir flooring was 
added on top of the original floor. A note in a February, 1989 Maintenance Logs states “The 
northeast bedroom baseboards were removed to run the outlet wiring inside the wall. These 8” 
redwood planks sat atop the original yellowpine flooring that must have worn out within 
weeks.” The stair landings, also oak, presumably would have been done at the same time to 
compensate for the added thickness on the second floor. The floor in the closet off of the 
central hall is approximately ¾ of an inch lower than the hall and therefore may be the 
original “Oregon Pine” flooring. [Photograph I-68] The kitchen and bathroom floors, now 
covered with linoleum, were probably also re-floored and a July, 1988 Maintenance Log 
indicates that beneath the linoleum it is the same “redwood material as the bedrooms, but [it 
is] worn severely under the linoleum to made the determination difficult.” 

The kitchen [Photographs I-69 – 72] has painted plaster walls and ceiling with clear stained 
pine baseboard and chair rail. The floor in the kitchen is currently carpeted and beneath the 
carpeting is linoleum. As noted above the wood floor is probably the same fir as in the 
bedrooms. The kitchen has the same type of doors and windows as the other rooms on the 
second floor. On the east wall there are wood base and wall cabinets. The base cabinet is of 
stained wood with a plastic laminate counter top trimmed with wood. There is a double 
porcelain sink. The wall cabinets are painted. On the south wall is another set of base and wall 
cabinets of a different design. The base cabinet is stained wood with a stained wood counter 
top. The wall cabinets are painted with glass front doors. 

                                                 
17 As noted above many of the existing “GC” knobs may be replicas. 
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The pantry [Photographs I-73 – 76] was originally just a small alcove off of the kitchen 
tucked in under the large overhanging eaves of the second floor roof. It also now serves as the 
‘vestibule’ to the added bedroom. There is a single trapezoidal shaped casement window, 
matching the slope of the roof overhang on the north wall. The pantry has built in cabinetry 
on both the north and south walls. On the south side the cabinetry consists of a base cabinet of 
stained wood with a plastic laminate counter top and stained wood wall cabinets. On the north 
there is a stained wood base cabinet with plastic laminate top. In this case the counter top is 
set at the sill of the casement window, about five feet off the floor. The design and detailing 
of these cabinets is different than any of the cabinets in the kitchen. [Photographs I-76 – 78] 
While the kitchen cabinets are make of clear boards with chrome plated hardware the cabinets 
in the pantry are made of bead board with decorative cast bronze hardware.  

A door in the west wall of the pantry leads into the bedroom added in the attic space over the 
waiting room. [Photographs 83 – 88] It is clear that the door and frame were built to fit 
existing conditions because both the top of the door and the head casing slope to match the 
slope of the roof, in this case the overhanging second floor roof. It is also not a standard 
height door, the height of the door being determined by the slope of the lower roof beyond. 
[Photograph I-135] The walls and ceiling are all finished with painted bead board. The 
ceiling, being attached directly to the bottom of the roof joists slopes to match the roof and is 
only about four feet above the floor at the north and south walls. Multiple doors built into the 
north wall open into the attic space beyond. No doors were built into the south wall but access 
to the attic space was provided through the closet in the east wall. The most unusual aspect of 
the room is the two casement windows in the west wall. They have to fit between the roof of 
the Depot and the roof of the covered waiting area. Therefore they are set tight to the ceiling 
and are angled to follow the slope of the roofs. A small diamond window joins the two 
casement windows at the peak. The doors and casings are also much simpler here than in the 
other rooms of the second floor. The door is a four panel but 2 over 2 door rather than four 
horizontal panels as in the typical second floor doors. The casings are simple with no crown 
molding. Also all the wood work is painted rather than stained. 

The bathroom on the second floor [Photographs I-96 – 100] has been modified probably 
several times over the years. The original drawings by Francis Wilson show the tub located 
along the north wall with the lavatory on the opposite south wall. Sometime, possibly in 1925 
when the changes were probably made to the women’s restroom but certainly by 1949 when 
the changes show up on a set of revised drawings also showing remodel to the women’s 
restroom, the tub was reoriented from east-west to north-south along the east wall. The 
lavatory was also moved to the north wall and a set of cupboards with a built-in vanity and 
mirror were added to the south wall. The walls of the bathroom are painted plaster and there is 
a painted wood molding about five feet above the floor at the bottom of the window sill. The 
window is a trapezoidal casement window similar to the window in the pantry. Similar to the 
pantry the bathroom extends out under the overhanging eave of the second floor roof. 
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1.4 CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES 

Site 

The Depot is located at the branch-line terminus of the only railroad line inside national park 
boundaries. Its location is integrally connected to the El Tovar Hotel and the South Rim of the 
Grand Canyon. It sits at the base of the hill directly below the El Tovar Hotel within 500 feet 
of the South Rim of the Grand Canyon. The Depot is immediately bounded on the north by a 
paved road. To the west is a small paved parking lot primarily used for bus parking during 
arrival and departure of trains. To the south, the main front of the building, sit the railroad 
yard platform and tracks. On the east is a service drive to the railroad yard and beyond that a 
small grassy area and the paved loop road which curves back to the south. 

Exterior General Description 

The Grand Canyon Depot is a log and wood-frame structure with a central section two-and-a-
half stories in height and wings to the east and west each one-and-a-half stories. The 
building's foundation is concrete. The walls are log up to the level of the second floor. The 
second floor is constructed of frame walls with wood shingles. The gable ends are finished 
with vertical tongue and groove boards. The wood shingled gable roof of the two-story 
section runs on a north-south axis, and those of the wings on an east-west axis. The 
intersecting gable roofs are also finished with wood shingles. The south gable end frames the 
Santa Fe logo near the ridge, with the identifying "Grand Canyon" name below in dark copper 
letters. Centered below that on the first floor is a log bay projecting out from the building's 
mass, sheltered by a small gable roof. Another Santa Fe logo is centered in this gable end. The 
baggage loading platform and baggage room are at the east end of the building. The waiting 
platform and ticket booth are at the west end. The front elevation faces south and overlooks 
the remaining tracks. 

This section identifies the historic character defining features, both exterior and interior, of the 
Depot.  Historic character defining features are categorized here as either primary or 
secondary. Features not listed here are considered non-contributing.  

For the purposes of this HSR, Primary character-defining materials and features are elements 
or materials holding a high degree of architectural significance and a high degree of historic 
physical integrity. The primary designation identified them as holding the highest sensitivity 
to change and require treatment accordingly.  

Secondary character-defining features are characterized by a lesser degree of architectural 
significance, yet retain a high degree of historic integrity, or are historically important, yet 
altered elements thus hold less integrity. Features that have been replaced in kind, for example 
roofing shingles and interior wall plaster, are considered as important but secondary features.  
Secondary features, though less sensitive to change, replacement in kind would typically be 
the most extreme treatment on these features. 
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Non-contributing materials or features are generally non-historic elements or elements that 
have been altered to the extent that their original character is absent.  

For the Depot exterior, all elevations are highly visible thus are designated as primary 
elevations. However, the south elevation remains the public ‘gateway” to Grand Canyon 
National Park and should be considered the most sensitive to change of all the elevations. 
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Exterior Character Defining Features 
 Category Comments 
South Elevation  For the Depot, all the 

elevations are highly 
visible thus should be 
treated as primary 
elevations. However, the 
south side was and is the 
public ‘gateway” to Grand 
Canyon National Park and 
should be considered as 
even more sensitive to 
change than the other 
elevations. 

Log walls to level of second floor with 
sculptured log ends at the corners. 
[Photographs E-2, E-37] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Central projecting log bay with double 
casement window facing south and side 
windows facing east and west. Log slab 
casing around windows. Wood shingle gable 
roof with wood shingles on gable wall. Log 
barge boards with [missing] log false barge 
board extensions. Wood A.T. & S.F logo 
centered on gable wall. [Photographs E-18, E-
30, E-31] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Two wood plank doors with multi-light 
transoms. Doors have wrought iron brads set 
in an X in a rectangle pattern. Cast brass door 
locksets with stylized letters “GC” on the 
knob. Log slab casing. [Photographs E-17, E-
32, E-33, E-108, E-110] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. Door hard ware 
may be replacement. 

Fixed sliding wood plank door with man door 
cut in, also with X in a rectangle pattern of 
wrought iron brads. “Baggage Room” painted 
on metal sign over the man door. Log slab 
casing. [Photographs E-18, E-103] 

Secondary Original Design shows as 
swinging door. Appears in 
H-41, dated 1968. 
Undetermined if this is a 
historic alteration. 

Sliding wood plank door with wrought iron 
brads set in an X in a rectangle pattern. Sill is 
about 36 inches above exterior grade (floor 
level of Freight Room). Log slab casing. 
[Photographs E-19, E-102] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 
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Two double casement windows, multi-light 
panels over a single-light panel at first floor, 
with log slab casing. [Photographs E-17, E-
33, E-109, E-111] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Second floor frame walls projects beyond first 
floor and are supported by two log columns 
and the central log bay. Columns support a 
log girder. [Photographs E-17, E-18, E-27, E-
33] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Four log slab pilasters support log brackets 
that then support the overhanging gable ends 
of the second story roof. [Photograph E-18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Wood shingle siding laid in a straight butt 
coursing with every other course doubled fills 
the space between the pilasters. [Photograph 
E-18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Second floor double casement windows, 
multi-light panels over a single-light panel, 
centered between each log pilaster. Log slab 
casing. [Photographs E-18, E-123, E-124, E-
125] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Gable end of second floor roof of rough sawn 
vertical tongue and groove boards with full 
length, and log barge boards. [Photograph E-
18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Log false barge board extensions Secondary Replaced in kind, most 
likely with wood shingle 
roof installation in the 
1986. 

Metal A.T. & S.F logo (circle with a cross in 
the center) at second floor gable wall. 
[Photograph E-18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Small double casement window, also multi-
light over single, with rough-sawn wood 
shutters centered in gable wall. [Photograph 
E-18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Across the gable wall cut out copper letters, 
set approximately four inches from the face of 
the wall, spell out “GRAND CANYON.” 
[Photograph E-18] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 
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Copper-lined wood gutters built into roof 
eave with copper collector heads and down 
spouts. [Photograph E-19] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates these have been 
replaced in kind. 

Wood shingle roofs. [Photographs E-2, E-67 
– 88] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates these have 
replaced cement asbestos 
shingles. Original 
construction drawings 
called for wood shingle 
roof so that these may be 
considered as replacement 
in kind. 
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North Elevation   

Log walls to level of second floor with 
sculptured log ends at the corners. 
[Photographs E-5, E-23, E-64] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Two wood plank doors with multi-light 
transoms. Doors have wrought iron brads set 
in an X in a rectangle pattern. Cast brass door 
locksets with stylized letters “GC” on the 
knob. Log slab casing. [Photographs E-23, E-
93, E-95] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Ten awning windows, multi-light panels over 
a single-light, on first floor with log slab 
casing. [Photograph E-23, E-90, E-91, E-92, 
E-94, E-96, E-97, E-98, E-99] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Second floor frame walls projects beyond first 
floor and are supported by four log columns. 
Columns support a log girder. [Photographs 
E-23, E-57, E-58] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Four log slab pilasters support log brackets 
that then support the overhanging gable ends 
of the second story roof. [Photograph E-61] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Wood shingle siding laid in a straight butt 
coursing with every other course doubled fills 
the space between the pilasters. [Photographs 
E-61, E-62] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Second floor double casement windows, 
multi-light panels over a single-light panel, 
centered between each log pilaster. Log slab 
casing. [Photographs E-23, E-118, E-119, E-
120] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Gable end of second floor roof of rough sawn 
vertical tongue and groove boards with full 
length, and log barge boards. [Photograph E-
23] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Log false barge board extensions Secondary Replaced in kind, most 
likely with wood shingle 
roof installation in the 
1986. 

Small double casement window, also multi-
light over single, with rough-sawn wood 
shutters. [Photograph E-23] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 
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Two wood shingle-clad ventilators extend 
above the roof level on the east and west sides 
of the second floor. [Photographs E-4, E-5, E-
60, E-81, E-82] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Dormer casement windows under second 
floor roof overhanging eaves. [Photographs 
E-60, E-62, E-117, E-122] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Copper-lined wood gutters built into roof 
eave with copper collector heads and down 
spouts. [Photograph E-63] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates these have been 
replaced in kind. 

Wood shingle roofs. [Photographs E-4, E-5, 
E-67 – 88] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates these have replaced 
cement asbestos shingles. 
Original construction 
drawings called for wood 
shingle roof so that these may 
be considered as replacement 
in kind. 
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East Elevation   

Log walls with sculptured log ends at the 
corners and wood shingled gable wall. Wood 
shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with 
every other course doubled. Log barge boards 
with [missing] log false barge board 
extensions. [Photograph E-5, E-19, E-24] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Single sliding wood plank door with wrought 
iron brads set in an X in a rectangle pattern 
and log slab casing. [Photograph E-24, E-101] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Single awning window, multi-light panels 
over a single-light, with log slab casing. 
[Photograph E-24, E-64, E-100] 

 Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Diamond shaped vent opening in gable 
centered under ridge. Shingles project over 
the edges of the jambs. Boarded closed. 
Original specifications call for bronze wire 
mesh. [Photograph E-65] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Wood plank freight platform. [Photograph E-
24] 

Undetermined This maybe secondary if 
determined that 
replacement in October 
1987 was replacement in 
kind. See section 4.4.4 
1987-1989 maintenance 
logs. 

Second floor frame walls with wood shingles 
laid in a straight butt coursing with every 
other course doubled. [Photograph E-62] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Two double casement windows, multi-light 
panels over a single-light panel, with log slab 
casing. [Photographs E-62, E-121] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Wood shingle-clad ventilators extend above 
upper roof level. [Photographs E-24, E-62, E-
81, E-82] 

Secondary Original Design & 
Construction. It would 
seem likely due to the 
nature of the material, at 
some point, the wood 
shingles must have been 
replaced in kind. 
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Wood shingle roofs with copper-clad wood 
built in gutters. [Photographs E-5, E-67 – 88] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates existing shingles 
replaced cement asbestos 
shingles. Original 
construction drawings 
called for wood shingle 
roof so that these may be 
considered as replacement 
in kind. Drawing also 
indicates gutters were 
replaced in kind. 
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West Elevation   

Log walls with sculptured log ends at the 
corners and wood shingled gable wall. Wood 
shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with 
every other course doubled. Log barge boards 
with log false barge board extensions. The 
roof of the Covered Waiting Area (discussed 
below) interrupts the gable wall. Two six-
light casement windows, set above the 
Covered Waiting Area roof and parallel to the 
slope of the roof. Fixed diamond-shaped 
window, between the two casement windows, 
at the peak. [Photographs E-3, E-4, E-50] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Single awning window, multi-light panels 
over a single-light, with log slab casing. 
[Photographs E-50, E-89] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Log slab sided vestibule with three windows. 
In each of the north and south elevations has a 
single fixed 20 light window. The west 
elevation has a three panel with single fixed 
light door and a single light fixed window. All 
openings are cased with log slabs. 
[Photographs E-40, E-49, E-50] 

Primary Though not original design 
& construction it is a 
historic 1929 change. 

Original exterior door (wood plank doors with 
multi-light transoms, wrought iron brads set 
in an X in a rectangle pattern, cast brass door 
locksets with stylized letters “GC” on the 
knob, and log slab casing) and window 
(double casement window, multi-light panels 
over a single-light panel at first floor, with log 
slab casing) still in place but covered by the 
vestibule addition. [Photograph E-115] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Second floor frame walls with wood shingles 
laid in a straight butt coursing with every 
other course doubled. [Photograph E-59] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 

Two double casement windows, multi-light 
panels over a single-light panel, with log slab 
casing. [Photographs E-3, E-4,  E-59, E-117, 
E-126] 

Primary Original Design & 
Construction with high 
integrity. 
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Wood shingle-clad ventilators extend above 
upper roof level. [Photographs E-4, E-60, E-
81, E-82] 

Secondary Original Design & 
Construction. It would 
seem likely due to the 
nature of the material, at 
some point, the wood 
shingles must have been 
replaced in kind. 

Wood shingle roofs with copper-clad wood 
built in gutters. [Photographs E-3, E-4, E-67 – 
88] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates existing shingles 
replaced cement asbestos 
shingles. Original 
construction drawings 
called for wood shingle 
roof so that these may be 
considered as replacement 
in kind. Drawing also 
indicates gutters were 
replaced in kind. 
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Covered Waiting Area   

Extends from the west wing of the Depot 
building. [Photographs E-3, E-4] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

18 inch diameter log columns support 
exposed log truss roof system. From east to 
west, on both the north and south side, the log 
columns are grouped as a single, a pair and a 
triple. The triple group forms the west corner. 
Each column has one log bracket at 
approximately a 45 degree angle and, in the 
case of double or triple columns, is joined to 
its neighbor by a log spacer. The eastern most 
single columns are joined to the log wall with 
a log spacer. [Photographs E-40, E-43, E-45, 
E-47, E-48, E-53] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

The columns support a log beam running east 
and west which in turn supports log king-post 
trusses set about two foot on 
center.[Photographs E-3, E-4, E-43, E-49] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood shingle roof with copper-clad wood 
built in gutters at the eave. [Photographs E-3, 
E-4] 

Secondary 1986 drawing 113/60409B 
indicates existing shingles 
replaced cement asbestos 
shingles. Original 
construction drawings 
called for wood shingle 
roof so that these may be 
considered as replacement 
in kind. Drawing also 
indicates gutters were 
replaced in kind. 

Log false barge board extension at the west 
end of the roof. [Photographs E-3, E-4] 

Secondary Replaced in kind, most 
likely with wood shingle 
roof installation in the 
1986. 

Concrete slab floor with one foot square grid 
pattern. [Photographs E-49, E-51] 

Undetermined Unclear if this is historic 
material. This may have 
been replaced in kind at 
some point. 
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Interior General Description 

The interior continues the rustic character of the exterior. It is laid out with the main area for 
the public, the Waiting Room, on the west side and entered from either the covered waiting 
platform on the west or directly from the railyard platform on the south. Public restrooms are 
on the north, the women’s entered from the Waiting Room and the men’s entered from the 
exterior on the north side. The Agent’s Office is next to the Waiting Room in the center of the 
first floor flanked by the Baggage Room and Freight Room to the east. A central stair leads to 
the second floor apartment for the agent. The second floor has the kitchen, living and bed 
rooms laid out around the central hall. One additional bedroom was added later over the 
waiting room and is entered through the kitchen and pantry. 

Interior of the Depot can be seen as a series of primary and secondary spaces. Primary spaces 
retain their original/historic configuration and sequence of flow.  In this building these tend to 
be the larger spaces and, mainly at the first floor, the more publically used spaces. For the 
second floor the larger spaces (bedrooms, living room and kitchen), though not originally 
publically used, they retain their original spatial integrity and highly contribute to the historic 
character. Thus should be considered primary spaces. 

Secondary spaces are generally more utilitarian in appearance and often smaller size than 
primary spaces. They may include areas and rooms that service the building, such as 
bathrooms and closets. Secondary spaces tend to be of less importance to the building and 
may accept greater change in the course of work without compromising the building's historic 
character. 
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Interior Character Defining Features 
 Category Comments 
Vestibule 111   

Original log exterior wall and exterior door 
[Photograph I-3, E-115] 

Primary Original construction 
elements remaining intact. 
It is a historic change from 
1929. 

Stained bead board walls [Photograph I-4] Primary Though not original design 
& construction it is a 
historic change from 1929. 

Vestibule Office 112   

Original log exterior wall and exterior 
window [Photograph I-6] 

Primary Original construction 
elements remaining intact. 
It is a historic change from 
1929. 

Stained bead board wainscot with painted 
bead board above [Photograph I-6, I-8] 

Primary Though not original design 
& construction,  it is a 
historic  change from 1929. 

Waiting Room 101  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photographs I-10, I-11, I-12] 

Primary  Original Design and 
Construction. 

Log wainscot and plaster walls [Photographs 
I-9, I-10, I-11, I-12] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. Maintenance 
log from September 1988 
indicate some west wall 
plaster 75% replaced. 

Wood casement windows in south and west 
walls [Photograph I-10] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood plank exterior doors with broad headed 
wrought iron nails [Photograph I-10] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-12] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram18 [Photograph I-110] 

Secondary Knob likely a replacement 
in kind. 

                                                 
18 As noted earlier much of the cast bronze hardware are reproductions installed in 1989/90. 
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Ticket window to Agent’s Office [Photograph 
I-9] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Agent’s Office 102  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photograph I-13] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Log wainscot and plaster walls [Photographs 
I-13 – 16] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. Maintenance 
log from September 1988 
indicate some east wall 
plaster replaced. 

Wood casement and fixed windows in south 
wall and bay [Photographs I-16, I-17] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood plank exterior door with broad headed 
wrought iron nails [Photographs I-18, I-118] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-13, I-14, I-119, I-120]  

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Half-height (dutch) door with counter to 
Baggage room [Photograph 120] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram [Photograph 108] 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

Ticket window to Waiting Room [Photograph 
115] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Built-in agents desk in bay window 
[Photographs I-16, I-17] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

L shaped wood counter and cabinets in 
southwest corner [Photographs I-13, I-18, I-
20] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Women’s Restroom 110  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photograph I-24] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch 
tiles with wood mold cap [Photographs I-23 – 
25] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. Maintenance 
log from Sept 1988 
indicates replacement at 
north and west wall 
portion. 

Bead board toilet partitions with wood 
louvered doors [Photograph I-22] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 
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Four panel wood interior doors [Photograph I-
21, I-132] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

Wood awning windows in west and north 
walls [Photographs I-23, I-24] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Hall 109  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photograph I-26] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood awning window in north wall 
[Photograph I-26] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Accessible Restroom 109A  

  

 The room itself is not 
significant but the 
following items are part of 
the historic fabric of the 
building and are therefore 
character defining. 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photograph I-28] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood awning window in north wall 
[Photograph I-30] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Men’s Restroom (east and west) 105 & 106  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photographs I-31 – 33] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch 
tiles with wood mold cap [Photographs I-32, 
I-33] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

White Italian marble urinal partitions and 
grooved floor slab [Photographs I-32, I-35] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Bead board toilet partitions with wood 
louvered doors [Photographs I-31, I-36] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood plank exterior door with broad headed 
wrought iron nails [Photograph I-129] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-31, I-37, I-128] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 
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Wood awning windows in north and east 
walls [Photograph I-34, E-94, E-96 – 100] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Stair and Stair Hall 107  Primary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photographs I-39, I-40] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood stair and rails with oak landings 
[Photographs I-39 – 42, I-58, I-60] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Storage shelves and “loft” at mid level 
landing [Photograph I-59] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Wood plank exterior door with broad headed 
wrought iron nails [Photographs I-38, I-130] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-40, I-60] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram  

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

Wood casement window at mid level landing 
[Photograph I-59] 

Primary Original Design and 
Construction. 

Baggage Room 103  Secondary space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photographs I-43 – 45] 

Secondary  

1x8 horizontal wood board walls and ceiling 
[Photographs I-43 – 45] 

Secondary  

Built-in bead board cabinets on west and 
north walls [Photographs I-43 – 46] 

Secondary  

Wire mesh cage and cabinetry [Photographs 
I-47, I-48, I-124] 

Undetermined Date of current 
configuration installation 
unknown. Varies from as 
shown on 1949 drawings. 

Fixed wood plank sliding exterior door with 
swing door cut into it [Photograph I-123] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to character of south 
elevation. 

Four panel wood interior door [Photograph I-
125] 

Secondary  

Half-height (dutch) door with counter to 
Agent’s Office [Photograph I-122] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to character of Agent’s 
office. 
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Freight Room 104  Secondary Space 

2x6 tongue and groove wood floor 
[Photograph I-52] 

Secondary  

1x8 vertical wood board walls [Photographs 
I-50, I-52] 

Secondary  

Cabinets on north wall of vertical tongue and 
groove with one decorative wood door on east 
end [Photograph I-51] 

Secondary  

Sliding wood plank exterior doors with broad-
headed wrought iron nails [Photographs I-50, 
I-126, I-127] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to character of east and 
south elevations. 

Pocket in west wall for sliding door in 
Baggage Room 

Secondary  

Storage/Mechanical 108  Secondary Space 

One foot square grid pattern concrete floor 
[Photograph I-54] 

Secondary  

Wood awning window in north wall 
[Photograph I-56, E-92] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to north elevation 
character. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photograph I-
57] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to stair way primary space 
character. 

Second Floor Hall 205  Primary Space 

Oak floor [Photographs I-61, I-62, I-68] Undetermined Original design called for 
Douglas Fir for floor finish 
(aka “O.P.” = Oregon 
Pine).  Not clear when Oak 
finish was installed. 

Plaster walls with stained wood base 
[Photographs I-61 – 64] 

Primary Original design and 
construction. Maintenance 
log from 1988 indicates a 
portion of plaster has been 
replaced. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-61 – 64] 

Primary Original design and 
construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram [Photograph I-133] 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 
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Kitchen 206  Primary Space 

Plaster walls with tile finish wainscot and 
wood chair rail [Photographs I-69 – 71] 

Primary Original design and 
construction. Maintenance 
log from August1988 
indicates some wall plaster 
replaced. Also indicates 
that wainscot of “simulated 
brick” was 50% replaced. 

Wood base and wall cabinets [Photograph I-
72] 

Secondary  or 
undetermined 

Cabinets not as per original 
design. 1949 drawings 
show them at their current 
location. Chronology 
suggests a 1940s to 1950s 
date on this. 

Wood china cabinet [Photograph I-70] Secondary or 
undetermined 

Cabinets not as per original 
design. Date of installation 
unknown.  

Wood casement windows on west and north 
walls [Photographs I-71, I-72] 

Primary Original design and 
construction. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photograph I-
69, I-70] 

Primary Original design and 
construction. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

Pantry 207  Secondary Space 

Plaster walls [Photographs I-73 – 76] Secondary  Maintenance log from 
August1988 indicates ‘ 
A[l]most the entire plaster 
surface is new with sand 
finish”. 

Built-in base and wall cabinets [Photographs 
I-73 -76] 

Secondary   

Trapezoidal wood window on north wall 
[Photograph I-73] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to North elevation 
character. 

Door to West Bedroom cut to fit sloping roof 
[Photograph I-135] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to west bedroom primary 
space. 
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Living Room 201  Primary Space 

Oak floor [Photographs I-79 – 82] Undetermined Original design called for 
Douglas Fir for floor finish 
(aka “O.P.” = Oregon 
Pine).  Not clear when Oak 
finish was installed. 

Plaster walls with stained wood base and 
wood picture rail [Photographs I-79 – 82] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity. Maintenance log 
from August 1988 
indicates some wall and 
ceiling plaster replacement. 

Wood casement windows in south and west 
walls [Photographs I-79, I-80] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-81, I-82] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

West Bedroom 208  Primary Space 

Horizontal wood bead board walls and ceiling 
attached directly to roof rafters [Photographs 
I-83 – 86] 

Primary Non Original design and 
construction but complete 
in c. 1925 thus is a historic 
change with high integrity.  

Uncased bead board doors in north wall to 
attic space [Photograph I-84, I-85] 

Primary Non Original design and 
construction but complete 
in c. 1925 thus is a historic 
change with high integrity.  

Wood casement windows installed parallel to 
the roof with a diamond shaped window at 
peak [Photographs I83, I-84] 

Primary Non Original design and 
construction but complete 
in c. 1925 thus is a historic 
change with high integrity.  

North Bedroom 204  Primary Space 

Douglas-fir floors [Photographs I-90 – 93] Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity. 
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Plaster walls with stained wood base and 
wood picture rail [Photographs I-90 – 93] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity. Maintenance log 
from August 1988 
indicates some wall and 
ceiling plaster replacement. 

Wood casement windows in north and east 
walls [Photographs I-90, I-91] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photograph I-
92] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity. 

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

South Bedroom 202  Primary space 

Douglas-fir floors Photographs I-94 – 97] Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Plaster walls with stained wood base and 
wood picture rail [Photographs I-94 -97] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Wood casement windows in east and south 
walls [Photographs I-96, I-97] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Four panel wood interior doors [Photographs 
I-94, I-95] 

Primary Original design and 
construction with high 
integrity.  

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 

Bathroom 203  Secondary space 

Plaster walls with painted wood chair rail. 
Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 
[Photographs I-98, I-99, I-101, I-102] 

Secondary Maintenance log from 
August 1988 indicates 
some wall plaster and 
simulated tile replacement. 

Trapezoidal wood window on north wall 
[Photograph I-98] 

Primary Primary due to contribution 
to North elevation 
character. 

Built-in cabinets along south wall with built-
in counter and mirror [Photograph I-100] 

Secondary  
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Painted wood medicine cabinet with mirror 
over lavatory [Photograph I-102] 

Secondary  

Claw foot cast iron tub [Photograph I-98] Undetermined Maintenance log from 
August 1988 indicates 
“removal of a ‘built in 
antique tub”. Suggest this 
tub not original or historic 
to this building. 

Four panel wood interior doors [Photograph I-
101] 

Secondary  

Cast bronze door hardware with “GC” 
monogram 

Secondary Hardware likely 
replacement in kind. 
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1.5.1 CIVIL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

1.5.1.1 ASSESS MOTOR VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 

Roadways surrounding the building are asphalt with a cut stone curb.  The condition is 
average to good.  The age appears to be 5 plus years.   The parking lot at the Depot provides 
spaces for tour busses.  During the site visit, conducted on a weekday, all spaces were filled.  
Additionally three busses had parked in the drive lane adjacent to the Depot.  Pedestrian 
access is adequate for the site.  Access is provided on three sides of the building.  
Additionally, there is an asphalt pedestrian path located north of the site.  This is in good 
condition. 

1.5.2 SITE CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Improper slope away from the Depot structure is the primary drainage issue with this site.  
This is compounded with insufficient piping capacity. The drainage report prepared by SEH 
describes three potential alternatives for remediation.  In order to correct deficient grading, all 
slopes away from the building shall be 2% or greater. The structural engineer has also 
recommended that where impervious surfaces are adjacent to the building, a slope of ten 
percent for five to ten feet away from the building shall be provided.  In order to correct 
deficient conveyance capacities, additional pipes and inlets are necessary. The drainage report 
recommends the construction of Alternative 1 or Alternative 3.  Both provide high flow 
capacity and have long term maintenance advantages.  Both take stormwater underground.  
Bus parking should be considered before further developing the remediation plans.  See the 
drainage report for more detail. 

Metal Fence and Gate 

Original fence and gate tie into Depot at the southwest and southeast corners. On the west side 
of the Depot the 5' iron picket fence extends approximately 216' in U-shape around the 
parking lot west of the Depot. On the east side the fence extends approximately 129’ to the 
Rubble Wall. Physical Description: Vertical rails 6" o.c. Pickets cut off above upper rail 
(1940s). 16' wide gate hinged on 8" iron post 8' high with sphere at top. Top rail & pickets 
arch upward to post. 

The condition of the fence is fair to poor condition. [Photographs E-6 – 14] In many areas the 
rails and pickets are bent. The section to the south of the parking lot has been pushed out of 
alignment from buses parking against it. Most of the original vertical braces along this stretch 
have been removed and replaced with section of iron rail driven into the ground. The grade at 
the fence is also now higher than when the fence was installed resulting in most of the bottom 
rail being buried. The section along the western edge of the parking area also is showing 
pronounced sagging of the horizontal rails between the support posts. 
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Stone Retaining Wall & Stair 

Part of 1930s West Rim Drive (Village Loop Drive) realignment. It defines the eastern edge 
of the railroad station land grant. Physical Description: Curved limestone retaining wall 
approx 6' high with 2' parapet walls and 300' long. Random ashlar masonry. Triple culvert and 
offset at South end. Vault at North end. 8' wide stair with wing walls at center. 

The retaining wall is in good condition.  

Power Pole & Sign Brackets 

The existing power pole located at the west end of the Depot adjacent to the parking lot is not 
historically significant. A power pole existed at this location since at least 1927 and a pole 
with sign brackets was given National Register and National Historic Landmark status in 
1997. The power pole originally supported power and telephone lines to Grand Canyon Depot 
as well as a sign for the Western Union Telegraph System. The pole was removed in 1999 by 
Planned Management Action. Form the existing pole a single line still runs to the southwest 
corner of the second floor.  

Stone Curb 

This stone curb defines the boundary of the original parking lot to the West of Grand Canyon 
Depot, and is flanked by the original iron picket fence. Physical Description: Limestone curb 
6"-18" high extending approx 160' in U-shape around East, South, and West edges of the 
Depot's parking lot. A rough concrete trough was constructed at a later date parallel to and on 
the parking lot side of the east curb to improve drainage. ]Photograph E-3] 

Rubble Wall 

Dry rubble wall defines the Northeast edge of the railroad right-of-way between the end of the 
Metal Fence and the Stone Retaining Wall at East end of rail yard. Physical Description: L-
shaped dry-laid rubble retaining wall, 2'-3' high and extending approx 60'. The existing wall 
was built in 2003. 

The Rubble Wall is in good condition. [Photographs E-14, E-15] 

Railroad Yard Tracks and Grades 

The first tracks reached the Grand Canyon in 1901. Tracks were added, modified and 
removed multiple times. The last major modification being in 1972, several years after service 
was discontinued, when many of the original rails were removed or abandoned in place. In 
1989 the yard was cleaned up and the tracks rehabilitated in preparation for the restoration of 
rail service to the Grand Canyon. Currently tracks numbers 1, 2 and 3 appear to be in good 
[Photographs E-1, E-2] condition with track number 3 used primarily by the Grand Canyon 
Railway. Tracks numbers 4 through 7 appear to be unused and probably are in poor condition. 
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Railroad Yard Platforms 

The railroad yard platform has been modified several times since the construction of the 
Depot in 1910. Originally constructed of wood planks these were removed in 1927 and 
replaced with a 4-inch concrete platform in front of the Depot and three separate long narrow 
concrete platforms placed between three pairs of tracks. Wood planks crossed between the 
concrete platforms. Sometime later, possibly in the summer of 1954, a thin layer of black 
asphalt was applied over the surface of the concrete. In 2002 the asphalt and concrete was 
removed and replaced with a new 4-inch concrete platform in front of the Depot, concrete 
walkways between the tracks and wood plank connecting platforms. The railroad yard 
platforms are currently in good condition. [Photograph E-17] 
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1.5.3 ARCHITECTURAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

1.5.3.1 EXTERIOR 

Roof 

The roof system is in poor condition but there was no evidence of leaks on the interior. The 
wood shingles are weathered and beginning to cup and crack. [Photograph E-88] Ridge 
boards and barge board rafter extensions are deteriorating. [Photographs E-78, E-83, E-85, E-
86, E-87] The barge board rafter extensions are missing on the east gable end entirely and one 
is missing from the north gable. See 1.5.4 STRUCTURAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT for 
more information on the condition of the roof. 

Walls 

Problems that are evident in the log walls, columns, floors and footings of the structure can be 
related directly to the water runoff from the roof surfaces and to runoff from the area 
surrounding the Railroad Depot. This has resulted in the deterioration of these elements and 
the subsequent introduction of water into walls and foundations of the structure. The 
construction of an asphalt road directly behind or on the north elevation of the structure has 
resulted in water from rain and snow melt, sheeting into the base of the structure.  As could be 
expected, wherever water is running against the surface of the structure, problems are evident. 

The worst case is the North elevation where water from the asphalt road is sheeting into the 
structure base. Here the level of the road has been built up to an elevation approximately two 
feet above the base of the structure and within three feet to the north of that base. A stone 
retaining wall holds the road in place at this location. The water has resulted in a building up 
of soil against the sill logs and subsequent deterioration of those logs for almost the entire 
length of this elevation.  

Settlement is evident in the north elevation in both the log wall and the log columns 
supporting the second story. Cracks in the plaster walls of the men’s toilet in the north east 
corner of the structure evidence the problems of settlement. The problem is deterioration of 
the sill logs resulting in wall settlement.  

The log columns supporting the second floor and the shelter are also showing signs of 
deterioration. Again, this deterioration can be related directly to the periodic soaking of the 
column bases due to poor site drainage that channels water against the north side of the 
building. An inspection of the four columns supporting the second floor on the north elevation 
shows that these members may be deteriorated as far as 18” up from the base. [Photograph E-
57] Although no crushing was evident during the inspection, cracks in the plaster of the 
interior walls of the second floor indicate that settlement is occurring. Observations of the 
floors reveal an increase in the slope of the floor where they project beyond the log walls to 
the log columns. Deterioration is also evident in the two west columns in the northwest corner 
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of the shelter where rot may be as high as 12 inches up from the column base. These columns 
appear to have shortened approximately 2 to 3 inches. 

Water runoff from the asphalt road is resulting, as well, in the settlement of concrete footings 
in the shelter. Here the settlement of the concrete footings is exhibited in the apparent 
upheaval of the concrete slab floor. The problem may be compounded by frost heave below 
the concrete slab. A peripheral drain was constructed along the north shelter elevation. 
However, this drain has filled with debris and no longer carries water away from the structure.  

The gutter and downspout system for the structure is an integral part of the design of the 
roofs. The gutters are constructed of wood planks, shimmed at each rafter support to create a 
positive drain to the downspouts. The gutters are lined with copper to create the water seal. 
The downspouts are copper as well, with four large copper “collecting boxes” located at the 
major corners of the first floor. [Photographs E-19, E-25, E-37, E-38, E-54, E-63] These four 
boxes collect the water from all building roofs. The water is then taken away from the 
structure through an underground drainage system.  

Several factors have resulted in the malfunction of the building’s gutter and downspout 
system. Warping and deterioration in the roof rafters has changed the positive drainage; break 
down in the soldered joints in the copper elements has destroyed the waterproof seal; vehicle 
impacts have destroyed the integrity of the system; and lack of maintenance has undoubtedly 
resulted in underground drainage system becoming clogged. All of these factors have resulted 
in water entry into the structure.  

At both the northwest and southwest downspouts, deteriorated copper seams allow water to 
run over the surface of the logo. This water has promoted deterioration in the log members. In 
both locations the sill log and several log crowns will have to be replaced.  

Water running over the log rafter ends due to malfunctioning gutters has resulted in 
deterioration of these log members. Depending on the extent of the deterioration in the rafter 
ends, the repair may be a simpler process than first inspection would indicate. For all but the 
bargeboard rafters of the main structure, rafter ends are “pole lookouts” and, as described 
earlier in this report, do not extend to the building ridge. For these rafter ends it may be 
possible to cut the spikes holding the lookout to the rafter and then slide the entire lookout 
forward far enough to allow removal of the deteriorated portion. The lookouts extend 
approximately 4 feet 8 inches into the attic which should be enough length to accomplish this 
task. For the roof over the shelter and the barge board rafters of the main structure, other 
methods of repair should be considered such as splicing or replacement of the entire log 
rafter. 

The main element that has kept the logs of the structure in such good condition over the years 
is itself beginning to deteriorate. The “Rubberoid roofing” described earlier in this text, is 
drying and cracking where exposed on the surface of the logs. Busy hands of passers by have 
speeded up deterioration by pulling, ripping, and tearing portions of the material away. 
Between the logs, however, it is supple and serviceable. Replacement of the rubberoid roofing 
would be difficult at best, requiring lifting each individual log during the process. Perhaps the 
best treatment is to renail the remaining portions of the material. 
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See 1.5.4 STRUCTURAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT for further information. 

Windows 

The direction of exposure of a window has a direct relationship on the existing condition of 
that window. Windows on the south elevation of the structure exhibit, by far, the worst degree 
of deterioration. The sunlight, or rather ultra violet light, at 7,000 feet above the sea level has 
had a harsh effect on this structure.  

In general, lack of maintenance has resulted in the breakdown of the paint film layer on the 
wood sash. Subsequently the wood surface beneath the paint has been subject to deterioration. 
The same can be said for the glazing, where the putty has dried and no longer sheds water or 
holds the glass tightly in place.  In many locations the putty has disappeared completely or has 
been replaced in a non acceptable manner. 

Wear and tear on the window sash has resulted in deterioration in these elements. Windows in 
the apartment on the second floor, where usage is greater , are in worse condition than those 
of less used locations, The general condition in these windows is broken or loose sash joints. 
In several locations side and bottom sash rails require replacement. 

See Window Condition Schedule in the Appendix 4.3.18 and photographs E-89 - 127. 

Doors 

Problems in the doors of the railroad station are similar to those of the windows. The doors, 
however, because of sturdier construction, have less deterioration than the windows. The 
worst case is the south exterior door to the waiting room. Here the wood has been abraded to 
the point that a portion of the door, has broken away. The general condition of Railroad Depot 
doors is breakdown of stained surfaces due to ultra violet light and weather.  

The door hardware on the first floor is generally in good condition. Many of the door knobs 
and escutcheon plates are replicas of the originals installed in 1990. 

A common problem found in most exterior doors, is deterioration in the lower portions of the 
log slab trim. These members have been subject to wetting and standing water as have the sill 
logs. Although the trim is visually intact in most places, the lower portion of trim will require 
replacement on at least one of the doors. 

See Door Condition Schedule in the Appendix 4.3.18 and photographs E-93, E-95, E-101, E-
102, E-103, E-108, and E-110. 

A collapsible metal gate closes off the railroad yard platform from the covered waiting area. 
The gate and the overhead rail system are in fair to good condition but due to the movement 
in the concrete floor the gate is no longer functional. [Photographs E-42 – 46] 
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Signage 

Original signs are still in existence in several locations on the structure. Original signage 
includes the copper letters spelling “GRAND CANYON” in the south gable end, the small 
metal Santa Fe sign above the window in the south gable end, the cut out logo above the 
telegraph office windows, and the “TICKET OFFICE” sign on the west door to the waiting 
room. The signage appears to be in good condition. 
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EXTERIOR IDENTIFICATION 
Primary Name: South Elevation     

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Original design and construction 

MAJOR FEATURES  

Log walls to level of second floor with sculptured log ends at the corners 

Central projecting log bay with casement windows 

Wood plank doors with multi-light transoms and iron brad ‘X’ pattern 

Fixed sliding wood plank door with man door and iron brad ‘X’ pattern 

Sliding wood plank freight door with iron brad ‘X’ pattern 

Double casement windows, multi-light panels over a single-light panel at first floor, with log 
slab casing 

Second floor frame walls projects beyond first floor and are supported by two log columns 
and the central log bay 

Log slab pilasters support log brackets that then support the overhanging gable ends of the second 
story roof 

Wood shingle siding laid in a straight butt coursing with every other course doubled 

Second floor double casement windows, multi-light panels over a single-light panel, centered 
between each log pilaster with log slab casing 

Gable end of second floor roof of rough sawn vertical tongue and groove boards with full 
length, log barge boards and log false barge board extensions 

Metal A.T. & S.F logo (circle with a cross in the center) at second floor gable wall 

Small double casement window, also multi-light over single, with rough-sawn wood shutters 
centered in gable wall 

Across the gable wall cut out copper letters, set approximately four inches from the face of the 
wall, spell out “GRAND CANYON.”  

Wood shingle roofs 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Walls generally in good condition with some deterioration of logs and column bases near 
grade. Windows and doors vary from poor to good. See Window and door condition schedule 
in the appendix. Roof in poor condition.  
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EXTERIOR IDENTIFICATION 
Primary Name: North Elevation     

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Original design and construction 

MAJOR FEATURES  

Log walls to level of second floor with sculptured log ends at the corners 

Wood plank doors with multi-light transoms and iron brad ‘X’ pattern 

Awning windows, multi-light panels over a single-light, on first floor with log slab casing 

Second floor frame walls projects beyond first floor and are supported by four log columns 

Log slab pilasters support log brackets that then support the overhanging gable ends of the second 
story roof 

Wood shingle siding laid in a straight butt coursing with every other course doubled 

Second floor double casement windows, multi-light panels over a single-light panel, centered 
between each log pilaster with log slab casing 

Gable end of second floor roof of rough sawn vertical tongue and groove boards with full 
length, log barge boards and log false barge board extensions 

Small double casement window, also multi-light over single, with rough-sawn wood shutters 
centered in gable wall 

Two wood shingle-clad ventilators extend above the roof level on the east and west sides of 
the second floor 

Dormer casement windows under second floor roof overhanging eaves 

Wood shingle roofs 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Walls generally in good condition with some significant deterioration of logs and column 
bases near grade. Windows and doors vary from poor to good. See Window and door 
condition schedule in the appendix. Roof in poor condition.  
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EXTERIOR IDENTIFICATION 
Primary Name: East Elevation     

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Original design and construction 

MAJOR FEATURES  

Log walls with sculptured log ends at the corners and wood shingled gable wall. Wood 
shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with every other course doubled. Log barge boards 
with [some missing] log false barge board extensions 

Sliding wood plank door with wrought iron brads set in an X in a rectangle pattern and log 
slab casing 

Awning window, multi-light panels over a single-light, with log slab casing 

Diamond shaped vent opening in gable centered under ridge 

Wood plank freight platform 

Second floor frame walls with wood shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with every other 
course doubled 

Double casement windows, multi-light panels over a single-light panel, with log slab casing 

Wood shingle-clad ventilators extend above upper roof level 

Wood shingle roofs 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Walls generally in good condition with some deterioration of logs near grade. Windows and 
doors vary from poor to good. See Window and door condition schedule in the appendix. 
Roof in poor condition.  
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EXTERIOR IDENTIFICATION 
Primary Name: West Elevation     

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Original design and construction. Vestibule added in 1929. 

MAJOR FEATURES  

Log walls with sculptured log ends at the corners and wood shingled gable wall. Wood 
shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with every other course doubled. Log barge boards 
with [some missing] log false barge board extensions 

Six-light casement windows, set above the Covered Waiting Area roof  

Awning window, multi-light panels over a single-light, with log slab casing 

Log slab sided vestibule with three windows 

Original exterior door and window still in place but covered by the vestibule addition 

Second floor frame walls with wood shingles laid in a straight butt coursing with every other 
course doubled 

Double casement windows, multi-light panels over a single-light panel, with log slab casing 

Wood shingle-clad ventilators extend above upper roof level 

Wood shingle roofs 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Walls generally in good condition with some deterioration of logs near grade. Windows and 
doors vary from poor to good. See Window and door condition schedule in the appendix. 
Roof in poor condition.  
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EXTERIOR IDENTIFICATION 
Primary Name: Covered Waiting Area     

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Original design and construction 

MAJOR FEATURES  

18 inch diameter log columns support exposed log truss roof system 

The columns support a log beam running east and west which in turn supports log king-post 
trusses 

Wood shingle roof with copper-clad wood built in gutters at the eave 

Log false barge board extension at the west end of the roof 

Concrete slab floor with one foot square grid pattern 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Columns and beams generally in good condition with some deterioration of columns near 
grade. Roof in poor condition. 
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1.5.3.2 INTERIOR 
 

The interior is generally in good condition. On going maintenance on the building since the 
late 1980’s has repaired much of the damage due to settlement and deterioration. This work 
appears to have been done in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Vestibule Alt. Name:  Room #: 111 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Vestibule and Office were not part of the original 1910 construction but were added on in 1929. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete – no pattern – 7½” conc pad poured over original shelter floor slab. 

Wall – North: Open to back of exterior wood siding – stained 

Wall – East: Original exterior logs – stained 

Wall – South: Bead board – stained 

Wall – West: Open to back of exterior wood siding - stained 

Ceiling: Exposed ceiling joists and decking - stained 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: One twenty light fixed window in north wall 

Doors: Exterior door: four panel wood door with a window in the upper panel. Does not 
match typical original plank doors. 
Interior door to Waiting Room: Original exterior stained wood plank door with 
boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed wrought iron nails. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary ceiling mounted bowl fixture 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

A July-August 1987 Historic Preservation Report by Dennis Dorman indicates that the 
exterior entry door previous to 1987 had lettering on the glass. The report states that the 
“window in the door with lettering “ticket office and waiting room” broken, the glass replaced 
without the hand lettering.” 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. Doors need latches and closers. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Vestibule Office Alt. Name: Small Office Room #: 112 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Vestibule and Office were not part of the original 1910 construction but were added on in 1929. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete – no pattern – 7½” conc pad poured over original shelter floor slab. 
Access to service trench.  

Wall – North: Bead board – stained wainscot and painted above 

Wall – East: Original exterior logs – stained 

Wall – South: Bead board – stained wainscot and painted above 

Wall – West: Bead board – stained wainscot and painted above 

Ceiling: Bead board - painted 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Painted wood shelving/storage on east wall 

Windows: One twenty light fixed window in south wall 
One square single light fixed window in the west wall 
One double six-over-one casement window in east wall – original exterior 
window. 

Doors: Interior door to Vestibule: three panel wood door with window in upper panel. 

Hardware: Black metal round knob and metal escutcheon and brass thumb latch 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary ceiling mounted bowl fixture 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Waiting Room Alt. Name:  Room #: 101 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. Modifications have been minor and include the addition of a door 
in the north wall to the Women’s Restroom and the addition of a pipe railing in front of the ticket 
window. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – East: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – South: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – West: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Ticket counter and window. Wire glass window pockets into wall above. Stained 
wood casing and counter. Wood with glass doors poster case. 

Windows: Six-over-one double casement windows on south and west walls with stained log 
casing. Ten light transom over south exterior door. 

Doors: Exterior doors: stained wood plank with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed 
wrought iron nails with stained log casing 
Interior doors: four panel wood with stained log casing 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary log and chain chandelier added in 1990– poor copy of the original 
design 

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters added in 1987. 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
Wood slat benches. Pipe railing in front of ticket counter, not part of original 1910 
construction, probably added around 1935 or later. Original steam radiators have been 
removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

A July, 1988 Maintenance Log states “The windows were stripped to reveal a top layer of 
high gloss Grand Canyon dark brown cover coat of unique composition. This shiney [sic] 
layer, that exists on the wainscoating [sic] of the entry porch and most of the split log trim 
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about the intierior [sic] of the Depot. This coating may be responsible for the naming of a hue 
of brown Grand Canyon for it appears to be a varnish stain mixture that lends depth to the 
surface it covers. The underlying, and most likely original coating was discovered to be much 
darker and penetrated the wood grain as is characteristic of a stain.” 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Agent’s Office Alt. Name: Office Room #: 102 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. Modifications have been minor. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – East: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – South: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Wall – West: Log wainscot, stained, with painted plaster above 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Wood counter, wood built-in desk, back side of ticket counter with built-in 
drawers and brochure racks 

Windows: Six-over-one modified (see below) double casement in south wall at built-in 
desk flanked on each side by one six-over-one fixed. One ten-over-one fixed in 
south wall. All with stained log casing. Ten light transom over exterior door. 

Doors: Exterior doors: stained wood plank with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed 
wrought iron nails with stained log casing 
Interior doors: four panel wood with stained log casing 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary log and chain chandelier added in 1990 – poor copy of the 
original design 

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters added in 1987 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Wood slat benches. Two closets on the north side of the room. One small closet with small 
four panel door with “GC” hardware. One larger closet with patterned glass sidelight, three 
panel door and round brass knob. This closet is not on the original drawings and there is no 
record of when it was added. It may be part of the 1919 modifications to the Women’s 
Restroom. Original steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added 
in 2007. Out of character digital wall clock on east wall.  
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The large casement windows in the south elevation of the telegraph booth have been modified 
by cutting the large single light free from the multi-light section of the sash. The multi-light 
section of the sash has been fixed to form a transom while the single light section, with the 
addition of a new top rail, has been reinstalled as an operable casement window. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Women’s Restroom Alt. Name:  Room #: 110 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. Original restroom was reduced in size by about half, probably in 
1925/26, to add a new office. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern, painted 

Wall – North: Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch tiles with wood mold cap, no base. 
Plaster above 

Wall – East: Same as north wall 

Wall – South: Same as north wall 

Wall – West: Same as north wall 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Painted wood vertical bead board toilet partitions with wood louvered doors 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type windows in north and west walls 
with patterned glass. 

Doors: Four panel wood door, painted 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted frosted glass bowl fixture. Date unknown but most likely from 
late 1980’s or early 1990’s. 

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters added in 1987. Wall hung lavatories 
with cast iron support brackets. Fixtures appear to be from 1925/26 renovation. 
See Mechanical Condition Assessment for more detail. 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Painted wood vertical bead board privacy screen wall at entry door. Top of screen wall and 
tops of toilet partitions align with wood molding. Original steam radiators have been 
removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in fair condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork needs to be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Hall Alt. Name: Office (before 
addition of ADA 
restroom) 

Room #: 109 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Originally part of the Women’s Restroom. Converted to an office probably during the 1925/26 
renovation. Part of the office was converted to an accessible restroom in 1990. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: Plaster with painted wood chair rail, no base 

Wall – East: Plaster, no base 

Wall – South: Plaster, no base 

Wall – West: Plaster, no base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type window in north wall 

Doors: Cased opening to Waiting Room with no door. 

Hardware: None 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary, added in 1990 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
An old Toledo baggage scale located in this room. The history of the scale or how long it has 
been in the Depot is not known. It is listed as belonging to the Government in the Grand 
Canyon Railway Concession Permit. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Accessible Restroom Alt. Name: Office (before 
addition of ADA 
restroom) 

Room #: 109A 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 Contemporary modification 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Originally part of the Women’s Restroom. Converted to an office probably during the 1925/26 
renovation. Part of the office was converted to an accessible restroom in 1990. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: Plaster, no base 

Wall – East: Plaster, no base 

Wall – South: Plaster, no base 

Wall – West: Plaster, no base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type window in north wall 

Doors: Four panel wood door, painted 

Hardware: Lever handle with historic dark bronze escutcheon. 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary, added in 1990 

Mechanical: Contemporary plumbing fixtures from 1990. 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
Contemporary grab bars and other toilet room accessories. Plastic baby changing station. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Men’s Restroom – west 
side 

Alt. Name:  Room #: 106 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern, painted. Grooved white Italian marble 
floor slabs at urinals. 

Wall – North: Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch tiles with wood mold cap, no base. 
Plaster above 

Wall – East: Same as north wall 

Wall – South: Same as north wall with white Italian marble urinal partitions and wall. 

Wall – West: Same as north wall 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Painted wood vertical bead board toilet partitions with wood louvered doors 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type windows in north wall with 
patterned glass. 

Doors: Exterior doors: stained wood plank with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed 
wrought iron nails with painted log casing  
Interior: Four panel wood door, painted 

Hardware: Exterior door: dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Interior door: hardware missing 

Light Fixtures:  

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters installed in 1987. Wall hung lavatories 
with cast iron support brackets. Fixtures appear to be from 1925/26 renovation or 
later. See Mechanical Condition Assessment for more detail. 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Original steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in fair condition. Floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork needs to be 
repainted or refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Men’s Restroom – east 
side 

Alt. Name:  Room #: 105 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS  

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern, painted. Grooved white Italian marble 
floor slabs at urinals. 

Wall – North: Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch tiles with wood mold cap, no base. 
Plaster above. White Italian marble urinal partitions and wall 

Wall – East: Cement wainscot finished as 2 ½ by 5 inch tiles with wood mold cap, no base. 
Plaster above 

Wall – South: Same as east wall 

Wall – West: Same as east wall 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Painted wood vertical bead board toilet partitions with wood louvered doors. 
Painted bead board storage closet on north wall. 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type windows in north and east walls 
with patterned glass. 

Doors:  

Hardware:  

Light Fixtures: Porcelain socket and bulb. Date unknown. 

Mechanical:  

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Original steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Poor condition. Some fixtures are missing others in disrepair. Floor, walls and ceiling have 
holes, cracks and damaged. Wood partitions are in fair condition. One stall door is missing 
and one unhinged. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Stair and Stair Hall Alt. Name:  Room #: 107 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. Shelving at the second landing is of unknown date. Probably not 
original. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Wood Douglas-fir treads and oak (probably not original) landings. Concrete with 
12-inch square grid pattern at first floor. 

Wall – North: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – East: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – South: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – West: Plaster with stained wood base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Painted wood storage and shelving at second landing in a raised area created by 
the second floor extending beyond the first floor exterior wall 

Windows: Eight-over-one casement window at second landing 

Doors: Exterior doors: stained wood plank with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed 
wrought iron nails with stained log casing 
Interior doors: four panel wood 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted with copper base. Probably part of 1990 rehabilitation. 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Stair is entered from first floor from either the Agent’s Office or from the exterior. Two short 
flights meet at a landing then two equal flights to the second floor with a mid level landing. 
The west side flight has winders at the top and bottom; the east side has landings at mid level 
and at the second floor. The stair is composed of Douglas-fir handrail with 4x4 newel posts, 1 
½ x 1 ½ balusters, and 2 ½ x 3 ¾ handrail. Lower and center banister railings were 
reconstructed in 1989. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Concrete floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should 
be refinished. Plaster needs to be patched and repainted. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Baggage Room Alt. Name:  Room #: 103 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. One difference from the design drawings is a wire mesh cage 
separating off the south end of the room. This was probably installed during the building construction. 
The exterior door was designed to be a swinging door but was originally installed as a slider. At some 
later date a swinging door was cut into the slider using the removed portion as the new door. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, painted, no base 

Wall – East: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, painted, no base 

Wall – South: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, painted, no base 

Wall – West: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, painted, no base 

Ceiling: 1x8 wood boards, painted 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Built-in bead board cabinets on west and north walls. Open wood shelving on 
east wall. Wood base cabinets part of wire mesh cage. 

Windows: None 

Doors: Exterior door: stained wood plank with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed 
wrought iron nails. Swing door cut into original sliding door. 
Interior doors: Four panel wood to Freight Room and half height door with 
counter top to Agent’s Office. 

Hardware: Black metal knob on door to Freight Room. Hook and eye only on the half 
height door. Two brass knob latch sets on exterior door that do not match the 
“GC” knobs. 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted fluorescent strips. Date unknown. 

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heaters installed in 1987. 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Notice board on north wall by door to Freight Room. New fire suppression sprinkler system 
riser installed on east wall in 2007. Supply come in under the Freight Room through a hole 
cut into the west wall of the Baggage Room. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Concrete floors need to cleaned and resealed. Woodwork should 
be refinished. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Freight Room Alt. Name:  Room #: 104 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. Cabinets not shown on the design drawings were installed on the 
north wall. May have been part of original construction. At some later time a plywood ceiling added to 
bottom of collar beams and a sink was added to the north wall at the west end of the cabinets. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: 2x6 tongue and groove wood 

Wall – North: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, painted, no base. This wall is predominantly built-
in cabinets 

Wall – East: 1x8 vertical wood boards, painted, no base 

Wall – South: 1x8 vertical wood boards, painted, no base 

Wall – West: 1x8 horizontal wood boards, panted, no base 

Ceiling: Plywood, painted 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Cabinets on north wall of vertical tongue and groove. Cabinets and open 
shelving on west wall. 

Windows: None 

Doors: Two sliding wood plank doors with boxed “X” pattern of broad-headed wrought 
iron nails. 

Hardware: Metal hasps. Iron overhead door track and hardware.  

Light Fixtures: Cove fluorescent strip lighting at west, south and east walls. Date unknown. 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Wood stairs up from Baggage Room with galvanized metal pipe handrail. East most cabinet 
door in north wall is different that the other doors. The upper panel decorative and made of 
alternating vertical boards and openings. Pocket built in to the south west corner to 
accommodate the sliding door in the Baggage Room. This pocket was closed of in the 
Baggage Room presumable at the time the swinging door was cut into the sliding door. Fire 
protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Generally in good condition. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Storage (Under Stair) Alt. Name: Mechanical Room Room #: 108 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Concrete with 12-inch square grid pattern 

Wall – North: Plaster with wood base 

Wall – East: Plaster with wood base 

Wall – South: Plaster with wood base 

Wall – West: Plaster with wood base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one outward opening awning-type windows in north wall 

Doors: Four panel wood door, stained 

Hardware: Escutcheon matches typical “GC” hardware but simple metal knob on exterior 
and no knob on interior 

Light Fixtures: None 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

This room is under the first flight of stairs to the second floor so part of the ceiling height is 
low and slopes to follow the rise of the stairs. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
The room is in poor condition from its use as a storage room and lack of maintenance. There 
is a large area of plaster missing from the ceiling. Walls are stained and there are holes have 
been punched through at various times to run piping. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Second Floor Hall Alt. Name:  Room #: 205 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. No significant modifications. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Oak strips, probably not original. 

Wall – North: Plaster with stained wood (Douglas-fir) base 

Wall – East: Plaster with stained wood (Douglas-fir) base 

Wall – South: Plaster with stained wood (Douglas-fir) base 

Wall – West: Plaster with stained wood (Douglas-fir) base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework:  

Windows: None 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Stained wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs. Doors have been 
mortised but no latch mechanism 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted with copper base. Probably part of 1990 rehabilitation. 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Wood cased electrical panel on west wall, door panel missing. Data cable has been run 
surface mounted on the walls and through the door openings. Fire protection sprinklers were 
added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Good condition. Wood floor needs to be refinished. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Kitchen Alt. Name:  Room #: 206 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. The kitchen has been “modernized” several time and present 
cabinetry date to many periods of occupancy. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Carpet on linoleum 

Wall – North: Plaster with stained wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Wall – East: Plaster 

Wall – South: Plaster with stained wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Wall – West: Plaster with stained wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Ceiling: Gypsum board. 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Wood base and wall cabinets on east wall. Base cabinet stained wood with 
plastic laminate counter top. Wall cabinets are painted. Wood base and wall 
china cabinets on south wall, base cabinet stained, upper cabinets painted with 
glass panel doors. 

Windows: Six-over-one double casement in north and west walls with stained wood casing 
and crown molding matching door casing 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Stained wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs. Doors have been 
mortised but no latch mechanism. Some missing knobs also. 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary ceiling mounted fluorescent box light. Push button type light 
switches 

Mechanical: Ceiling mounted electric radiant heater 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
Evidence indicates that the kitchen has been modernized several times over the years and 
present cabinetry and equipment date to many periods of occupancy. Cabinets and double 
sink have been constructed on the east kitchen wall to replace the original sink and drain 
board. The original brick chimney has been removed. A china cabinet was constructed on the 
south wall next to the panty fairly soon after construction. Original steam radiators have been 
removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 
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CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Generally in good condition. Casework needs refinishing; some knobs are missing or 
mismatched. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Pantry Alt. Name:  Room #: 207 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Carpet 

Wall – North: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – East: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – South: Plaster with stained wood base 

Wall – West: Plaster with stained wood base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Base and wall cabinets on south wall of stained wood with plastic laminate 
counter top. Storage cabinets on north wall to sill of window. 

Windows: Trapezoidal shaped casement window in north wall. 

Doors: Wood cased opening to kitchen. Door to West Bedroom is a four panel door but 
different from other doors in that it is two-over-two. The door and the frame are 
cut down to fit within the low roof. 

Hardware: Brass escutcheon, not typical. No knobs 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary ceiling fixture 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
The panty is built under the large overhang of the roof so the ceiling is sloped as is the 
window to follow the roof. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Generally in good condition. Casework needs refinishing. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Living room Alt. Name:  Room #: 201 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Oak strips 

Wall – North: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – East: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – South: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – West: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one double casement in south and west walls with stained wood casing 
and crown molding matching door casing 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Stained wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs. Doors have been 
mortised but no latch mechanism. Door to Hall has no knobs. 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted, no globe. 

Mechanical: Ceiling mount electric radiant heaters 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
Wood picture rail about 12 inches below ceiling aligned with head of windows. Original 
steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

Good condition. Floor needs refinishing and minor wall patching. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: West Bedroom Alt. Name: Laundry Room #: 208 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Attic space above the Waiting Room was finished as an additional bedroom probably about 1925. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Carpet on painted wood (probably fir) 

Wall – North: Horizontal wood bead board, painted 

Wall – East: Horizontal wood bead board, painted 

Wall – South: Horizontal wood bead board, painted 

Wall – West: Horizontal wood bead board, painted 

Ceiling: Horizontal wood bead board, painted 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six light wood casement windows installed parallel to the roof with a diamond 
shaped window 

Doors: Door to Pantry is a four panel door but different from other doors in that it is 
two-over-two. The door and the frame are cut down to fit within the low roof. 

Hardware: Brass escutcheon, not typical. No knobs 

Light Fixtures: Contemporary ceiling mounted fluorescent box light. 

Mechanical: None 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
The ceiling of this room is wood bead board attached directly to the bottom of the rafters. 
Knee walls were from about four foot in height down to the floor. Doors into the attic space 
beyond were built of the same bead board with no casing. Fire protection sprinklers were 
added in 2007. 

A July, 1988 Maintenance Log indicates that the floor was painted brown enamel. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Good condition. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: North Bedroom Alt. Name:  Room #: 204 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Douglas-fir strip 

Wall – North: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – East: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – South: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – West: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one double casement in north and east walls with stained wood casing 
and crown molding matching door casing 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Stained wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs. Door has been mortised 
but no latch mechanism. 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted with glass globe. Push button light switch. 

Mechanical: Ceiling mount electric radiant heaters 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
Wood picture rail about 12 inches below ceiling aligned with head of windows. Original 
steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Good condition. Floor needs refinishing and minor wall patching. Crack in ceiling plaster. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: South Bedroom Alt. Name:  Room #: 202 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Douglas-fir strip 

Wall – North: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – East: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – South: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Wall – West: Plaster with 1x8 Douglas-fir base 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: None 

Windows: Six-over-one double casement in south and east walls with stained wood casing 
and crown molding matching door casing 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Stained wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Typical historic type dark bronze escutcheon but no knob or latch mechanism. 

Light Fixtures: Ceiling mounted with glass globe. Push button light switch. 

Mechanical: Ceiling mount electric radiant heaters 

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

Wood picture rail about 12 inches below ceiling aligned with head of windows. Original 
steam radiators have been removed. Fire protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 
Good condition. Floor needs refinishing and minor wall patching. 
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ROOM IDENTIFICATION 

Primary Name: Bathroom Alt. Name:  Room #: 203 

STYLE PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Rustic 1929 to 1968 

CONST./ALTERATIONS SYNOPSIS 

Part of original 1910 construction. The bathroom has probably been “modernized” several times. 

MAJOR FINISHES  

Floors: Sheet vinyl 

Wall – North: Plaster with painted wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Wall – East: Plaster with painted wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Wall – South: Plaster with painted wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Wall – West: Plaster with painted wood chair rail. Plaster finished as tile below the chair rail 

Ceiling: Plaster 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Casework: Built-in cabinets along south wall with built-in counter and mirror. Painted wood 
medicine cabinet with mirror over lavatory. 

Windows: Trapezoidal shaped casement window in north wall. 

Doors: Four panel wood doors, stained. Painted wood casing with crown molding head. 

Hardware: Dark bronze with the monogram ‘GC’ cast on the knobs 

Light Fixtures:  

Mechanical:  

OTHER INFORMATION AND SUPPLEMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

The east end of the restroom is built under the large overhang of the roof so the ceiling is 
sloped as is the window to follow the roof. Claw foot cast iron tub. Access to attic space 
through access panel in the ceiling. Original steam radiators have been removed. Fire 
protection sprinklers were added in 2007. 

CONDITION SYNOPSIS 

The walls and ceiling are generally in good condition. The floor is in poor condition. 
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1.5.4 STRUCTURAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

1.5.4.1 GENERAL STRUCTURAL INFORMATION 

Introduction 

Martin/Martin, Inc. at the request of Chamberlin Architects has performed a visual structural 
condition assessment of the railroad Depot located in Grand Canyon, Arizona. The onsite 
assessment was conducted on October 3 and 4, 2007. This report describes observations and 
recommended actions to correct the structural deficiencies observed. 

Background 

The Depot is a two story log structure built in 1910.  For the purpose of this report, the front 
of the building faces south.  With the exception of the freight room, the first floor is a 
concrete slab-on-grade with a utility trench along the north wall that branches at several 
locations to the south. The floor of the freight room is elevated to match the platform on the 
east side of the Depot. The freight room floor and the platform are constructed of sawn wood 
joists and beams with wood decking. The crawlspace under the freight room and platform are 
accessed from the baggage room. 

The foundation is constructed of cast-in-place concrete footings and stem walls. The interior 
partition walls on the first and second floors are of wood frame construction.  Some of these 
partitions are structural, load-bearing walls.  The exterior walls of the first floor are 
constructed of sawn logs. The exterior walls of the second floor are constructed of wood 
frame construction. 

The second floor and roof are constructed of wood framing.  They are supported on the 
exterior log walls, some of the interior partition walls, and the log columns that are beyond 
the outline of the first floor. 

Project Objectives 

The purpose of this condition assessment is to provide the Park Service with a description of 
the current structural condition of the Depot and to evaluate whether or not remedial work is 
required at this time.  The condition survey was performed using visual methods of 
observation.   Based on our findings, more elaborate testing and investigation was not 
warranted for the assessment. 

Approach 

A limited condition survey was conducted by Martin/Martin, Inc. to determine the typical 
construction of the log walls and timber framing, to determine the materials used in 
construction, and to visually evaluate the current condition of the materials. 
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1.5.4.2 STRUCTURAL RESULTS 

Foundations 

The foundation walls of the Depot are constructed of cast-in-place concrete and were 
observed from the exterior and from the crawlspace under the freight room and platform.  
Cracks were discovered in the north wall at the women’s restroom, on the west wall near the 
northwest corner, on the east wall at the middle of the platform, on the south wall at the 
southeast corner of the platform and between the southeast corner of the Depot and the 
platform.  The cracks appeared to be the result of foundation settlement. The remainder of the 
foundations walls were either hidden from view or appeared to be in fair to good condition. 

It appears that the foundations have settled around the perimeter of the Depot where the soils 
supporting them are subject to changes in moisture content. The east-west centerline of the 
building appeared to be a high point with settlement along both the north and south walls. 
Drainage on the north side of the building is inadequate and a shallow trench drain has been 
installed to improve the drainage. The effectiveness of the trench drain to handle heavy flows 
of water is questionable. It was partially obstructed with leaves, needles and debris at the time 
of this assessment. Regular maintenance is needed to keep it clean. 

Drainage on the south side of the Depot itself appeared to be adequate where there was 
concrete paving. The drainage at the landscaping to the south and east of the platform was not 
sufficient to move water away from the building. A 10% slope in the first 10 feet is usually 
recommended by geotechnical engineers in landscaped areas. 

Timber 

Log Walls 

In general, the log walls are in good condition with the exception of the first row of logs 
above the foundations and some of the false log crowns. The logs at the foundation level are 
located at grade, and therefore, are subject to repeated and sometimes prolonged wetting. 
There were several logs with rot on the north side where the drainage is poor and on both 
walls at the southwest corner of the Depot. The logs at the foundation level may also be in 
direct contact with the concrete foundation. Moisture can be drawn out of the foundation and 
into the logs if a vapor barrier was not placed between them. The deteriorated logs will need 
to be replaced.  A vapor barrier should be placed between the foundation and the base log 
when they are replaced. All of the base logs should be protected with a wood preservative that 
does not change the appearance of the logs. 

Some of the false crowns on the logs at the corners of the building are rotted. These are non-
structural but will need to be replaced. Some deteriorated crowns at the northwest and 
southwest corners had been repaired with cement based patching products. These cement 
based products can hold moisture and accelerate the deterioration of wood. The cement based 
materials should be removed and replaced with appropriate materials or the crowns should be 
replaced. 
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Log Columns 

Many of the log columns supporting the shelter and second floor of the Depot were rotted, 
and most of the remaining columns were suspected of having at least some rot. The 
deterioration is typically located at the base of the column. The columns rest on concrete 
foundations that are at grade level and subject to frequent wetting. We did not observe any 
flashing between the columns and the foundations. A 2 to 3 inch tall ring of concrete had been 
placed around the base of the columns on the north side of the Depot. This may have been an 
effort to keep water away from the columns; however, it has helped to trap water against the 
columns. 

The roof of the shelter has a noticeable slope from the center columns toward the southwest 
corner.   The west section of the collapsible passenger gate can no longer be closed. Either the 
footing or the triple log column at the southwest corner of the shelter has settled. This 
movement has occurred since the report prepared by Mr. Richard Borjes in 1984. The bottoms 
of the columns are rotted and in need of repair. 

The double log column supporting the center of the shelter on the north side was displaced 
from a vehicle impact. The impact does not appear to have damaged the column: however, the 
bottoms of the logs are suspected to be rotted.   There was no evidence of flashing or a vapor 
barrier where the column was displaced. A horizontal shear crack was noted in the log beam 
supporting the roof to the west of the column.  The crack in the beam does not appear to be 
affecting its strength. 

Floors 

Most of the timber floor framing was hidden, but where we could observe it, it is in good 
condition and, to the best of our knowledge, is suitable to support live loads appropriate for 
the intended use.  The second floor framing mirrors the settlement of the foundations and log 
construction. A high point similar to the concrete floor slab runs east-west through the second 
floor. The high point appears to coincide with the wood framed bearing wall below.  The 
slope in the floor is likely due to a combination of the following causes: 

• Drying shrinkage of the logs laid horizontally in the exterior walls is greater than the 
drying shrinkage of the vertical log columns and interior partition walls. 

• Settlement of the foundations along the north and south walls. 
• Settlement due to the deterioration of the lowest row of logs in the walls. 
• Settlement due to the deterioration of the bottoms of the log columns. 

The bedroom over the waiting room was probably built some time around 1925. The doorway 
to the bedroom was constructed out of plumb. This indicates that significant settling had 
occurred shortly after construction of the Depot was completed and before the doorway was 
constructed. This settlement was probably due to greater drying shrinkage of the log walls 
relative to the drying shrinkage of the columns and interior walls of typical wood 
construction, a common problem with log construction. Additional settlement has taken place 
after the construction of the doorway; which is probably due to a combination of foundation 
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settlement and deterioration.  We do not recommend any corrective action be taken at this 
time. 

The floors throughout the remainder of the second floor also slope from the east-west center 
line to the north and south walls with an increase in slope where the second floor projects 
beyond the log walls below and is supported by the log columns. The total settlement was not 
measured but seemed to be approximately 3 inches or more. Many of the interior finishes 
have been repaired or repainted.   We do not recommend trying to level the floors. 

Attic 

The timber framing in the attic appeared to be adequate to carry the existing ceiling. The attic 
should not be used for storage of any kind. 

Roof 

The timber framing of the roof did not appear to be adequate to carry the 50 pound square 
foot (psf) snow load recommended by the National Park Service. The framing did appear to 
be in good condition.   The International Existing Building Code (IEBC) will allow the 
existing roof to remain without modifications as long as the occupancy of the building does 
not change to increase the importance factors for the building.  No remedial work is necessary 
unless the owner chooses to increase the roof capacity to support the 50 psf snow load. 

The exposed ends of the log rafter lookouts were typically in fair to poor condition. Some of 
the ends were rotted and many others were suspected of being rotted. These logs are attached 
to the roof rafters with lag screws and can be replaced or adjusted fairly easily. Previously, 
some of the lookouts were extended further out and the rotted ends were cut off. 

A few log rafters on the south elevation are suspected of being rotten. These rafters project 
out from under the eave of the high roof. They will need to be reviewed in more detail prior to 
the issuance of repair drawings. 

The gutters at the northeast and northwest corners of the Depot are clogged, and the soldered 
seams to the downspouts are failing. Water overflowing the gutter falls to the ground and is 
not carried away in the drainage system attached to the downspouts.   This adds to the 
moisture problems around the building. The gutters need to be cleaned and repaired. 

The gutter on the northwest corner of the high roof holds water because that corner of the 
building has settled and reversed the slope in the gutter. A drain should be added or the slope 
of the gutter should be re-established. 

Lateral System 

The Depot is located in an area of moderate seismicity and wind loads.  The Depot is 
constructed of heavy timber and wood framing with cement plaster wall finishes. Many of the 
walls have long sections that do not contain large openings, are stacked vertically, and are 
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braced by floor and roof diaphragms.  Based on our experience with similar structures under 
similar loads, the lateral system has adequate strength to prevent collapse and does not need to 
be further investigated. The building may not be usable after a seismic event, but it is not 
required to be based on its current use.  
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1.5.5 MECHANICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT  

1.5.5.1.1 HISTORIC ASSESSMENT OF PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

The Men’s and Women’s restrooms on the ground level have tank type water closets, counter 
mounted lavatories, wall mounted urinals and floor drains. The fixtures in both restrooms 
appear to be from the 1925/26 renovation, with the exception of the urinals which appear to 
be replicas replaced at a later period. The original urinals were most likely a “trickle down” 
type urinal and were therefore replaced with the current flush valve urinals to conserve water. 
Additionally, a few of the water closets appeared to have either tanks or bowls of a newer 
time era. However, these replacements are in the same style of the original water closets. 
Therefore, while all plumbing fixtures in the main restrooms might not be from the 1925/26 
renovation they are well matched and could all be considered historically significant. Photos 
M1, M2, M3 and M4 depict these fixtures. There is a second men’s restroom that adjoins the 
current Men’s restroom that is locked off and not accessible to the public. The fixtures in this 
restroom, while of the same time period and therefore historic significance, are all broken and 
beyond repair.  

The family ADA restroom has modern plumbing fixtures from a recent renovation and has no 
historic significance. 

The freight room has a service sink that appears to from the 1925/26 renovation and therefore 
has historic significance. The sink is cast iron with an enamel coating.  The sink is not 
currently plumbed to the domestic system. [See photo M-8]. 

The plumbing fixtures in the upstairs bathroom are residential type fixtures from the 60-70’s 
era and do not appear to be historically significant. 

The upstairs kitchen has a double compartment porcelain sink [photo M-9] that has been 
installed as part of a renovation to the kitchen, as the sink does not match the cabinet 
schematic. The sink appears to be from the 1950’s time period and is not historically 
significant to the original construction. 

The roofs are all drained to exterior gutter and downspouts. [See photo M-6.]  The gutters 
appeared to be recently replaced and pose no historic significance, though they do blend well 
with the original drainage equipment. The downspouts were made of copper and discharge 
indirectly into funnels that date to the original construction and therefore have historic 
significance. 

1.5.5.1.2 HISTORIC ASSESSMENT OF HVAC SYSTEMS 

All remnants of the original steam radiator system have been removed from the Depot with 
the exception of two capped steam pipes in both the Women’s Restroom vestibule and the 
Women’s restroom. These steam lines extend approximately 3” above the floor and are 
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capped. The steam radiator system was replaced with electric cove heaters with no historical 
significance.  

The ground floor restroom ventilation systems in the ground level restrooms have ventilation 
grilles that appear to be from the 1925/26 period, but do not offer any features to give them 
any historical significance. The bathroom fan and heater in the upstairs bathroom appears to 
be from the 70’s and presents no historical significance. 

1.5.5.2.1 ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

Water is routed to the Depot through the crawl space (under the freight room) in intermittently 
insulated copper pipe.  Portions of the building are still piped with galvanized pipe and some 
is piped with copper pipe. Whenever new plumbing was incorporated into the Depot it 
appeared to be copper. However, most plumbing was not accessible so this could not be fully 
verified. It is therefore also not known if it is insulated, but considering the age of the Depot, 
it is assumed the piping is not insulated. 

The sewer pipe that was visible in the crawlspace appears to be cast iron soil pipe and appears 
to be in good condition. However, no video inspection of the piping was done, and assuming 
the age of the soil pipe it is probably pitted on the inside. The waste system has a floor 
cleanout at the north office entrance hall and in the upstairs bathroom. There is a wall 
cleanout underneath the upstairs kitchen. The waste drained out to a waste lift station in the 
road median to the south of the depot. The exterior of the lift station appeared to be in good 
condition, but was not accessible to be inspected for operating condition. According to the 
Park staff, the lift station is in an acceptable condition, but underutilized.  The station 
contains, “very large pumps and very small flow rates”.  Park staff has stated that “there 
would be no problem accepting additional flows”. The depot’s sanitary waste system is 
traditionally vented with various vents through the roof throughout the building. 

Plumbing fixtures in the main ground floor men’s restroom are (3) water closets, (3) urinals , 
(1) floor drain and (3) lavatory bowls contained in a single modular assembly. The water 
closets [Photo M-2] are separated tank type porcelain and are in good condition considering 
their age and were functioning.  The tank capacity appears to be 6 gallons per flush.  The 
urinals [photo M-3] are the flush valve wall mounted porcelain type and are also in good 
condition and are functioning.  The lavatories [photo M-1] are cast iron with enamel coating 
and are served by a single cold-water faucet trim. The faucet is a screw type electroplated 
brass trim and is very well worn, exposing much of the brass. In addition there is a hole inset 
for a hot water faucet that is empty and appears that it never was used. The lavatory bowls are 
chipped and cracked in multiple places and require repair [see photo M-5].  The lavatories are 
drained through an unscreened electroplated brass ring that has been worn, exposing the brass 
beneath. The overflow drain is protected by an electroplated brass strainer that has come loose 
on many lavatories. The overflow strainer is also worn exposing the brass beneath. The 
modular counter top that the lavatories are incorporated into is also cast-iron with enamel and, 
like the lavatories, has multiple chips and cracks in that would require repair. Multiple work 
orders archived at the NPS GRCA office indicate that these fixtures have required a 
substantial amount of repair and refurbishing. The floor drain [photo M-4] appears to have 
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been painted multiple times, but is still in operating condition. The plumbing fixtures in the 
main ground floor women’s restroom are (3) water closets, (1) floor drain and (3) lavatory 
bowls contained in a single modular assembly.  These fixtures match the fixtures in the men’s 
restroom by both type and condition.  All fixtures have individual shutoff valves, except the 
lavatories, which have one to serve all three bowls. 

There is a second men’s restroom that adjoins the current Men’s restroom on the ground floor  
that is locked off and not accessible to the public. This bathroom contained (3) urinals and (6) 
water closets that are all broken and beyond repair. The plumbing in this bathroom has been 
abandoned and capped. 

The family ADA restroom has a wall mounted porcelain lavatory and a tank-type porcelain 
water closet. [See photo M-7.] The lavatory had chrome gooseneck faucet with swing lever 
trim and a chrome strainer in the bowl drain. These fixtures appeared to be installed fairly 
recently and were in good working condition. The fixtures appeared to meet ADA standards, 
except the lavatory waste that is not insulated. 

The Freight Room has a service sink with all plumbing connections removed. The sink is cast 
iron with an enamel coating. Beyond a few chips and cracks in the enamel the sink is in 
relatively good condition. In addition, the Freight Room also has a floor sink behind the 
icemaker that appears to have been fairly recently added and is in working condition.  

The bathroom upstairs has a water closet, a bathtub and a wall-mounted lavatory.  All 
domestic water plumbing is exposed, uninsulated copper.  The fixtures are not operational and 
the water supply may have a closed valve. The lavatory is wall mounted white porcelain with 
chrome HW/CW turn trim.  The bathtub is a floor standing cast-iron with enamel coating tub 
with a residential style faucet and shower extension. The water closet is a floor mounted tank 
type porcelain water closet. No plumbing fixtures had any external damage. The upstairs 
kitchen has a two-compartment porcelain sink with separate HW/CW trim and a swivel 
kitchen faucet. [See photo M-9.] The sink had no external damage and was in good operating 
condition. 

The roof drains to exterior gutter and downspouts.  Many of the downspouts terminate into a 
trench drain on the north side of the building that runs east-west parallel to the Depot.  The 
downspouts were made of copper and discharge indirectly into funnels that date to the 
original construction. [See photo M-6.] While the roof drainage system appears to be 
operational, the funnels were oxidized and the down spouts were dented and damaged. There 
were additionally splits in some to the downspouts most likely from freezing. The entire 
system has been painted the same color brown as the exterior of the building. The gutters 
appeared to be recently replaced and were in fairly poor condition. 

A now abandoned electric tank type water heater, located in the closet under the stairs, 
previously provided hot water to the Depot. The water heater is a 40-gallon model with a 
4500W electric heating element that has been abandoned in place. All plumbing and electrical 
connections to the water heater have been disconnected. The water heater previously supplied 
hot water to the upstairs bathtub and lavatory, the upstairs kitchen sink and the porcelain sink 
in the Freight room. It did not appear that the lavatories in the ground level restrooms ever 
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had hot water service. It was undeterminable if the water heater was salvageable, but there 
were no external indications of damage. 

1.5.5.2.2 ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING HVAC SYSTEMS 

The existing HVAC system consists of electric cove heaters that were added to the depot after 
the original construction. The original heating system consisted of steam heat with ribbed 
radiators and manual control valves. Steam and condensate were routed in sub grade tunnels 
from a campus boiler plant. When the central plant was abandoned the steam radiators were 
completely removed from the depot and the electric cove heaters were installed in their place. 
According to the Park, while some of these radiators were salvaged, they are not in any 
condition to be resused, be it functionally or aesthetically.  For a detailed history of the now-
removed steam heating system refer to the “HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND 
CONTEXT” section of the “DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY” chapter. 

For the most part, each room has its own electric cove heater(s) that are controlled either by a 
central room thermostat, in the case of multiple heaters, or by a single unit-mounted 
thermostat. [See photo M-10].  Both the wall thermostats and the unit-mounted thermostats 
have adjustable set point capabilities.  Though it varies throughout the depot, all ceilings 
above the cove heater have some degree of discoloration and/or cracking due to the heat 
radiated from the heaters. [See Photo M-11]. Though this most likely represents an aesthetic 
concern, rather than a safety one, it is still an obvious issue with the usage of cove heaters. 
According to the Park staff, all of the cove heaters are in working condition.  Ventilation air is 
from operable windows. 

All of the restrooms, except the family ADA restroom, had some sort of natural ventilation. 
The main restrooms on the ground level had ventilation grilles that are ducted, via wooden 
ducts, up through the roof and terminated through wooden ventilation stacks on either side of 
the depot. The ventilation stacks on the roof are terminated with a wooden cap. These systems 
were not mechanically ventilated, but were simply gravity ventilated. The wooden ducts 
serving these grilles [photo M-12] contain multiple gaps and are placed haphazardly over the 
ventilation grilles, which renders the small amount of ventilation that this system gives to the 
restrooms essentially useless. The upstairs bathroom had a residential style ceiling mounted 
exhaust fan with a supplemental electric heating coil that terminated in the attic space. This 
fan was controlled from a wall switch. The fan did not appear to work, but the electric heating 
coil did. 

1.5.5.2.3 ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 

A fire protection sprinkler system was installed in the Depot during a 2007 project.  A new 4” 
water line was routed to the Baggage room where a double check valve assembly and a anti-
freeze valve assembly were installed.  A 3” dry sprinkler pipe system was routed from the 
valve assembly to serve the Freight room and attic space. The dry sprinkler pipe system was 
actuated from a Victaulic dry valve and was powered by a riser mounted air compressor. The 
fire protection details, including the Fire sprinkler Riser Manifold detail, are located in the 
Appendix. 
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The fire protection piping enters the building through the crawlspace at the northwest corner 
of the depot.  A combination of concealed and exposed sprinkler heads are located throughout 
the ceilings of the depot.  The fire sprinkler design documents, including the site and piping 
plans, are located in the Appendix.   
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1.5.6 ELECTRICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT  

1.5.6.1.1 GENERAL ELECTRICAL INFORMATION 

The general electrical system is in fair to poor condition.  Electrical distribution components 
are of various age and manufacture.  The receptacles installed are current style grounding type 
receptacles.  Many of the light switches are the traditional two-button push-on, push-off style.  
Exit signage is nonexistent in the Depot. The fire alarm system appears to have been 
upgraded/installed recently and is in operating condition – contract #C1211070906.  The 
telecommunications system consists of surface run cable from telephone closet on the second 
floor. 

1.5.6.1.2 CURRENT BUILDING ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS 

The main electrical service is believed to be a 120/240V, 200 amp, single-phase service that 
originates from a utility transformer just west of the Train Depot’s parking lot.  The exact 
conductor size could not be verified, as we were not able to open the panel or wireway (See 
photo E1).  The transformer secondary runs underground and daylights on the west end of the 
outdoor waiting area and terminates in a small vertical wireway.  The galvanized rigid conduit 
(GRC) changes size at this point from 2-1/2” to 2” GRC.  The 2” GRC then continues up the 
west end of the exterior shelter and runs horizontally below it’s roof and continues to the 
building meter location.  At this location, the conduit terminates in a wireway that connects to 
the utility meter and an exterior panelboard.  The panelboard located on the exterior of the 
building is a 120/240V, 125 amp, single-phase panel manufactured by Square D.  The panel is 
not in a NEMA 3R type enclosure.  This panelboard is approximately 50 years old.  The 
exterior wireway also feeds three other panelboards located throughout the interior of the 
building.  The three interior panelboards are from various manufacturers.  Panel “B” is 
located upstairs in the original fuse box location and is a panelboard interior designed to fit in 
the original fuse box dimensions.  Manufacturer could not be determined [See photo E2].   

Panel “C” is located on the stair landing leading upstairs.  The panel is a 120/240V, 125 amp, 
single-phase panel manufactured by General Electric and appears to have been installed 
within the last 15 years.  The panel and breakers are still in manufacture and supported by GE 
(See photo E3).  Panel “D” is located on the main level inside the office.  The 120/240V, 100 
amp, single-phase panel can is a Zinsco, manufactured in the 40’s, but has a newer interior 
with various Bryant and Square D breakers.  Panel “C” is the only panel in acceptable 
working condition and still in manufacture.   

No main overcurrent protection for the building was noted during the site observation.  The 
transformer secondary conductors appear to run unprotected from the transformer to the 
utility meter.  Also, none of the panelboards have main overcurrent protection.  It is believed 
that the panels inside the building are being fed by tapping the main service entrance 
conductors.  Proper AIC bracing and/or series rating are in question.  Panelboards also lack 
arc flash hazard labeling as required by the current National Electrical Code (NEC).  Wiring 
within the building is a mixture of knob and tube (possibly abandoned in place), older conduit 
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and conductors and some newer conduit and conductors.  All of which are out of date and in 
need of replacement.  All of the mechanical equipment is hardwired and does not meet current 
NEC requirements for having a disconnect within sight of the equipment. 

The lighting throughout the building consists of various types and styles.  There were no 
period wall sconces noted in the Train Depot as indicated on the original construction 
documents.  The original large chandeliers located on the main level are poor copies of the 
originals (See photo E4).  The three and one light ceiling luminaires from the original 
construction documents also appear to remain intact.  Some of them are damaged and possibly 
beyond repair.  The original globes on the some of these luminaires are missing (See photo 
E5).  The Freight Room contains cove lighting consisting of 1’ x 4’ T-12 fluorescent strips.  
The Baggage Room lighting consists of one 4’ T12 fluorescent wraparound luminaire.  There 
was only one building mounted exterior luminaire noted during the observation.  The 
luminaire was located outside the Baggage Room door.  The exterior luminaire appears to be 
from the original contract documents and has historical value.  Other exterior luminaires were 
mounted below the covered exterior waiting area and are cable hung and appear to be historic 
[See photo E6]. 

Telecommunication systems are in place, but consist of surface run cabling.  All of the 
backbone equipment has been removed. 

1.5.6.2.1 ELECTRICAL ELEMENTS 

Due to the age of the panels and meter on the exterior of the building, the service entrance 
conductors are believed to be aged conductors, possibly cloth insulation if they are from the 
same period as the panel and meter.  Again, the service entrance wireway could not be opened 
to verify.  There are still remnants of knob and tube type wiring, inside the building, however 
much of it appears to be abandoned in place and should remain.  Some of the interior wiring 
consists of newer THHN type conductors.  All wiring is of various ages from separate 
remodels. 

The overcurrent protection devices for branch circuits are from various manufacturers.  The 
branch circuit breakers on the exterior panelboard are no longer manufactured and have 
obvious signs of deterioration due to exposure to the elements.  Panelboard “D” has both 
Bryant and Square D breakers.  There is no consistency of branch circuit protection in this 
panelboard. 

The original period chandeliers in the Office and Waiting Room are a poor copy of the 
original design.  Wiring in the chandeliers has ground conductors.  The one and three light 
ceiling luminaires appear to be from the original contract documents and appear to be in good 
condition.  Luminaires throughout the rest of the building are in fair condition and are not 
period luminaires.  Most luminaires are incandescent with the exception of some fluorescent 
lighting in the Baggage and Freight Rooms.   

Telecommunications system cabling is CAT 5 and in good condition, but is surface routed 
throughout the building [See photo E7].  The only remaining computer equipment in the 
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Depot is the point of sale computers located in the office on the main level.  It was noted 
during the observation that it is desired that the telephone service and poles to the Depot be 
removed to restore the view shed.  It would be possible to install below grade conduit, 
however onsite personnel have expressed a desire to utilize a wireless system. 

1.5.6.2.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONDITIONS SUMMARY 

The electrical distribution in the building is in fair to poor condition.  Lack of overcurrent 
protection and age are the main factor determining the systems current condition. 

Many of the original luminaires are still in place.  Some fluorescent luminaires have been 
installed in various rooms to supplement original lighting.  Many of the fluorescent lamps are 
not functioning and need to be replaced.  The fluorescent luminaire in the Baggage Room is 
missing the wraparound lens.  All light switches were functioning during the observation.  
Exterior luminaires are in fair condition.  The luminaires should be removed and inspected 
and should have wiring and bases replaced as necessary.  Some of the exterior luminaires 
were missing their lamps during the observation.   All existing luminaires not original to the 
building should be replaced.  All existing luminaires original to the building should be sent to 
a UL certified shop to be refurbished.  

1.5.6.3.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES 

The main electrical service is in need of updating.  A main service disconnect with 
appropriate feeder breakers need to be installed and conductors need to be updated.  The 
exterior panelboard needs to be replaced with a modern, NEMA 3R (outdoor) style 
panelboard.  All interior panelboards should be replaced inside the building.  Aged branch 
circuit conductors should also be replaced and should have separate ground conductors 
installed in all conduits.  The main service electrical ground is routed inside a metal conduit 
and not bonded at either end, which is a violation of the NEC.  There are no arc flash labels 
on any of the panelboards, another NEC violation. 

Period luminaires should be removed from their respective locations and have the wiring and 
lamp bases inspected.  Wiring and lamp bases should be replaced as necessary.   Any 
fluorescent lighting that would remain should be updated to the energy efficient T8 type lamp.  
Incandescent luminaires to remain should have compact fluorescent lamps installed.  Building 
currently does not have any exit signs or egress lighting. 

The fire alarm system has recently been installed and is in good working condition [See photo 
E8].  However, many of the smoke detectors throughout the building are damaged and need to 
be replaced.  A functional test of the entire system should be performed upon replacement of 
the detectors. 

There was no security system noted during the observation. 

There was no lightning protection system noted during the observation. 
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Telecommunication cabling should be removed if it is the National Park’s desire to remove 
the telephone service and change the system to an all wireless configuration. 
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2.0 TREATMENT AND USE 

2.1.1 ULTIMATE TREATMENT AND USE 

The Depot building at present is being used as a depot for rail service to the Grand Canyon. 
For purposes of train operation it is highly desirable to maintain the building in its historic use 
as a depot. The best possible use of any historic building is a continuation or resumption of its 
historic use, which is highly desirable for this specific building. As long as a railroad serves 
Grand Canyon, the Depot should be used as a depot, which implies restoring the building 
primarily along with selective rehabilitating in order to: modify architectural elements and 
functional spaces to serve special populations and contemporary functions; upgrade MEP 
building systems as required; correct structural deficiencies; and enhance facility performance 
to meet applicable codes.. 

The second floor of the Depot should not be returned to its original use as residential. Its best 
use would be as support for the depot functions. Office use with minor storage is compatible 
with current and historic layout of the space. The current plan should be retained and any 
changes necessary for office function should be as minimal as possible and reversible. 

2.1.2 CIVIL AND SITE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The site is generally consistent with a site plan dated 1951.  This site plan reflects the 1934 
roadway modifications located north of the Depot.  The additional asphalt placed during this 
1934 project brought up grade in this area interrupting the pre-project drainage patterns.  
Bringing this down to an elevation that allows runoff from the building to flow north and 
away from the building, as described for Alternative 3 of the drainage report, would improve 
drainage and could provide a configuration that is more consistent with the historic condition.      

Drainage remediation is recommended on the north side of the structure.  Improper slope 
away from the Depot structure is the primary drainage issue.  In order to correct deficient 
conveyance capacities, additional pipes and inlets are necessary. The drainage report 
recommends the construction of Alternative 1 or Alternative 3.  Both provide high flow 
capacity and have long term maintenance advantages.  Both take stormwater underground.  
Bus parking and capacity should be considered before further developing the remediation 
plans.  Alternative 3 includes removing the asphalt area immediately north of the Depot, thus 
reducing the area available for bus parking.  See the Drainage Report for more detail. 

The historic wrought iron fence located just west of the Depot is buried partially in spots and 
has been damaged by busses backing up and hitting the fence.  The existing curb is not far 
enough from the fence to protect it.  We recommend regrading and repairs to the fence.  
Additionally, some method of providing a stop for vehicles parking in this area would ensure 
protection for the historic fence.  We recommend wheel stops rather than removing and 
rebuilding the historic curb.  If wheel stops are undesirable from a snow removal standpoint, 
bollards could be placed between the fence and curb.  Either measure will reduce or eliminate 
further damage to the fence. 
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The wrought iron fence and stone wall east of the depot are both in good condition. 

Surface archeological survey has revealed no archeological sites in the NPS-owned portion of 
the railroad yard. However, any ground-disturbing activity there should be subject to 
archeological monitoring, with the expectation that certain artifacts are likely to be found 
which are of historic if not archeological significance, some of which may answer questions 
of historic interest not answered by the documentary record. For example, if in the very early 
years the railway used link and pin couplings, it is likely that buried in the ballast of the 
railroad yard are coupling links and pins either dropped and lost accidentally during 
switching, or discarded due to being bent or broken. If the Grand Canyon Railway once used 
buttons, cap badges, or other insignia on conductors’ and brakemen's uniforms with its own 
rather than Santa Fe initials, such objects are most likely to be found in the railroad yard. 
Broken and discarded dining car china may also be expected to be found in the ballast beneath 
the tracks. The original 52 or 56 pound rail, was second hand from the initial construction of 
the Atlantic & Pacific about 1883, and although changed out by 1928, it is possible broken 
sections may lie buried in the railroad yard. All such objects are specimens which may 
provide information significant at least in local history, and are exhibitable museum 
specimens which, if found, should be cataloged into the museum collections. 

Foundation 

A geotechnical engineer should investigate the soil immediately adjacent to the foundations to 
determine the potential for additional settlement. Underpinning of the foundations with micro-
piles may be needed to stabilize the foundations. Re-leveling of the foundation should only be 
contemplated where doing so would not cause additional damage to the structure. 

Drainage on the north side of the building should be improved. Elimination of one lane of the 
roadway would allow for the construction of a drainage swale and improve the drainage away 
from the building.  If the roadway can not be moved, the existing trench drain will need to be 
cleaned regularly and improved if needed. [See photographs E-4, E-5, E-50, E-52, E-56, E-57, 
E-58 and E-64] 

Drainage of the landscaped areas on the east and south sides of the platform should be 
improved. A minimum slope of 10% in the first 5 to 10 feet should be provided to move water 
away from the foundations. [See photograph E-5] 

Historic Landmark District Cultural Landscape Report Treatment Recommendations 

The following are the treatment recommendations from the Historic Landmark District 
Cultural Landscape Report for the Railroad Area: 

Natural Systems and Features 
• Maintain and protect the slopes of the Bright Angel Wash. Take measures to prohibit 

visitors and staff from walking down the slopes, rather than using authorized paths and 
stairs. 
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• Engage a qualified natural resource specialist to assess the ditch for its ability to 
accommodate current drainage needs, the potential need for dredging and/or slope 
stabilization, and whether the vegetation in the ditch is exotic, invasive, or requires 
protection. Avoid removing, channelizing, or filling-in the ditch, as it is a contributing 
resource. 

Spatial Organization 
• Retain all contributing, character-defining spaces. Avoid new development within, or 

between, these spaces that would permanently alter special organization. 

Vegetation 
• Retain all contributing vegetation, particularly south of the railroad tracks and within the 

wye space. 

Circulation 
• Retain and maintain all contributing circulation features, particularly the railroad tracks, 

asphalt parking near the Railroad Depot, asphalt path along the southern edge of the 
character area, and the median. Avoid removing the railroad tracks, even if rail service is 
suspended. 

• Remove the gravel parking lot south of the tracks. This parking lot is not historic, detracts 
from the character area, and is likely detrimental to surrounding natural resources. 

2.1.3 ARCHITECTURE 

2.1.3.1 ARCHITECTURAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

In managing the Depot interior, all ground floor interior spaces should be considered historic 
spaces not subject to any adaptive redesign and subject to constraints on any remodeling. All 
finishes, materials, and colors should be retained. This includes the storm vestibule entrance 
and office, the waiting room, the offices, the baggage room, and the freight room, and 
includes all cabinets, shelves, bulletin boards, counters, desks, and other built-in furniture 
which is original to the building. Both the Men’s and Women’s Restrooms have been 
modified over the years but much of the historic fabric remains including the bead board stall 
partitions, doors, wall and floor finishes, and the lavatories. The restrooms currently do not 
meet ABAAS requirements. Modernization of the restrooms to meet current health and safety 
codes should retain as much of the historic fabric in these rooms as possible. 

The decision between repair or replacement in kind of the material in the Depot should be 
made on a case by case basis. None of the materials in the structure present a problem of lost 
technology or scarce materials. Logs, plaster, moldings, trim, and structural members are all 
constructed with standard techniques of available materials. The exterior log work joint 
detailing is unique, but can be replicated. It is important to retain historic fabric whenever 
possible therefore repair is typically recommended over replacement in kind unless the 
material has deteriorated beyond the point where repair is feasible. But other consideration 
may make replacement the preferred alternative. In the case of deteriorated logs on the 
exterior of the Depot the options are replacement in kind or repair with epoxy. Epoxy repair 
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would preserve more of the original log. However, epoxy repairs often stand out from the 
adjoining natural wood material. This could result in a degradation of the historic visual 
character of the building. A determination would be required for each particular log, 
replacement it in kind in order to maintain visual character or repair in order to retain historic 
material. If epoxy repairs are considered they should be performed by qualified personnel 
with extensive experience in epoxy work. 

The exposed rafter ends are a unique situation relative to repair or replacement of deteriorated 
logs in that the rafter ends in most of the roofs are non-structural so repair of these items 
could be as simple as sliding the lookout forward and cutting off the deteriorated portion.  

The log slab wainscoting and trim in the interior spaces of the first floor are in good shape and 
should require only minimal repairs. Where the slabs have been abraded the best treatment 
would be to re-stain the member without filling the holes. The recommended treatment for the 
log slabs of the interior is cleaning and touch up. The slabs still retain the original “smoke” 
color and should not be painted. 

The limitation on adaptive redesign of the second floor interiors are less than the first floor. 
The second floor never contained public spaces and contains no unusually significant 
elements. The recommended use for the second floor, general office, should be 
accommodated in the existing layout of rooms. The existing materials should be retained. 
Modifications necessary for office function, new lighting, data and electrical outlets, et cetera, 
should be sensitive to the character of the second floor and the Depot as a whole. Paint colors 
should also be fit the character of the building. To the extent possible changes on the second 
floor should made so as to be not visible from the exterior. The only exception to this is the 
windows which should be repaired or replaced in kind as noted below. 

The windows and for that matter the doors of the Depot are a defining part of the historic 
character. Any proposed treatment of the structure will have to include retention of these 
elements. Existing window frames should be repaired rather than replaced if at all possible. 
Repair of the existing sash will involve scraping, sanding, priming and painting. In most cases 
the existing sash should be removed and the joints pulled apart and reglued. In some more 
severe cases, replacement of a side or bottom rail of the sash may be required. Where 
casement sash are replaced outright, the new sash should match the existing. New sash should 
match in all dimensions including depth, width of rails and muntins, and size of glazing 
panels.  

Interior wood frame screens, on the second floor, should be repaired as necessary. Where 
torn, the screens should be repaired or replaced. The wooden frames should be repaired 
following the method used for the casement sash. All frames should be scraped, sanded, 
primed and painted. 

Existing signs on the Depot should be preserved and repaired as necessary. If additional signs 
are necessary in connection with operation of the railway, any such signs should meet the 
relevant "Santa Fe Standards” appropriate for the 1927-1934 period (generally wooden, black 
on white with a border, with letters of specific style and sizes). 
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In the areas visible to the public on the ground floor, such as the Waiting Room and the 
offices, furnishings such as chairs, desks, tables, and filing cabinets should be compatible and 
harmonious with the historic interior spaces, which is to say that neither original historic 
furnishings nor reproductions of such furnishings are necessary, but modern designs of office 
furniture of materials such as glass, aluminum and plastic which clash with the historic 
interiors are inappropriate. The furnishings should be of materials, design, and colors that 
blend with the existing historic character of the building. 

2.1.3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

A geotechnical investigation should be done to determine the potential for further settlement 
of the foundation. A through material analysis should be done including paint and plaster 
analysis. A hazardous materials survey should also be done prior to any major construction 
work. 

2.1.4 STRUCTURAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are based on our limited visual survey: 

Foundation 

A geotechnical engineer should investigate the soil immediately adjacent to the foundations to 
determine the potential for additional settlement. Underpinning of the foundations with micro-
piles may be needed to stabilize the foundations. Re-leveling of the foundation should only be 
contemplated where doing so would not cause additional damage to the structure. 

The crawlspace under the platform contained an unreasonable amount of construction debris. 
This debris and a small amount of debris in the crawlspace under the freight room should be 
removed. 

Timber 

Most of the timber appeared to be structurally adequate to support the Depot with its historic 
occupancies. The deteriorated portions of the log walls should be repaired or replaced with 
new materials to match the existing. [See photograph E-39] All concrete is porous and 
capable of holding water that is the key element in the deterioration of the logs. The new logs 
or partial replacement logs in contact with concrete foundations should be isolated from the 
foundations with water impermeable flashings, such as asphalt, metal or plastic. The 
deteriorated false log crowns should be repaired. The log repairs made with cementitious 
materials should be removed and the logs replaced or repaired. [See photographs E-55 and E-
64] 

The deteriorated portions of the log columns should be repaired or replaced with new 
materials to match the existing. Impermeable flashing should be installed to isolate the 
columns from the concrete foundations. [See photographs E-22, E-27, E-33, E-35, E-51, E-57 
and E-58] 
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Concrete filled steel pipe bollards, installed in 2007, now protect the log columns and roof 
overhangs located near vehicle traffic and will help to prevent future damage from vehicle 
impacts. These bollards should be maintained in place unless and until adjacent traffic is 
eliminated or set further back from the building. 

The crack in the log roof beam on the north side of the shelter should be monitored for any 
changes. If the crack gets worse, the beam should be evaluated and strengthened as needed. 
[See photograph E-79] 

The slope in the second floor framing is not a structural concern at this time. Any re-leveling 
of the floor should only be considered if it will not do further damage to the interior finishes. 

The roof framing is not required to be strengthened by the International Existing Building 
Code (IEBC) unless the use of the building changes or it is significantly remodeled. No 
remedial work is recommended at this time. Should any excessive deflection or cracking of 
the ceilings be observed during periods of heavy snow loads, the snow should be immediately 
removed from the roof. 

The deteriorated log rafters and log rafter lookouts should be repaired or replaced to match the 
existing. We recommend that metal flashing be added to the top side of all timber exposed to 
wetting. The flashing will divert the water and reduce the amount of water absorbed by the 
timber. [See photographs E-28, E-60 and E-72] 

The gutters, downspouts, and collection boxes should be repaired and maintained so that 
water is quickly and efficiently drained from the roof. This will require routine maintenance 
to clear away pine needles and other debris that frequently blocks the drains. The drain pipes 
that are fed by the downspouts should be flushed and inspected for damage. Any damage or 
blockage of the pipes should be repaired. [See photographs E-22, E-25, E-38, and E-54] 

Lateral System 

The existing structure appears to have adequate capacity to protect human life and resist 
lateral loads.  No remedial work is recommended at this time. 

2.1.5 MECHANICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1.5.1 RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS FOR EXISTING PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

It is recommended that all plumbing fixtures located within the ground level Men’s and 
Women’s restroom, while historically significant, be replaced with modern plumbing fixtures.  
This is mainly due to their maintenance issues, but new fixtures would also use much less 
water than the 20’s era plumbing fixtures. Due to the brick construction of the bathrooms the 
plumbing would have to remain exposed or routed in a furred wall. It is recommended that the 
plumbing fixtures in the Family ADA restroom remain, but that the plumbing under the 
lavatory be brought up to current ADA standards. Depending upon the NPS’s wishes the 
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additional men’s restroom could remain blocked off, other wise all plumbing fixtures would 
have to be replaced with new plumbing fixtures. 

 

With the upstairs space being transitioned to office use, the upstairs bathroom will need to be 
renovated.  The lavatory and water closet, while aesthetically outdated, could be left in for 
cost savings on the project.  If the water closet was replaced, it would be by a similar 1.6 GPF 
tank type porcelain ADA water closet.  If the lavatory was replaced, it would also be replaced 
by a similar wall-mounted porcelain lavatory and three-hole trim.  The bathtub should be 
removed from the bathroom, and the exposed plumbing removed and capped. However, the 
fixture could be left in place for cost savings.  If so desired by the NPS, a urinal could be put 
in place of the former bathtub, as a urinal would provide more of a benefit to the bathroom as 
opposed to a bathtub given the proposed office type occupancy. Due to the age of the 
plumbing system and the original design basis, it is recommended that if a urinal is to be 
provided, a waterless urinal be installed. A static pressure of 80 psi was measured at the depot 
which may be sufficient for modern plumbing systems, but would probably not be adequate 
given the original plumbing design constraints and the inevitable scaling that has occurred 
within the domestic plumbing. 

The waste system appears to be in good working condition, but it is recommended that the 
sewer system be scoped so that it can be determined if there are any leaks or breaks in the 
system. The best location for this would be to scope the system from the lift station. 

It is recommended that the existing abandoned electric tank type water heater be removed. 
The only fixtures that could require hot water will now be the lavatories in the ground level 
restrooms and the upstairs bathroom. These ground level lavatories have never had hot water 
serving them, so the NPS will need to decide if it is in their best interest to bring hot water to 
these fixtures. If so desired, it is recommended that hot water by provided to these fixtures via 
instantaneous electric water heaters that would be installed in adjacent rooms. 

It is recommended that all plumbing groups that are not required to remain active be 
decommissioned with the fixtures remaining in place.  Piping should be capped at the active 
mains and removed where possible.  Cap and abandon pipes imbedded in existing walls to 
avoid disturbing historic fabric.  Capping also prevents the pipes becoming travel paths for 
rodents, insects and sound transfer.  It is recommended that all domestic water piping be 
insulated due to condensation concerns. In addition it is recommend that all water piping the 
crawlspace be both fully insulated and wrapped with heat tape to avoid potential pipe freezing 
issues. 

It is recommended that the gutter downspouts be cleaned and repaired since they are of 
historical significance. Additionally, it is recommended that heat trace be added to the down 
spouts to prevent freezing and splitting in the future. 
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2.1.5.2 RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS FOR EXISTING HVAC SYSTEMS 

The cove heaters currently heating the depot are adequate to meet the heating load, so if the 
heaters were to be removed it would be for aesthetic reasons. If the heaters were to remain in 
place there would need to be some sort of heat shield above the heaters or a protective paint 
over the ceiling area above the heater. If the heaters were to be removed a viable alternative 
would be to heat the depot in a similar fashion, with modular distributed electric heaters, but 
using floor mounted electric ribbed radiators. The radiators are electric resistance fluid type 
and are made to appear like old-fashioned ribbed steam radiators. 

The building will continue to be cooled with operable windows. This was largely decided due 
to the impact that a mechanical cooling system would have on the historical character of the 
depot. Given occupancy type and the weather data of the depot, operable windows should be 
sufficient for maintaining a reasonable comfort level. 

It is recommended that the ground level restrooms be mechanically exhausted to meet the 
2003 International Mechanical Code (IMC) requirements. This can be accomplished by 
installing an inline fan in the attic space above the bathrooms that currently houses the 
wooden ventilation ducts. The exhaust fan discharge can then terminate through the bathroom 
ventilation stack already present while maintaining the historical character of the building 
exterior. The existing exhaust grille penetrations in the ground level restrooms can be used for 
new exhaust grilles. An additional penetration would have to be made in the Family ADA 
restroom to mechanically exhaust this room. 

With the upstairs space being transitioned to a office space, the ceiling mounted exhaust fan 
in the bathroom will need to be replaced.  The replacement exhaust fan would be a ceiling 
mounted unit controlled by a wall switch.  To meet 2003 IMC requirements, the capacity of 
the fan would be 75 CFM if there was only a water closet present, and 150 CFM if there was 
an additional urinal present (see 2003 IMC section 403.3).   Additionally, some form of 
electric radiation heat would need to be provided. This heating equipment should match what 
is present in the rest of the facility.   

2.1.5.3 RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS FOR EXISTING FIRE SUPPRESSION 
SYSTEMS 

The fire sprinkler system is relatively new and modifications would only be required if any 
wall/ceiling changes are made. 

2.1.6 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS 

Electrical distribution should have a main disconnect with proper overcurrent protection 
located near utility transformer.  Install a new utility meter to replace the existing meter.  The 
new fused disconnect and meter should be located near the utility transformer to avoid placing 
them on the side of the building.  Install new NEMA 3R panelboard on building exterior to 
replace existing outdated panelboard “A”.  Replace conductors from transformer to new fused 
disconnect and from disconnect to new NEMA 3R panelboard.  Replace service entrance 
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ground to meet NEC article 250.  Remove exterior wireway and place feeder breakers in new 
panel to feed existing panels “B”, “C”, and “D” to help clean up building exterior.  Replace 
feeders to panels as necessary.  Replace panels “B” and “D” with new panels to match 
manufacturer of new exterior panel “A”.  All panels should be fully rated for the available 
fault current at the site.  Replace all branch circuit conductors.  Existing conductor insulations 
should be verified by qualified personnel to determine if there are any hazmat issues that will 
need to be addressed.  Install disconnects on all mechanical equipment as required by the 
current edition of the NEC.  All devices (receptacles, switches, etc.) should be replaced.  All 
new devices shall be grounding type.  Install GFI type receptacles in locations required per 
the NEC.   

Remove original period luminaires and inspect for deficiencies.  All existing luminaires 
original to the building should be sent to a UL certified shop to be refurbished.  Install screw 
in compact fluorescent lamps in place of incandescent lamps.  All existing luminaires not 
original to the building should be replaced and have new lamps installed.  All replacement 
ballasts should be electronic type.  Existing fluorescent lamp ballasts should be surveyed by 
qualified personnel to determine if there are any PCB disposal issues that will need to be 
addressed.  Clean and re-lamp exterior luminaires.  Exterior luminaires should be removed for 
inspection and wiring and lamp bases replaced as necessary.  Lighting levels shall be verified 
and additional lighting installed if necessary to meet IES recommendations.  Add emergency 
egress lighting throughout the building to meet IBC and NFPA requirements.  Add exterior 
emergency egress lighting at each exit from the building to meet IBC requirements. 
Emergency lighting could be provided by installing an emergency lighting inverter system 
placed in a storage area.  The inverter system would provide power to lighting circuits to meet 
NFPA requirements.   

Replace damaged smoke detectors with new detectors compatible with new fire alarm control 
panel.  Perform functional system test of entire fire alarm system once detectors have been 
replaced.   

Remove existing telephone service to building and remove telephone pole located outside 
building to restore view shed.  Remove all surface telephone and data cabling and install 
wireless phone and Internet system.   

Install lightning protection system per National Park Standards. 

Install wireless security system per National Park Standards. 

2.1.7 SAFETY 

2.1.7.1 FIRE SAFETY PLAN 

Introduction 

Structural Fire Management is defined as the protection of people, contents, structures, and 
resources from the effects of a structural fire.  Structural fires have caused deaths, injuries and 
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extensive damage to buildings in the National Park system.  It is essential that fires be 
prevented, in order to protect life and personal property, as well as the irreplaceable cultural 
resources within the parks. 

At the park level, the best way to achieve this goal is with a fully implemented and well-
documented structural fire prevention program.  Effectively addressing structural fire 
prevention involves a wide variety of topics and issues, including:   

• Building design.  
• Building construction.  
• Installation and maintenance of fire detection, alarm and suppression systems.   
• Regular fire and life safety inspections of building and fire systems.  
• Training.  
• Establishing and maintaining fire agreements.  
• Developing, maintaining and operating a firefighting force 

Applicable Codes 

The development of the Fire Safety Plan was prepared in conformance with applicable codes 
and NPS policies including: 2003 International Building Code, the 2003 International 
Existing Building Code, the 2001 NFPA 914 Code for Fire Protection of Historic Structures, 
NPS Director’s Order No. 28 Cultural Resource Management Guidelines, NPS Director’s 
Order No. 58 Fire Detection, Suppression and Post Fire Rehabilitation and Protections, The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (March 1996), 
The Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines and Standards for Archaeology and Historic 
Preservation, and the Americans with Disabilities Act and Architectural Barriers Act 
Accessibility Guidelines (May 2006). 

All National Park Service structural fire activities shall also comply with the requirements of: 
5 U.S.C. §7902 (Safety Program); 15 U.S.C. §2225 (Fire Prevention and Control); 29 U.S.C. 
§668 (Occupational Safety and Health); 40 U.S.C. §619; (Construction, Alteration, and 
Acquisition of Public Buildings); 29 CFR Part 1910 (Occupational Safety and Health 
Standards); 29 CFR Part 1926 (Safety and Health Regulations for Construction); 29 CFR Part 
1960 (Program Elements for Federal Employee Safety and Health); 43 CFR Part 28 (Fire 
Protection Emergency Assistance); 411 DM (Museum Property Handbook, Volume 1, 
Preservation and Protection of Museum Property); National Historic Preservation Act, Section 
106, and 36 CFR 800; 485 DM 19 (Fire Safety); and Executive Order 13058 ("Protecting 
Federal Employees and the Public from Exposure to Tobacco Smoke in the Federal Work 
Place," August 9, 1997). 

Director's Orders #12: Conservation Planning, Environmental Impact Analysis, and Decision-
making; #28: Cultural Resource Management; #48: Concessions Management; and #58: 
Structural Fire Management, must also be considered. 
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Fire Protection/Life Safety Approach 

The approach of this program is to develop, implement and maintain a level of structural fire 
protection and suppression capability that meets the building’s unique requirements.  The 
program has several goals: 

• To ensure that all areas within the building have an appropriate level of protection.   
• To ensure that protection is provided in a safe and cost-effective manner.   
• To ensure that the most effective and appropriate concepts, techniques, and equipment will 
be used for structural fire protection. 

General Fire Resistive Construction Aspects 

The Grand Canyon Depot currently meets code requirements for Construction Type VB with 
Occupancy Group B (Business). The fire-resistance rating requirement for all building 
elements under this classification is zero hours. The fire separation distance is greater than 30 
feet so the fire-resistance rating requirement for the exterior walls is also zero hours. 

Occupancy Classifications 

The first floor of the Depot is primarily Occupancy Group B with a Group A-3 accessory use 
area, the Waiting Room, which is less than 750 square feet. Per Section 302.2.1 of the 2003 
IBC “Accessory assembly areas are not considered separate occupancies if the floor area is 
equal to or less the 750 square feet.” 

The second floor currently is not used. See 2.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR TREATMENT. 

Fire Resistive Separations 

No fire resistive separations are required. The building complies with the requirements of 
Section 302.3.1 Nonseparated Uses of the 2003 IBC. 

Doors and Windows 

Protected openings are not required. Unlimited unprotected openings are allowed per Table 
704.8 of the 2003 IBC when the fire separation distance is greater than 30 feet. 

Interior Wall, Ceiling and Floor Finishes 

All interior wall and ceiling finishes shall be at least Class C: Flame spread 76-200, smoke-
developed 0-450 per Table 803.5 of the 2003 IBC. 

Interior floor finishes shall be at least Class II, 0.22 watts/cm2 or greater per Section 804 of 
the 2003 IBC. The existing concrete and wood floors are excepted per Section 804.1. 
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Decorative Structures within Buildings 

There are no flame resistance requirements for decoration and trim in the Depot. 

Egress 

The Depot is currently in compliance with egress requirements. See 2.2 REQUIREMENTS 
FOR TREATMENT, LIFE SAFETY. 

Emergency Signage 

Exit signs are not required in the Depot for the following reasons: Exit signs are only required 
where the exit or the path of egress travel is not immediately visible to the occupants. All 
exits are visible in the Depot. Exit signs are not required in rooms or areas which require only 
one exit, which applies to all rooms in the Depot. 

Suppression Systems 

The building is currently protected by an automatic sprinkler system. This is not a 
requirement. 

Fire Department Access 

There is Fire Department access to all sides of the building. 

Fire Detection and Alarm System 

A fire alarm system is currently installed in the Depot. See 1.5.6.3.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
DEFICIENCIES for evaluation. 
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2.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR TREATMENT 

This section outlines applicable laws, regulations and functional requirements. Specific 
attention is given to issues of human safety, fire protection, energy conservation, abatement of 
hazardous materials, and handicapped accessibility. 

Codes, Policies and Regulations 

The development of the ultimate treatment recommendations were prepared in conformance 
with applicable codes and NPS policies including: the 2003 International Building Code, the 
2003 International Existing Building Code, the 2001 NFPA 914 Code for Fire Protection of 
Historic Structures, NPS Director’s Order No. 28 Cultural Resource Management Guidelines, 
NPS Director’s Order No. 58 Fire Detection, Suppression and Post Fire Rehabilitation and 
Protections, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
(March 1996), The Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines and Standards for Archaeology and 
Historic Preservation, and the Americans with Disabilities Act and Architectural Barriers Act 
Accessibility Guidelines (July 2004). 

Life Safety 

The 2003 International Building Code (IBC) for new construction was used to analysis the 
Grand Canyon Depot for code compliance. Since the building is in compliance with the 2003 
IBC, except as noted below for the second floor, it was not necessary to use the 2003 
International Existing Building Code for this analysis. 

The building currently meets code requirements for Construction Type VB and Occupancy 
Group B (Business). The waiting room falls into Occupancy Group A-3 but per Section 
302.2.1 “Accessory assembly areas are not considered separate occupancies if the floor area is 
equal to or less the 750 square feet.” The Waiting Room is approximately 370 square feet. R-
3 Occupancy (Residential) could be included in the building under Section 302.3.1 
Nonseparated Uses, Group B is the more restrictive. 

The second floor is compliant with the requirements of R-3 Occupancy (Residential – 
permanent occupants, no more than two dwelling units) under the 2003 IBC. Group R-3 is 
allowed to have only one means of egress (Section 1018.2, paragraph 2). Stairways serving an 
occupant load of less than 50 shall have a width not less than 36 inches (Section 1009.1 
Exception 1). The occupant load of the second floor based on residential is 6 occupants and 
the existing stairs are approximately 41 inches wide. Stairs with winders are permitted within 
a single dwelling unit (Section 1009.8). The second floor would be a single dwelling unit as 
defined by the 2003 IBC. Group R Occupancy also requires provisions for emergency escape 
and rescue (1025.1). The second floor windows comply with the requirements of this section 
except for the West Bedroom. The second floor has no accessible means of egress but an 
accessible means of egress is not required in alterations to existing buildings (Section 1007.1, 
Exception 1). 
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The second floor is not compliant with any other occupancy types including B Occupancy 
(Business) and S Occupancy (Storage) only because of the use of winders in the stairway. 
Winders are not allowed in stairways serving as a means of egress except as noted above for a 
dwelling unit. Otherwise Group B (Business) or Group S (Storage) is allowed to have only 
one means of egress (Section 1018.2 – 2 stories, less than 30 occupants). The occupancy load 
under business would be 12 occupants, or 4 occupants for storage, so the stairway width still 
need not be more than 36 inches (Section 1009.1 Exception 1). Since the recommended use 
for the second floor general office and it is in compliance for B and S Occupancy except for 
the stair treads it is recommended that an exception be requested from the National Park 
Service Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ). 

The building is fully sprinklered though this is not required by the 2003 IBC. 

Fire Protection 

The building is currently protected by an automatic sprinkler system. See 1.5.5.2.3 
ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS. 

Hazardous Material 

For the purpose of producing this report, neither lead paint nor asbestos testing was 
performed. It is quite common to find both lead and asbestos in historic buildings. Lead was 
used in paint to improve its durability and colorfast qualities. Asbestos had proven fire 
resistive, thermal and chemical resistance and high tensile strength properties and was woven 
into a broad range of building materials from around the 1920s to the 1980s. 

The presence of either lead or asbestos in an historic building will increase rehabilitation costs 
if mitigation is required. 

Lead Containing Paint 

If paint tests positive for any amount of lead concentration/contamination: mitigation 
(removal or encapsulation), construction worker personal protection/air monitoring, and 
disposal of construction waste as hazardous materials may be required in the course of 
rehabilitation, restoration and even demolition. 

The triggers for mitigation include:  
OSHA's lead standard protects construction workers. Contractors are required to provide 
training for workers and to perform air monitoring to document exposure levels in buildings 
where lead containing material has been identified and construction activities are planned.  

 HUD and State of Arizona regulations protect building occupants. For instance, a day care 
center for children will demand a much higher level of mitigation than an office building, due 
to the fact that children are more likely to ingest paint and because children are more seriously 
affected by lead poisoning. 
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EPA regulations protect the environment and require testing of lead waste so that lead will be 
disposed of properly and won't leach out into ground water. 

Asbestos 

From the 1920s to the 1980s, there were many materials that incorporated asbestos, but 
among the most common were: 
• Fireproofing 
• Roofing/flashing materials 
• Exterior coating systems (a paint-like coating that usually has a textured surface) 
• Asbestos/cement shingles and exterior wall panels (Transite) 
• Roofing shingles and shingle siding 
• Glazing putty at windows 
• Pipe and pipe fitting insulation 
• Vinyl sheet and tile flooring 
• Plaster 
• Construction adhesives 
• Building insulation 

"Friable" and "non-friable" are the two terms applied to asbestos with "friable" evoking the 
most concern and the greatest level of care in removal and disposal. "Friable" means that 
when the material is disturbed in any way, (sawn, moved, removed, cut, etc.) it will introduce 
asbestos fibers into the air that could be inhaled by unprotected workers and building users. 
Pipe and building insulation typically fall into this category and therefore require the highest 
degree of worker protection and controlled handling during the abatement process. 

Non-friable materials tend to maintain their compositional integrity during abatement and 
therefore may not pose the same health risks. Abatement still requires proper methods, 
monitoring and disposal to meet EPA, OSHA, and State of Arizona regulations. 

It is important to identify all asbestos-containing materials as even non-friable materials may 
become friable under certain conditions (e.g. if asbestos-containing floor adhesive is sanded). 

Creosote 

Creosote was specified to be used to coat the logs of the exterior walls. Creosote is known 
carcinogen. This does not need to be mitigated but proper precautions must be taken during 
any action that may disturb this material.  

The Park performed an asbestos investigation of the Depot building on 5/15/2003. It is 
recommended that this report be reviewed and additional hazardous material surveys be 
completed prior to any work on the building. 
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Accessibility 

It is the National Park Service’s policy to provide persons with disabilities the highest feasible 
level of physical access to historic properties that is reasonable and consistent with the 
preservation of each property’s significant historical features. The National Park Service will 
evaluate accessibility according to Architectural Barriers Act Accessibility Standard 
(ABAAS) requirements.  

The Grand Canyon Depot is not currently fully accessible. The first floor, containing the main 
public areas, is accessible except for the Men’s and Women’s Restrooms and the Freight 
Room. An accessible unisex restroom has been added on the first floor. There is no accessible 
means of access to the second floor.19 Rehabilitation of the second floor for office use may 
necessitate one of the following: 

1. the installation of an elevator to meet ABAAS requirements. 

2. determination that the allowable exception under ABAAS is applicable. 

3. application for  a waiver. 

Construction required to meet ABAAS requirements will need to be done so as to meet the 
Secretary of the Interior’s “Standards for Rehabilitation.” Any changes should be done so as 
to be compatible with the historic environment, minimize loss of historic fabric, and 
constructed so as to be a reversible effect.  

It is recommended that once the proposed use for the Depot is better defined, particularly for 
the second floor, an accessibly study should be prepared in conjunction with the park 
architect, the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), and an accessibility consultant. 
Conditions pertaining to site and building access and parking, as well as primary interior 
circulation paths will need to be studied for compliance with ABAAS. Modifications to public 
seating, door entries and hardware, signs, business counters, bulletin boards, drinking 
fountains, and communication systems to serve vision and hearing impaired visitors will be 
needed and ambulatory accessible toilet compartments must be provided. 

                                                 
19 Application can be made to waive the requirements for accessibility per the Americans with Disabilities Act 
and Architectural Barriers Act Accessibility Guidelines section F103 Modifications and Waivers. Also exception 
1 of ABAAS F206.2.3 Multi-Story Buildings and Facilities could apply to the second floor, if the occupant load 
can be shown to be five or fewer. Note that the advisory to F206.2.3 states that a change in level cannot be 
considered a story, so this exception probably does not apply to the Freight Room.   
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Structural 

Foundation 

A geotechnical engineer should investigate the soil immediately adjacent to the foundations to 
determine the potential for additional settlement. Underpinning of the foundations with micro-
piles may be needed to stabilize the foundations. Re-leveling of the foundation should only be 
contemplated where doing so would not cause additional damage to the structure. 

Drainage on the north side of the building should be improved. Elimination of one lane of the 
roadway would allow for the construction of a drainage swale and improve the drainage away 
from the building.  If the roadway can not be moved, the existing trench drain will need to be 
cleaned regularly and improved if needed. [See photographs E-4, E-5, E-50, E-52, E-56, E-57, 
E-58 and E-64] 

Drainage of the landscaped areas on the east and south sides of the platform should be 
improved. A minimum slope of 10% in the first 5 to 10 feet should be provided to move water 
away from the foundations. [See photograph E-5] 

Timber 

Log Walls 

The deteriorated portions of the log walls should be repaired or replaced with new materials to 
match the existing. [See photograph E-39] The new logs or partial replacement logs in contact 
with concrete foundations should be isolated from the foundations with water impermeable 
flashings, such as asphalt, metal or plastic. The deteriorated false log crowns should be 
repaired. The log repairs made with cementitious materials should be removed and the logs 
replaced or repaired. [See photographs E-55 and E-64] 

Log Columns 

The deteriorated portions of the log columns should be repaired or replaced with new 
materials to match the existing. Impermeable flashing should be installed to isolate the 
columns from the concrete foundations. [See photographs E-22, E-27, E-33, E-35, E-51, E-57 
and E-58] 

Floors 

The slope in the second floor framing is not a structural concern at this time. Any re-leveling 
of the floor should only be considered if it will not do further damage to the interior finishes. 

Attic 

The attic should not be used for storage of any kind. 
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Roof 

The roof framing is not required to be strengthened by the International Existing Building 
Code (IEBC) and no remedial work is recommended at this time. Should any excessive 
deflection or cracking of the ceilings be observed during periods of heavy snow loads, the 
snow should be immediately removed from the roof. 

The deteriorated log rafters and log rafter lookouts should be repaired or replaced to match the 
existing. We recommend that metal flashing be added to the top side of all timber exposed to 
wetting. The flashing will divert the water and reduce the amount of water absorbed by the 
timber. [See photographs E-28, E-60 and E-72] 

The gutters, downspouts, and collection boxes should be repaired and maintained so that 
water is quickly and efficiently drained from the roof. This will require routine maintenance 
to clear away pine needles and other debris that frequently blocks the drains. The drain pipes 
that are fed by the downspouts should be flushed and inspected for damage. Any damage or 
blockage of the pipes should be repaired. [See photographs E-22, E-25, E-38, and E-54] 

Mechanical 

To comply with the 2003 International Mechanical Code ventilation requirements (section 
403.3)  the bathrooms will need to be supplied with mechanical exhaust capable of 75 CFM 
per water closet, urinal or shower. The unisex bathroom on the first level will need to have the 
plumbing under the lavatory brought up to ADA standards. If replaced, plumbing fixtures will 
have to meet the maximum flow water requirements detailed in section 604.4 of the 2003 
International Plumbing Code. 

Electrical 

To comply with the 2008 National Electrical Code, the electrical service will need to be 
replaced.  Egress lighting will have to be added to the building.  This includes emergency and 
exit lighting.  International Energy Conservation Codes (2006 Edition) should be followed 
when selecting/replacing luminaires. 

2.3 ALTERNATIVES FOR TREATMENT AND USE 

The only viable use for the first floor is continued use for railroad related activities. No other 
alternatives were considered. 

Alternative uses for the second floor include residential and storage. Residential is not 
recommended due to the adverse affect from moisture due to cooking and washing. 
Overnight/transient residential, while not analyzed in this report, is probably not allowed by 
code without major modifications to the building and adverse affect on the historic fabric. 
Second floor use as storage is not desirable as the floor structure most likely is not capable of 
handling storage loads and the new sprinkler system may not have been designed for the fire 
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hazard associated with storage use. Storage also increases the risk of building problems going 
undetected for longer periods. 

Relative to accessibility, residential use is more 'compatible' as ABAAS does not require 
100% of all housing units to be accessible. For the 2nd floor use physically, office use is still 
the most viable. However the National Park Service and/or the concessioner may be at 
'greater risk' of lawsuit under the Architectural Barriers Act. and/or ADA with an office use, 
unless the waiver process under Americans with Disabilities Act and Architectural Barriers 
Act Accessibility Guidelines section F103 Modifications and Waivers is enacted. 
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2.4 ASSESSMENT OF EFFECT FOR RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS 

In general modifications for purposes of compliance and functional improvements will have 
only minor impact on the historic integrity of the structure. These changes will not result in 
alteration to the exterior appearance and will not result in loss of historic integrity to the 
interior from loss of character defining spaces, architectural details or fabric. As a result there 
will be no adverse effects created as a result of recommended work on the Grand Canyon 
Depot. 

The ultimate determination of the use for the second floor and the result of the recommended 
accessibility study have the potential for significant impact on the historic integrity to the 
interior and the potential for loss of historic fabric. These changes should be made so as to 
minimize the adverse effect on the Depot. 
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3.0 RECORD OF TREATMENT (Place Holder) 
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4.0 APPENDIXES 

4.1 BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Borjes, Richard. Grand Canyon Railway Depot. Historic Structure Report. Architectural Data 
Section. San Francisco: National Park Service, 1984 

Chappell, Gordon. The Railway at Grand Canyon: A History of the Grand Canyon Depot and 
Yard Structures. History Section Historic Structure Report. San Francisco: National Park 
Service, 1984 

Internet Sources 

The Grand Canyon Railway. Grand Canyon Railway History. 
http://www.thetrain.com/history/ 

Wikipedia. Grand Canyon Railway. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Canyon_Railway 

Harrison, Laura Soullière. Architecture in the Parks, Excerpts from a National Historic 
Landmark Theme Study. Grand Canyon Depot. 
http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/harrison/harrison7.htm 

(The following  bibliography has been taken, essentially verbatim, from the earlier 
1984 Historic Structure Report by Gordon Chappell sited above) 

Records and Files of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Railway 

General Offices, Railway Exchange Building, 80 East Jackson Boulevard (224 South 
Michigan Avenue), Chicago, Illinois  

Correspondence regarding Grand Canyon, Public Relations Department [now renamed 
"Corporate Communications” of Santa Fe Industries"] 

System Public Timetables, 1905-1971 (bound volumes erroneously labeled on the 
spine "System Brochures"), Public Relations Department 

Weidel, Joseph, “Santa Fe Splinters," 34 Volumes [typescript]; Public Relations 
Department  

General Offices, 900 Jackson Street, Topeka, Kansas 

Selected Contracts, Office of the Secretary  

Selected information from Valuation files  
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Microfilm copies of Topeka General Office files on the Grand Canyon Railway and its 
predecessors in the Arizona Historical Foundation Library, Arizona State University 
Library, Tempe, Arizona  

File    Subject 
534-1  Capital Stock - General  
534-la  Capital Stock - Acquisition [of] Outstanding Shares  
534-2  First Mortgage, July 1, 1924  
534-3  Meetings – General 
534-3a  Meetings - Copies of minutes - Jan. 3, 1903 - Dec. 16, 

1936 
534-4  Monthly Statement of Total Payrolls 1907-21  
534-5  Reorganization 1901 of The Santa Fe and Grand Canyon 

RR Co. - General  
534-5a  Reorganization 1901 of The Santa Fe and Grand Canyon 

RR Co. - Receivership  
534-5b  Reorganization 1901 of The Santa Fe and Grand Canyon 

RR Co. - Depository Receipts  
534-6  Advances - Certificates of Indebtedness  
534-7  The Santa Fe and Grand Canyon RR Co. Settlement, 

Atchison bills against Lombard, Goode & Co., and 
Tusayan Development Company account construction, 
etc.  

534-8  The Santa Fe and Grand Canyon RR Co. - Agreements 
account construction, etc.  

General Officer, One Santa Plaza, 8200 East Sheila Street, Los Angeles (Commerce City), 
California 

Building Record. Albuquerque Division, Grand Canyon Railway (Includes Grand 
Canyon Railway beginning in 1905. Engineering Department  

Employes' [sic] Time Tables. Albuquerque Division, 1897-1974 (includes Grand 
Canyon Railway beginning 1905, Grand Canyon District beginning 1925) 

Correspondence regarding Grand Canyon line abandonment, Public Relations 
Department File BE-59052, Grand Canyon  

Pamphlet File of railway advertising material, Public Relations Department  

Engineering Department, 4100 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (records obtained by 
request by mail through the Public Relations Department in Chicago.  

Plans for proposed Grand Canyon Depot, 1903 (1 sheet)  

Plans for proposed Grand Canyon Depot, 1907 (4 sheets)  
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Plans for Grand Canyon Depot, 1909 (3 sheets of plans and 3 sheets of details)  

Plans for Grand Canyon Depot, Revised as of 1919 and 1949  

Plans for El Tovar (9 sheets)  

Plans of railroad yard at Grand Canyon  

Plan of fence at Grand Canyon Depot, 1929 

Plan of Sanitary Can Wash House at Grand Canyon, 1929 

Valuation Maps, Grand Canyon Railway  

Albuquerque Division Offices, East Second Street, Winslow, Arizona 

Office of the Division Engineer 
Building Record, Albuquerque Division  
Water Service Record, Albuquerque Division  
Index to Drawings  
Drawings File  
Record of Contracts (manuscript version)  
Record of Contracts (typescript version) 
Operation Authority card file  

Office of the Division Superintendent  
Correspondence files:  
AJ 13100 - Grand Canyon - Closing of Depot 
AJ 69024 - Retirement of Railroad Facilities Grand Canyon Line 
AL 69079 - Grand Canyon - Retirement of Trackage  
AU 13100 - Grand Canyon 
C415 - Grand Canyon - Fred Harvey - Part I  
C415 - Grand Canyon - Fred Harvey - Part II  
C 8509 - Grand Canyon - Fred Harvey 
C 11350 - Grand Canyon 
T 00.49 - Changes in Schedule, local Grand. Canyon freight service 
T60027 - Passenger Service, Grand Canyon  

Record of Accidents 

Dispatcher's Train Sheets  

Office of the Field Engineer A.T.&S.F.Ry. Depot, Williams, Arizona  

Files of Form 1928 Standard engineering field notes for the Grand Canyon Railway 
and Grand Canyon District 

Employes' Time Tables, Albuquerque Division, scattered issues. 1920s through 1940s 
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Plans for Escalante Hotel, Ash Fork (Van Dyke copies) 

Data on rail weights and types  

Rail Record, Albuquerque Division  

Side Track Record. Grand Canyon Railway  

Profile, Grand Canyon Railway 

Sketches of Station Facilities, Grand Canyon District 

Records and Files of the National Park Service 

Grand Canyon National Park  

Grand Canyon National Park Collections  

Correspondence Files  
A.T.& S.F. Railway 

Subject Files: 
Buckey O'Neill  
Fred Harvey  
Grand View Hotel  
Grand View Mine  
Mining  
Orphan Mine 
Railroad 

Grand Canyon National Park Library  
File on proposal to use railroad cars for accommodations 
Superintendent's Annual Reports  
Superintendent's Monthly Narrative Reports  

Western Regional Office, San Francisco 
Correspondence Files, Grand Canyon  
H-2215 Historical Data Files 

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Railway Advertising Department Publications 

These publications all were published by the Passenger Department, Santa Fe System, in 
Chicago, although the exact manner of listing varies over a period of time. Many of them 
carried an advertising code, publication date, and the quantity published, each thousand 
expressed by the Roman numeral "M". Individual issues have been studied in the author's own 
files and in a wide range of libraries and depositories. A comparison of the information 
contained in different issues provides useful data on approximate dates of various 
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developments, thus examination of as many different editions as possible of each of these is 
necessary. It would be useful to examine a complete run of them, but no such file has been 
located and it is unlikely that any such file still exists if ever it did. These publications are 
listed below chronologically rather than alphabetically, and in a format especially tailored to 
the purposes of this study rather than in a standard bibliographical format. Furthermore, 
because each title came out in a number of different editions over a period of years, there is, 
of course, considerable chronological overlap among some of the titles.  

C.A. Higgins, Grand Canon of the Colorado River Printed by the Henry O. Shepard 
Company, Chicago.  

Editions consulted: 1892*, 1893**, 1897, 1900, 1901 

*This edition only, believed to-be the first, illustrated with photographs 
rendered as halftones. 

**This and all subsequent editions illustrated with drawings and paintings. 

The Grand Canyon of Arizona 

Editions consulted:  
1902 (hard cover and paper cover)  
1906 (hard cover and paper cover) 
1909 (hard cover) Ad. 394. 3-19-09 3M. 

Titan of Chasms, The Grand Canyon Arizona 

Editions consulted: 
1903 Ad. 57—12-23-02. 5M 
1903 Ad. 71--2-3-03. 10M.  
1904 Ad. 152—7-5-04. 10M. 
1905 Ad. 189—6-20-05. 5M. 
1907 Ad. 310—11-29-07.—5M. 
1909 Ad. 377. 1-30-09.—10M 
1909 Ad. 475. 8-25-09. (20M) 
1910 Ad. 496. 9-23-10. (20M) 
1911 Ad. 565.—5-17-11. (10M) 
1912 Ad. 720.—1-25-12. (10M) 
1913 Ad. 751. 5-22-13. (10M) 
1914 Ad. 807.—2-19-14. (20M) 
1915 Ad. 875 3-27-15. (25M) 
1915 Ad. 903 5-17-15. (25M) 
1916 Ad. 998 12-12-16 (25M) 

El Tovar 

Editions consulted: 
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1908 Ad. 370. 12-12-08 5M.  
1909 Ad. 383. 2-16-09 5M.  
1909 Ad. 413. 6-4-09  
1910 Ad. 483. 4-27-10 20M. 
1914 Ad. 813. 3-16-14. 10M. 

Trail Drives and Saddle Horses  

Editions consulted: 1912 Adv. 695. 11-23-12 10M. 

Hermit Rim Road and Trail  

Editions consulted: 19 

Grand Canyon Outings 

Editions consulted:  
1915 Ad. 885. 4-16-15 50M.  
1923 November 1923 35M  
1924 February 1924 25M  
1925 April 1925 40M  
1927 March 1927 (45M)  
1928 March 1928 (45M)  
1930 March 1930 (50M)  
1930 July 1930 50M.  
1931 January (30M.)  
1933 November 1933 25M.  
1935 May 1935 - 25M.  
1935 November 1935 - 35M.  
1936 May 1936 - 20M.  
1937 May 1937 5M. 

Books 

Books about The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 

Armitage, Merle, Homage to the Santa Fe (Yucca Valley: Manzanita Press, 1973) 

Armitage, Merle, Operations Santa Fe (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1948) 

Bryant, Keith L., Jr., History of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Railway (New York: 
MacMillan Publishing Company, Inc., 1974) 

Duke, Donald, and Stan Kistler, Santa Fe . . . Steel Rails Through California (San 
Marino: Golden West Books, 1963) 
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Greever, William S., Arid Domain; The Santa Fe Railway and its Western Land Grant 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1954) 

Marshall, James, Santa Fe; The Railroad That Built Empire (New York: Random 
House, 1945) 

Repp, Stan, The Super Chief . . . Train of the Stars (San Marino: Golden West Books, 
1980)  

Waters, L.L., Steel Trails Santa Fe (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1950) 

Worley, E.D., Iron Horses of the Santa Fe Trail (Dallas: Southwest Railroad Historical 
Society, 1965) 

Books on Fred Harvey  

Grattan, Virginia L., Mary Colter; Builder Upon the Red Earth (Grand Canyon History 
Association, 1992)  

Henderson, James David, "Meals by Fred Harvev;" A Phenomenon of the American 
West (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press,- 1969) (No. 6 in the series Texas 
Christian University Monographs in History and Culture)  

Thomas, Diane H., The Southwestern Indian Detours; The story of the Fred 
Harvey/Santa Fe Railway experiment in 'detourism' (Phoenix: Hunter Publishing Co., 
1978) 

 

Books on Railroad Depot Architecture  

Alexander, Edwin P., Down at the Depot; American Railroad Stations from 1831 to 
1920 (New York: Bramhall House, 1970)  

Bartels, Michael M., and James J. Reisdorff, Railroad Stations in Nebraska; An Era of 
Use and Reuse (South Platte: South Platte Press, 1982)  

Beauregard, Mark W., Railroad stations of New England Today; Vol. I., The Boston 
& Maine Railroad (Flanders: Railroad Avenue Enterprises, 1979)  

Bohi, Charles W., and H. Roger Grant, The Country Railroad Station in America 
(Boulder: Pruett Publishing Company, 1978) 

Bollinger, Edward T.. Rails that Climb: A Narrative History of the Moffat Road 
(Golden: Colorado Railroad Museum, 1979) 

Cevalier, Julian, Classic American Railroad Stations (San Diego: A.S. Barnes & Co., 
Inc., 1980)  
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Culp, Edwin D., Stations West (Caldwell: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1972) 

Helmer, William F., Rip Van Winkle Railroads (Berkeley: Howell-North Books, 
1970)  

Hungry-Wolf. Adolf, Rails in the Canadian Rockies (Invermore: Good Medicine 
Books, 1979)  

Johnston, Hank, Railroads of the Yosemite Valley (Corona del Mar: Trans-Anglo 
Books, 1963)  

Meeks, Carroll L.V., The Railroad Station (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956) 

Nathan, Adele Gutman, with William C. Baker, Famous Railroad Stations of the 
World (New York: Random House, 1953)  

Nolan, Edward W., Northern Pacific Views; The Railroad Photography of F. Jay 
Haynes, 1876-1905 (Helena: Montana Historical Society, 1983)  

Pounds, Robert E., Santa Fe Depots; The Western Lines (Dallas: Kachina Press, 1984)  

Renz, Louis Tuck, The History of the Northern Pacific Railroad (Fairfield: Ye Galleon 
Press. 1980) 

Wood, Charles and Dorothy, The Great Northern Railway; A Pictorial Study 
(Edmonds: Pacific Fast Mail, 1979) 

Books and Articles on Grand Canyon Region History 

Babbitt, Bruce (Ed.), Grand Canyon; An Anthology (Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1978)  

Corle, Edwin, The Stogy of the Grand Canyon (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1951) 

Herner, Charles, The Arizona Rough Riders (Tucson: The University of Arizona 
Press, 1970)  

Hughes, J. Donald, In the House of Stone and Light; Human History of the Grand 
Canyon (Grand Canyon: Grand Canyon Natural History Association, 1978)  

Hughes, J. Donald, The Story of Man at Grand Canyon (Grand Canyon: Grand 
Canyon Natural History Association, 1967) (Published as Grand Canyon Natural 
History Association Bulletin No, 14)  

James, George Wharton, The Grand Canyon of Arizona; How to See It (Boston: Little, 
Brown, and Company - Kansas City: Fred Harvey, 1910)  

Keithley, Ralph, Buckev O'Neill (Caldwell: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1949)  
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Kolb, Ellsworth L., Through the Grand Canyon from Wyoming to Mexico (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1914) 

Pederson, Sarah, et. al., Emery Kolb; A Guide to the Kolb Collection in the NAU 
Libraries (Flagstaff: Northern Arizona University Libraries, 1980) 

Schullery, Paul (Ed.), The Grand Canyon; Early Impressions (Boulder: Colorado 
Associated University Press., 1981)  

Spamer, Earle E., et. al., Bibliography of the Grand Canyon and the Lower Colorado 
River, 1540-1980, (Grand Canyon: Grand Canyon Natural History Association, 1981) 
(Published as Grand Canyon Natural History Association Monograph No. 2)  

Tinker, George H., Northern Arizona and Flagstaff in 1887; The People and Resources 
(Glendale; The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1969)  

Walker, Dale L., Death Was the Black Horse; The Storys of Rough Rider Buckey 
O'Neill (Austin: Madrona Press, Inc., 1975)  

Railroad Industry Reference Series  

Official Guide to Railways and Steam Navigation Lines of the United States, Canada, 
Mexico, Cuba and Porto Rico (Published Monthly by the Official Railway 
Publications Company, 1870-present)  

Official Railway Equipment Reqister (Published quarterly by the Official Railway 
Publications Company, 1886- present )  

Pocket List of Railway Officials (Published quarterly by the Official Railway 
Publications Company, 1892- present ) 

Moody’s Manual of Railroads (Published annual by the Co.) 

Poor’s Manual of Railroads (Publisher varies, usually Chicago: H.V. and H.W. Poor, 
published annually, 1869- 1932) 

Newspapers 

Arizona Champion (Flagstaff, Arizona) 

Arizona Republic (Phoenix, Arizona)  

Arizona Republican (Phoenix, Arizona)  

Coconino Sun (Flagstaff, Arizona)  

Williams News (Williams. Arizona)  
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Periodicals 

Journal of Arizona History  

Land of Sunshine  

Santa Employes Magazine (later published as The Santa Fe Magazine), December 
1906--July 1974. Not readily available in libraries, files of this magazine were 
borrowed from the Public Relations Department of The Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe Railway Company General Offices at 112 Sansome Street in San Francisco. A 
peculiarity of this magazine is that those sets which the company had bound in 
beautiful leather hard cover sets with gilded page edges unfortunately were stripped of 
what the binder perceived as "advertising matter" at the front and rear of each issue of 
the magazine, which at the rear had the effect of stripping them of most of the local 
news columns in the "Among Ourselves" section, including most of those pertaining 
to Grand Canyon. It was therefore necessary to use also unbound partial sets of the 
magazine at the Colorado Railroad Museum Library, the Colorado Historical Society 
Library, the California State Railroad Museum Library, and the railway General 
Offices in Commerce City (Los Angeles) . 

Scenic Southwest  

Trains Magazine  

Personal Informants 

(Listed Alphabetically) 

Informants on Railroad History, Architecture, and Technology  

Alexander, Brian, Vice President. Railroad Resources, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona  

Bartlett, Betty, former Grand Canyon resident and an officer of the Grand Canyon 
Pioneers’ Society  

Culpin, Mary Martha, Historian, Denver Service Center, National Park Service  

Curry, George, Field Engineer, A.T.& S.F.Ry., Williams, Arizona  

Harrison, Mike, park ranger at Grand Canyon, 1922-1931  

Hauck, Cornelius, railroad historian and editor, Colorado Rail Annual  

Hill, Ronald C., photographer of railroads 

Hendricks, Lloyd, railroad historian  

Kaiser, Dr. Harvey H., authority on log architecture, Syracuse University  
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Nix, George, former mechanical foreman, A.T.& S.F. Ry., Williams Junction, Arizona 

Plesch, Sonny, clerk, Engineering Department, Albuquerque Division, A.T.& S.F.Ry., 
Winslow, Arizona  

Pounds, Robert E., railroad Depot historian  

Richardson, Robert William, Executive Director, Colorado Railroad Museum and 
railroad historian 

Richmond, Al, graduate student at Northern Arizona University, author of proposed 
book on Grand Canyon line  

Riker, David, Assistant to the Division Superintendent, Albuquerque Division, A.T.& 
S.F.Ry., Winslow, Arizona  

Mastrogiuseppe, Agostino D., Photograph Librarian, Western History Department, 
Denver Public Library  

Turner, Eloise Fain, widow of A.T.& S.F.Ry. station agent Samuel D. Turner, 
assigned to Grand Canyon 1940-1957 

 

Photograph Collections Searched  

Bibliographies normally do not list photograph collections; if listed at all in a work, 
generally they are listed in passing in a section of acknowledgements. Nevertheless, 
photograph collections are sources of much information, especially in historic 
preservation, though historians traditionally receive no special instructions in their use 
and no warnings regarding the pitfalls one may encounter. Photographic collections 
have been of such great importance to this study that it is considered necessary to 
specify by depository those consulted. They are arranged alphabetically under the city 
where located. 

Chicago, Illinois        
 Atchison, Topeka & Santa' Fe Raiiway, Public Relations Department 
 photograph files 

Denver, Colorado         
 Colorado Heritage Center Library (Colorado Historical Society)  
 Denver Public Library, Western History Department    
 U.S. Geological Survey Picture Library, Denver Federal Center  

Flagstaff, Arizona         
 Museum of Northern Arizona Library      
 Museum of Northern Arizona Photograph Laboratory    
 Northern Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society Collection (in NAU Special 
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  Collections Library)       
 Northern Arizona University Library, Special Collections Library   

Golden, Colorado         
 Colorado Railroad Museum Library  

Grand Canyon, Arizona         
 Bright Angel Lodge History Room       
 Grand Canyon National Park Collections     
 Grand Canyon National Park Library  

Los Angeles, California       
 Southwest Museum Library  

Phoenix, Arizona         
 Arizona State Library, State Capitol Building Phoenix   
 Public Library (Main Library), Arizona Room    
 Railroad Resources, Inc.  

Prescott, Arizona        
 Sharlot Hall Museum Library  

Sacramento, California       
 California State Railroad Museum Library  

Santa Fe, New Mexico        
 Museum of New Mexico, Library  

Tempe, Arizona         
 Arizona Historical Foundation Library      
 Arizona State University Library, Special Collections  

Tucson, Arizona         
 Arizona Historical Society Library      
 University of Arizona Library, Special Collections  

Washington, District of Columbia        
 Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division   
 National Archives, Still Photographs. Division  

Winslow, Arizona         
 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, Albuquerque Division Offices  

Individual photographers and collectors      
 Bartlett, Betty          
 Bufkin, Don          
 Cameron, Chris         
 Dunscomb, Guy L.        
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 Geissinger, Dave        
 Harrison, Mike         
 Hauck, Cornelius         
 Hill, Ronald C.         
 Kindig, Richard         
 Melbo, Robert I.         
 Nix, George         
 Payne., Andy          
 Rees, David        
 Richardson, Robert W.        
 Werner, George 

City Directories 

 Albuquerque, New Mexico  

 Chicago, Illinois  

 Los Angeles, California  

 Santa Barbara, California 
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4.1.1 STATION AGENTS AT GRAND CANYON, ARIZONA  

Sept. 17, 1901 - Jan. 1, 1902 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Unknown  
Jan. 2, 1901 - Sept. 1902? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Charles W. Teed  
Oct. 1, 1902 - Unknown date- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J. F. Henderson*  
Unknown date - Nov. 13, 1903 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Charles W. Teed  
Nov. 14, 1903 – 1904 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - John Mason Miller  
1904 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J. F. Henderson*  
1904 - Jan. 1, 1907 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - John Mason Miller  
1907 - 1908- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Seymour Horatio Fine  
1909 – 1911 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R. H. Miller  
1911 – 1914- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R. C. Bernard**  
1915 – 1916 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T. H. Stahl  
1916 – 1918- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fred B. Grim  
1918 - Mar. 9, 1920 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Wayland A. Brown  
Mar. 10, 1920 - Nov. 30, 1940- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lester G. Carr  
Dec. 1, 1940 - Mar. 20, 1957- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Samuel D. Turner***  
1957-1959 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - H. P. Sullivan  
June 10, 1959 - Jan. 1960- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L. H. Richards  
Feb. 29, 1960 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W. E. Willingham*  
1960 - Jan. 1961- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L. H. Richards  
Jan. 7, 1961- June 1968 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F. W. Anderson  
July 1968 - May 20, 1969 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D. L. Burns****  

* These men probably were among the various "relief agents" substituting when a regularly 
 assigned agent was ill or went on vacation; there may have been other relief agents.  

** Also listed as N.C. Bernard  

*** Samuel D. Turner was reportedly the last "Supervisory Agent"  

**** The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway officially closed its Grand Canyon Agency 
 at the close of work at 6 p.m. on May 16, 1969, but Station Agent Burns remained on 
 duty four more days to close out business. 
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4.2.1 HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS 1904 to 2005 
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H-1 “School Teacher” train in Grand Canyon Yard. Original Depot shack and boardwalk.  
c 1904. Photographer unknown. NPS Image # 5442 

 

H-2 Grand Canyon Depot, first year of operation. Note spelling “Grand Canon”. June 17, 
1910. From postcard, Fred Harvey Company. NPS Catalog # GRCA 16456 
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H-3 Grand Canyon Railway engine 1251 with passenger train in front of Depot at Grand 
Canyon, with train crew, station agent, telegrapher, and others, posted in front of locomotive. 

View is towards west, engine is eastbound. Date c 1915. Photographer unknown, possibly 
Emery Kolb. NPS Catalog # GRCA 07448 

 

H-4 Grand Canyon Railroad Depot. View from southeast. April 1915. Note that the spelling 
of “Canon” has been changed to “Canyon”. Photographer unknown. NPS Catalog # GRCA 

11990 
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H-5 Santa Fe Railroad employees, from right to left: Nall, Nelson and Milton Madden in front 
of the Grand Canyon Depot. March 01, 1918. Photo by Madden.  

NPS Catalog # GRCA 07536 

 

H-6 Sante Fe Station Agent Wayland E. Brown with Elinor Hickey on Depot baggage cart. c 
1918. NPS Image # 10320 
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H-7 Elinor Hickey as a child standing in front of the Grand Canyon Railroad Depot in winter. 
Date c 1918. The freight building is seen beyond the Depot. Photo by Hickey family. NPS 

Catalog #  GRCA10331 

 

H-8 Elinor Hickey as a child at the east end of the Grand Canyon Depot with passenger cars 
to left. Date c 1919. The Freight House (building no. 550) is to the right. The structure in the 
background is the old power house. Photo by Hickey family. NPS Catalog # GRCA 10319 
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H-9 A Hopi family with 4 children waiting at the Grand Canyon Railroad Depot. Date c 1919. 
Photo by Hickey family. NPS Catalog # GRCA 10329 

 

H-10 Elinor Hickey as a child standing in front of the Grand Canyon Railroad Depot in 
summer. Date c 1919. The Freight House (building no. 550) is seen beyond the Depot. Photo 

by Hickey family. NPS Catalog # GRCA 10330 
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H-11 Station Agent Lester G. Carr and wife Nellie (Agent 1920-40) standing in front of the 
Grand Canyon Railroad Depot. Note the plank depot platform. September 1920. Stanton Carr 

Photo Collection. NPS Catalog # GRCA 11452 

 

H-12 Taxis lining up at the Grand Canyon Train Depot. Looking northwest from Depot. Date 
unknown (1920s based on buses). Photographer unknown. NPS Catalog # GRCA 13335 
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H-13 Looking west at five passenger trains filling the Grand Canyon Depot yard. Depot 
(right) and freight cars. Date 1925. Santa Fe Railroad photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 06590 

 

H-14 Grand Canyon Depot with several automobiles trackside. El Tovar Hotel in background. 
Date c 1925. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 09548 
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H-15 Jack Tooker (left) and Ray Stevens with dead mountain lion on horse, at Grand Canyon 
Depot. Date 1925. Photo by Elizabeth Hegmann. NPS Catalog # GRCA 15042 

 

H-16 Station Agent Lester G. Carr and his family in front of the Grand Canyon Depot. Note 
the awning of the Agent’s Office window. Date c 1928. Stanton Carr Photo Collection. NPS 

Catalog # GRCA 11442 
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H-17 Grand Canyon Depot. New concrete platform which replaced original made of 8”x12” 
logs. Note 4-wheeled baggage cart parked at baggage room. White round-domed ice cart 

parked by ice storage shed use to haul ice to Pullman cars for cooling drinking water. Date c 
1928. Stanton Carr Photo Collection. NPS Catalog # GRCA 11454 

 

H-18 Grand Canyon Railroad Depot, with train and visitors. From a Santa Fe/Fred Harvey 
promotional brochure. Date May 10, 1929. Photo by Santa Fe Railroad. NPS Catalog # 

GRCA 17041 
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H-19 Stanton Carr, son of Station Agent Lester G. Carr (agent from 1920-40), standing in 
front of the waiting room. West and south windows of living room above. Date c late 1920s, 

early 1930s. Stanton Carr Photo Collection. NPS Catalog # GRCA 11444 

 

H-20 Nellie and Lester Carr (Station Agent) with their new Chevy, parked on the station 
platform in front of the baggage room of the Grand Canyon Railroad Depot. Date c 1930. 

Stanton Carr Photo Collection. NPS Catalog # GRCA 11449 
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H-21 Grand Canyon Depot at far left. Station platform and tracks under heavy snow in center. 
Station Agent Lester G. Carr (left) and son Stanton. Visible signs reads “Free Bus to Hotels” 
and “Western Union” and “Automobiles Not Allowed on Station Platform”. Yard behind are 

piled high with snow. Date c 1930. Stanton Carr Photo Collection.  
NPS Catalog # GRCA 11434 

 

H-22 View toward northeast on Railroad Depot parking area, separated from tracks on which 
photographer is standing by the iron fence. This fence was added in 1929. West end of Depot 
visible at right. Stairway at left leads from Depot to El Tovar Hotel. Village Loop Road which 

pasted immediately north of Depot c 1934-35 has not been built yet. This view is c 1930. 
Photographer unknown. NPS Catalog # GRCA 35484 
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H-23 View eastward from Railroad Depot parking lot showing parking lot entrance with log 
depot of the Grand Canyon Railway at far right. Stairway at left leads from Depot to El Tovar 

Hotel. Village Loop Road was built through this area c 1934-35. This view is c 1930. 
Photographer unknown. NPS Catalog # GRCA 35485 

 

H-24 Erosion control on the edge of the road at the west end of the boulevard, view includes 
the train station. Date unknown. Assumed 1930-34 based on the iron fence being in place at 

the parking lot but the Village Loop Road is not built. NPS photo.  
NPS Catalog # GRCA 09131 
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H-25 Men constructing flagstone retaining wall/curb along main road just east of train depot. 
Date July 10, 1935. The Freight House (building no. 550) is in front of the Depot. NPS photo. 

NPS Catalog # GRCA 09393 

 

H-26 Grand Canyon Train Depot. Photo by Louis Purvis (employed at CCC Camp 818 at 
Phantom ranch from 1934-1936). NPS Catalog # GRCA 16656 
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H-27 Aerial view of Grand Canyon Village which includes part of West Rim Drive, El Tovar, 
Bright Angel Hotel, residential area, and Railway Depot. Buildings 80 & 90 of the CCC 

maintenance complex at the lower left of the image can be seen at the southwest and south 
central areas of the complex. Based on the construction date of these buildings the date this 

image as no earlier than 1936. Assumed Kolb photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 30645 

 

H-28 Atchison, Topeka, Santa Fe Railway Company Depot at Grand Canyon Village. Note 
that the window sash appear to have been painted a light color. Also note that the barge rafters 
at the gables are now missing though they are evident in the photo above on the bay window 

roof. Date August 01, 1939. NPS Photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 00667 
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H-29 ATSF Railroad train depot. Note asbestos-cement shingles which were installed in 1940 
and light colored window sash. Also note that the color of the letters spelling “Grand Canyon” 
appear to be much lighter than earlier photos. Compare also to existing condition photo E-1. 

Date c 1940. Santa Fe Railroad photograph. NPS Catalog # GRCA 09465a 

 

H-30 ATSF Railroad Depot with express baggage car. Verkamps Studio visible in the 
background, right. Date c 1940. Photo by Santa Fe Railroad. NPS Catalog # GRCA 09465b 
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H-31 Grand Canyon Depot. It is difficult to tell but it appears that the top rods on the iron 
fence are still in place. Date September 1943. Photo by Schellbach. NPS Catalog # GRCA 

41309 

 

H-32 ATSF Railroad Depot at Grand Canyon. Note that the rods above the top crossrail on 
iron fence have been cut off by this time. Also note the light colored awning over the ticket 

agent’s window. Date November 27, 1945. NPS photo by George Grant. NPS Catalog # 
GRCA 08394 
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H-33 ATSF Railroad Depot at Grand Canyon. El Tovar Hotel at left. Date November 27, 
1945. NPS photo by George Grant. NPS Catalog # GRCA 08441 

 

H-34 ATSF Railroad Depot during winter snow, snow on roof, ground surrounding area. 
View from south looking north at front of building. Date 1930-1940 (or later) based on phone 

lines. Assumed Kolb photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 30643 
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H-35 American youth hostel group arrived at Grand Canyon National Park, standing in front 
of the Santa Fe Passenger Depot by their bikes. Note dark colored awning at ticket agent’s 

window. Date August 21, 1947. Photo by Virgil Gipson, NPS Photo.  
NPS Catalog # GRCA 00998 

 

H-36 Shriner’s Special Trails in yards at Grand Canyon Station/Depot. Date June 17, 1950. 
NPS Photo by J.M. Eden. NPS Catalog # GRCA 02051 
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H-37 Boy Scout Jamboree, special trains in Grand Canyon Depot Yard. Date July 1953. NPS 
Photo by Steve Leding. NPS Catalog # GRCA 02574 

 

H-38 Close up of aerial photograph. Date 1956. NPS Document 113-FL3 
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H-39 Train in Grand Canyon yard. Date 1963. Photograph by P. Risk.  
NPS Catalog # GRCA 41306 

 

H-40 Train in Depot yard. Note activity in front of Depot appears to be laying or removing 
asphalt. Date August 1964. Photograph by N. Fox. NPS Catalog # GRCA 41395 
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H-41 Woman in period clothing standing in doorway of Grand Canyon Depot. El Tovar 
behind Depot. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 09549 

 

H-42 Interior train depot with Nadine McKay (L) and Armetia Robert in period costume. 
Photograph probably of Waiting Room looking west. Window into Vestibule Office is on the 

right. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9550 
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H-43 Women dressed in period costumes talk with each other inside the Grand Canyon 
Depot. Photograph probably of the Waiting Room. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9551 

 

H-44 Fire hose cart by gate at Grand Canyon Depot. Two women in period clothes. Note that 
gate appears to be operational. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9552 
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H-45 Interior of Grand Canyon Depot with some people in period costume. Photograph 
appears to be in the Waiting Room looking northwest. Date 1968. NPS photos. NPS Image # 

9554 

 

H-46 Overview of Grand Canyon Depot, trackside. A woman in period dress stands in a 
doorway. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9555 
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H-47 People standing outside of the Grand Canyon Depot. Some in period clothes. South 
elevation. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9556 

 

H-48 Social in the Grand Canyon Depot. A woman in period dress talks with several people. 
Photographs appears to be of the Waiting Room. The ticket window to the Agent’s Office is 

on the right. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9558 
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H-49 A woman in period clothes talks with a man at the counter inside the Grand Canyon 
Depot. The photograph appears to be of the Agent’s Office looking southeast. Note the 

telephone on the wall and the ceiling mounted fluorescent lights. Date 1968. NPS photo. NPS 
Image # 9559 

 

H-50 Santa Fe Railway Depot, front (south) side. Date November 15, 1971. NPS photo by 
Richard Rayner. NPS Catalog # GRCA 05410 
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H-51 Santa Fe Railway Depot, front (south) side, with El Tovar Hotel in background. Date 
November 15, 1971. NPS photo by Richard Rayner. NPS Catalog # GRCA 05411 

 

H-52 Santa Fe Railway Depot at Grand Canyon, street entrance (north) side. Date November 
15, 1971. NPS photo by Richard Rayner. NPS Catalog # GRCA 05412 
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H-53 Santa Fe Railway Depot, east end (freight storage). Date November 15, 1971. NPS 
photo by Richard Rayner. NPS Catalog # GRCA 05414 

 

H-54 Close up of aerial photograph. Date 1972. NPS Document 113-FL9 
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H-55 Santa Fe Railroad Depot, southern exposure. Note apparent deterioration of wood 
members of upper gable. Date 1976. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 10736 

 

H-56 Santa Fe Railroad Depot, southeast exposure. Note that asbestos-cement shingles are 
still in place. Date 1976. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 10737 
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H-57 View to west, Railroad Station and Yard Tracks, Grand Canyon National Park. Date 
November 28, 1978. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 25676a 

 

H-58 Winter snow scene of El Tovar, Santa Fe RR Depot, Colter Hall and Bldg #548. Date 
1978. NPS Photo. NPS Image # 10999 
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H-59 View to west, Railroad Station and yard tracks. Date July 21, 1980. NPS photo. NPS 
Catalog # GRCA 25676b 

 

H-60 Grand Canyon Train Depot with El Tovar in background. Date 1983. NPS photo.  
NPS Image # 16830 
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H-61 Grand Canyon Depot, view from the northwest. Date May 1984. NPS Photo. NPS 
Catalog # GRCA 59384a 

 

H-62 Grand Canyon Depot, rear view, east end. Date May 1984. NPS Photo.  
NPS Catalog # GRCA 59384b 
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H-63 Grand Canyon Depot, west end and covered waiting area, view from northwest. Note 
damage to eave. Date May 1984. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 59385a 

 

H-64 Grand Canyon Depot, west end and covered waiting area. Note damage to eave. Date 
May 1984. NPS photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 59385b 
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H-65 Grand Canyon Depot, roof of covered waiting area. Note damage. Date May 1984. NPS 
photo. NPS Catalog # GRCA 59385c 

 

H-66 Grand Canyon Depot, west end, north side, roof. Date May 1984. NPS photo. NPS 
Catalog # GRCA 59385d 
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H-67 Grand Canyon Depot. Close up of logs and roof detail. Date May 1984. NPS photo. 
NPS Catalog # GRCA 59386a 

 

H-68 Grand Canyon Depot. Close up of log and window sill. Date May 1984. NPS photo. 
NPS Catalog # GRCA 59386b 
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H-69 Grand Canyon Depot. Front view, east end. Freight door. Date May 1984. NPS photo. 
NPS Catalog # GRCA 59387a 

 

H-70 Grand Canyon Depot. Front view, west end and entrance. Note planter boxes in front of 
windows and asphalt covered platform. Date May 1984. NPS photo.  

NPS Catalog # GRCA 59387b 
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H-71 AT&SF Railroad Depot front west end. Date May 1984. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9890 

 

H-72 AT&SF Railroad Depot front east end. Date May 1984. NPS photo. NPS Image # 9891 
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H-73 AT&SF Railroad Depot front middle view. Date May 1984. NPS photo. NPS Image # 
9892 

 

H-74 Grand Canyon Depot, west end and covered waiting area during repair of roof damage. 
Date late summer-fall 1984. Scanned from building files. 
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H-75 Grand Canyon Depot, west end and covered waiting area during repair of roof damage. 
Close up of eave. Date late summer-fall 1984. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-76 Grand Canyon Depot, west end and covered waiting area during repair of roof damage. 
Close up of eave. Date late summer-fall 1984. Scanned from building files. 
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H-77 Grand Canyon Depot east elevation. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-78 Grand Canyon Depot looking northeast. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from building files. 
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H-79 Grand Canyon Depot looking northwest with El Tovar beyond. Date 1984-1986. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-80 Grand Canyon Depot south elevation. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from building files. 
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H-81 Grand Canyon Depot close up of log repair on south side brackets. Date 1984-1986. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-82 Grand Canyon Depot wrought iron gate at east end. Note that the fence finials are still in 
place on the east side of the gate. Compare to photos E-12 and E-13. Date 1984-1986. 

Scanned from building files. 
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H-83 Grand Canyon Depot Freight Room looking southeast. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from 
building files. 

 
H-84 Grand Canyon Depot Waiting Room looking southeast. Note that the ceiling light 

fixture is missing. Compare to photograph H-136. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from building 
files. 
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H-85 Grand Canyon Depot Agent’s Office looking south. Date 1984-1986. Scanned from 
building files. 

 

H-86 Grand Canyon Depot Womens’ Restroom looking northwest. Date 1984-1986. Scanned 
from building files. 
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H-87 Grand Canyon Depot south elevation. Date assumed to be July 31, 1986 based on memo 
dated 8/5/86 from Historical Architect. NPS photos. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-88 Grand Canyon Depot north elevation, east end. Note damage to roof eave. This may 
represent the beginning or roof demo. Date assumed to be July 31, 1986. NPS photos. 

Scanned from building files. 
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H-89 Grand Canyon Depot northwest corner. Date assumed to be July 31, 1986. NPS photos. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-90 Grand Canyon Depot east end, loading dock. Date assumed to be July 31, 1986. NPS 
photos. Scanned from building files. 
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H-91 Grand Canyon Depot north side covered waiting area. Date assumed to be July 31, 
1986. NPS photos. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-92 Grand Canyon Depot north side. Note cracked concrete column bases. Date assumed to 
be July 31, 1986. NPS photos. Scanned from building files. 
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H-93 Grand Canyon Depot covered waiting area. Part of “Fire Drill and Wash Down” Note 
graphic on vestibule entry door. Date October, 1986. NPS photos. Scanned from building 

files. 

 

H-94 Grand Canyon Depot south side, west end, covered waiting area. Photos H-94 through 
H-97 show “Fire Drill and Wash Down” at the Depot. Date October, 1986 NPS photos. 

Scanned from building files. 
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H-95 Grand Canyon Depot east end, loading dock. Date October, 1986. NPS photos. Scanned 
from building files. 

 

H-96 Grand Canyon Depot north side, east end. Date October, 1986. NPS photos. Scanned 
from building files. 
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H-97 Grand Canyon Depot north side, west end. Date October, 1986. NPS photos. Scanned 
from building files. 

 

H-98 Close up of aerial photograph. Note cement asbestos shingles still in place. Date 1986. 
NPS Document 113-FL21 
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H-99 Santa Fe Railroad Depot with scaffolding – during historic renovation. Note that cement 
asbestos shingles have been replaced with wood. Date 1987. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16442 

 

H-100 Santa Fe Railroad trackage.Project to determine growth of trees over a few years. Date 
1988. Photograph by Greg Probst. NPS Catalog # GRCA 36098 
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H-101 Grand Canyon Train Depot. East end. Note construction of guard rail in front. Also 
note that the iron fence on the south side is missing. Date March 23, 1988. NPS photo. NPS 

Image # 15911 

 

H-102 Grand Canyon Train Depot. Construction of guard rail in front. Date March 23, 1988. 
NPS photo. NPS Image # 15911 
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H-103 Santa Fe Railway Depot at Grand Canyon. South elevation. Date 1989. NPS photo. 
NPS Image # 16466 

 

H-104 Aerial view of Grand Canyon Depot looking north. El Tovar to the upper left. Note 
trees still growing on tracks. Date 1989. NPS Image # 16479 (cropped) 
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H-105 Train tracks and Grand Canyon Depot prior to clearing by Grand Canyon Railway. 
Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16558 

 

H-106 Train tracks near Grand Canyon Depot prior to clearing by Grand Canyon Railway. 
Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16560 
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H-107 Grand Canyon Depot prior to removal of trees that had been growing for 20 years. 
Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16690 

 

H-108 Grand Canyon Depot with trees being cleared. Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 
16561 
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H-109 Grand Canyon Depot after trees are cleared. Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 
16566 

 

H-110 Grand Canyon Depot after trees are cleared. Date 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 
16567 
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H-111 Grand Canyon Depot yard. Date 1989. NPS Catalog # GRCA 62704m 

 

H-112 Train in the Grand Canyon Depot yard. First passenger train to the Grand Canyon 
Depot from Williams. Date September 17, 1989. Photograph by Gordon Chappell.  

NPS Catalog # GRCA 50591 
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H-113 Inaugural run of Grand Canyon Railway. Looking south at crowd around engine #18. 
Date September 17, 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16505 

 

H-114 Inaugural run of Grand Canyon Railway. Grand Canyon NP Superintendent Jack Davis 
speaking during Depot ceremony. Date September 17, 1989. NPS photo. NPS Image # 16512 
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H-115 Steam locomoative leaving Grand Canyon Depot. Date September 18, 1989. 
Photograph by Gordon Chappell. NPS Catalog # GRCA 50597 

 

H-116 First revenue passenger train stopped at the Grand Canyon Depot. View looking east. 
Depot is visible on the left. Date September 18, 1989. Photograph by Gordon Chappell. NPS 

Catalog # GRCA 50598 
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H-117 First revenue passenger train stopped at the Grand Canyon Depot. View looking 
northwest. Date September 18, 1989. Photograph by Gordon Chappell. NPS Catalog # GRCA 

50599 

 

H-118 First Lady Barbara Bush beside a train. Grand Canyon Depot in the background on the 
right. Date April 1991. NPS Catalog # GRCA 56001c 
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H-119 Cars of the “Special” American Orient Express train in front of the Depot. Date 1995. 
NPS Image # 10336 

 

H-120 Cars of the “Special” American Orient Express train in front of the Depot. Date 1995. 
NPS Image # 10339a 
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H-121 Cars of the “Special” American Orient Express train in front of the Depot. Date 1995. 
NPS Image # 10339b 

 

H-122 Cars of the “Special” American Orient Express train in front of the Depot. Date 1995. 
NPS Image # 10339c 
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H-123 Close up of aerial photograph. Date 1995. NPS Document 113-FL26-4 

 

H-124 Flagstaff school kids at Grand Canyon Depot after President Clinton’s speech. Date 
1996. NPS Image # 15290 
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H-125 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-126 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 
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H-127 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-128 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 
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H-129 Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date September 23, 2002. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-130 Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date September 23, 2002. 
Scanned from building files. 
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H-131 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-132 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. El Tovar in 
background. Date September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 
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H-133 Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date September 23, 2002. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-134 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 
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H-135 South elevation of Grand Canyon Depot during platform reconstruction. Date 
September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-136 Grand Canyon Depot Waiting Room looking south east. Note ceiling light fixture. 
Compare to photograph H-84. Date September 23, 2002. Scanned from building files. 
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H-137 Grand Canyon Depot Waiting Room looking northeast. Date September 23, 2002. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-138 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Date March 3, 2005. 
Scanned from building files. 
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H-139 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Note deterioration of log 
beam. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-140 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Note deterioration of log 
beam. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 
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H-141 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Note deterioration of log 
beam. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-142 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Date March 3, 2005. 
Scanned from building files. 
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H-143 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Date March 3, 2005. 
Scanned from building files. 

 

H-144 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Date March 3, 2005. 
Scanned from building files. 
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H-145 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Close up of east central 
bracket logs. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-146 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Close up of west bracket 
logs. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 
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H-147 Grand Canyon Depot prior to rehabilitation. South elevation. Close up of east bracket 
logs. Date March 3, 2005. Scanned from building files. 

 

H-148 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. Northwest corner of Covered Waiting 
Area. Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 
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H-149 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. Deterioration of south gable beam and 
brackets. Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 

 

H-150 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. Deterioration of south gable beam and 
brackets. Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 
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H-151 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. Replaced south gable beam and brackets. 
Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 

 

H-152 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. South elevation of completed gable beam 
and brackets. Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 
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H-153 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. Photo of underside of gable after 
completion. Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 

 

H-154 Grand Canyon Depot during rehabilitation. New concrete paving at northwest corner.  
Date 2005. From building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 
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H-155 Rubble wall east of the Grand Canyon Depot prior to reconstruction. Date 2005. From 
building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 

 

H-156 Rubble wall east of the Grand Canyon Depot prior to reconstruction. Date 2005. From 
building files. Photo by Craig Struble. 
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4.2.2 2007 CONDITION EXTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS 
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E-1 View from southeast with El Tovar visible beyond on the left. Note that the sash color of 
the existing windows is much lighter than historic photographs taken after about 1940. See 
photographs H-29 and succeeding photos. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-2 View from south-southwest. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-3 View from southwest from parking area. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-4 View from northwest. Note repair to eave. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 
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E-5 View from northeast. Note that the barge rafter extensions are missing from the east 
gable. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-6 View of metal fence looking west along south side of parking area. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-7 Metal fence along south side of parking area. Note steel rail for support and buried 
bottom rail. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-8 View of metal fence looking west. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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E-9 View of metal fence looking east. Note partially buried stone curb on the right side. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-10 Metal fence, southwest corner of parking area. Note sag in rails. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-11 Metal fence, west end of parking area. Note original bracing still in place. October 3, 
2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-12 Gate on east side of Depot. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-13 Gate post. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-14 East end of metal fence and west end of rubble wall. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-15 View of rubble wall looking east. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

E-16 View looking west of railyard in front of the Depot. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-17 South elevation and view of platform. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-18 Center of South elevation. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-19 South elevation, east end. Door 104B to the left. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-20 West side of building. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-21 West elevation of covered waiting area. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-22 South side of covered waiting area. Note variation in gutter. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-23 Center of north elevation. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-24 East side of building. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-25 South façade, southeast corner. Note reconstructed copper downspouts. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-26 South façade, southeast corner, below photo above. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-27 South façade, looking from east to west. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

E-28 Same as photo above, but at top of column. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-29 South façade, door to freight room. Door 104B. Note wear on logs below the door. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-30 South face of building, east window to office. Window 113. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-31 South façade, looking northeast. Windows 114 to the right and 116 to the left. Window 
115 is the shadow at center. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-32 South façade, door and windows to office. Door 101A and Window 116. Note 
deterioration of lower door casing. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-33 South façade. Doors 101A to the right and 102A to left. Windows 118 and 117.  Note 
telephone cable coming into column. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-34 South façade. Door 102A to right. Note telephone cable and conduit attached to log 
column. These should be removed if possible. Also note discoloration of column. October 3, 

2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-35 South façade, base of previous column. Note some deterioration around the base. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-36 South façade, southwest corner of building, covered waiting area beyond. Window 118 
to right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-37 South west corner. Note that leader is disconnected from gutter on the right. October 3, 
2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-38 Same location as above, downspout/gutter detail. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-39 Southwest corner, base of downspout, covered terrace gate on the left, and Vestibule 
wall on left beyond gate. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-40 From the south looking northeast. Window 119. Collapsible gate is visible behind the 
column. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-41 West façade, south side. Note collapsible gate and track. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-42 West façade, south side. East end of collapsible gate. Note base track is covered. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-43 South side of covered waiting area looking northeast. At center is National Historic 
Landmark plaque. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-44 South side of covered waiting area looking south. Note collapsible gate and track. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-45 Southwest corner of covered waiting area. Note differential settlement of columns 
evident by the slope of the log spacer. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 

Architects. 

 

E-46 Base of columns southwest corner of covered waiting area. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-47 Southwest corner of covered waiting area looking northeast. Roof drain leader, added in 
1986, is not historic. Note wrought iron fence to the right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 

Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-48 Northwest corner of covered waiting area, looking east. Note cracks in log columns. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-49 West elevation of vestibule. Door 111 and Window 120. October 3, 2007. Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-50 Northwest corner of building, looking southeast.  Window 201 is visible to upper left. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-51 Base of column on east side of covered waiting area. Note handrail attached to column, 
installed sometime after 1935. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-52 Handrail, looking to southwest corner of covered waiting area. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-53 Northwest corner of building. Window 121 on right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-54 Northeast corner of building. Window 101. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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E-55 Northeast corner of building, base of downspout. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-56 North façade, northwest corner to right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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E-57 North façade, looking east. Note deterioration at column bases. Also note the gaps 
between some of the wall logs. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-58 North façade, looking west. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-59 North façade, looking at second floor northwest corner. Windows 202 and 201. Window 
214 is visible under the eave to the right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 

Architects. 

 

E-60 Looking southeast at second floor west wall. Windows 201 and 214. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-61 North façade, looking southwest. Window 205 is to the upper left. Note the wood piece 
nailed to the gable peak. This should be removed. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 

Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-62 Northeast corner of second floor. Windows 206 to far left, 205 and 204. October 3, 
2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-63 North façade, looking at northeast corner of building. Note the large gapes between 
some of the logs. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-64 Northeast corner of building. Window 112 on left. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-65 East façade, gable vent. Note that the vent has been closed off. A suitable screen and 
louver should be installed. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-66 South facing roof over covered waiting area, looking west, taken from West Bedroom. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-67 North facing roof over covered waiting area, looking west, taken from West Bedroom 
through window screen. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-68 North facing side of roof, taken from Kitchen west window. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-69 North facing side of roof, taken Kitchen window. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-70 North facing side of roof, looking northeast, taken from North Bedroom. October 3, 
2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-71 North facing side of roof, taken from North Bedroom window. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-72 South facing side of roof, taken from South Bedroom window. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-73 South facing side of roof, from South Bedroom window. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-74 South facing side of roof, looking east from South Bedroom, Eave of south bedroom 
roof above. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-75 Upper roof over South Bedroom, looking southeast. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-76 South facing side of roof, from Living Room window. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-77 South facing side of roof, from Living Room window. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-78 View of main roof looking west with west bedroom roof and covered waiting area roof 
beyond. Note damage to ridge boards. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-79 View of beam in Covered Waiting Area. Note longitudinal cracking. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-80 View of “Rubberoid” flashing. Note deterioration of exposed surface. October 3, 2007. 
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-81 Close up of restroom vent. Note deterioration of wood shingles October 3, 2007. 
Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-82 Top view of restroom vent. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-83 Close up of false barge rafter extensions at west roof. Note deterioration. October 3, 
2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-84 West side of dormer at Pantry. Note lose of shingles. Also note cupping of roof shingles. 
October 3, 2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-85 Evidence of missing barge rafter extensions at east roof. October 3, 2007. Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 

 

E-86 Main upper roof looking south. Note deterioration of ridge board and cupping of the 
shingles, particularly on the east side. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-87 Main upper roof looking north. Note deterioration of ridge board and missing barge 
rafter extension. Note vertical board at gable end, possibly for radio antennae. October 3, 

2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 

 

E-88 Main roof, east side, looking north. Note cupping of roof shingles. October 3, 2007. 
Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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E-89 Window 101. Note that the sash color of the existing windows is much lighter than 
historic photographs taken after about 1940. See photographs H-29 and succeeding photos. 

October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-90 Windows 104, 103 & 102. Note the different type of glass in 104. October 3, 2007. 
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-91 Window 105. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-92 Window 106. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-93 Door 107A. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-94 Window 107. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-95 Door 106. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-96 Window 108. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-97 Window 109. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-98 Window 110. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-99 Window 111. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-100 Window 112. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-101 Door 104A. Note deterioration at base of casing. October 3, 2007. Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-102 Door 104B. Note wear of logs below the door. Protection should be provided. October 
3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-103 Door 103A. Note traffic wear on door. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

E-104 Window 113. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-105 Window 114. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-106 Window 115. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-107 Window 116. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-108 Door 102A. Note deterioration at base of casing. October 3, 2007. Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-109 Window 117. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-110 Door 101A. Note deterioration of door. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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E-111 Window 118. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-112 Window 119. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-113 Window 120. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-114 Door 111. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-115 Door 101B. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-116 Window 121. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-117 Windows 201 & 214. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-118 Window 202. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-119 Window 203. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-120 Window 204. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-121 Window 205. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-122 Window 206. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-123 Window 208. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-124 Window 209. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-125 Window 210. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

E-126 Window 211. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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E-127 Window 213 & 212 (partial). October 3, 2007. Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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I-1 Vestibule 111, northwest corner. Door 111 and Window 121. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-2 Vestibule 111, Southwest corner. Window 121. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-3 Vestibule 111, southeast corner. Door 101B October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-4 Vestibule 111, northeast corner. Door 112 and 111. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-5 Vestibule Office 112, northwest corner. Door 112. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-6 Vestibule Office 112, northeast corner. Window 122. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-7 Vestibule Office 112, southeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-8 Vestibule Office 112, southwest corner. Windows 119 and 120. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-9 Waiting Room 101, East/South corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-10 Waiting Room 101, South wall, southwest corner. Windows 117 and 118. Door 101A. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-11 Waiting Room 101, west/north corner. Window 122 and Door 101B. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-12 Waiting Room 101, northeast corner. Doors 101C and 101D. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-13 Agent’s Office 102, northwest corner. Doors 102B and 102C. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-14 Agent’s Office 102, north wall, northeast corner. Doors 102D and 107B. October 3, 
2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-15 Agent’s Office 102, east wall, northeast corner. Door 102E. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-16 Agent’s Office 102, southeast corner. Windows 113, 114 and 116. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-17 Agent’s Office 102, southwest corner of built in desk on south wall. Windows 114 and 
115. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-18 Agent’s Office 102, southwest corner. Window 115 and Doors 102A and 102B. October 
3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-19 Agent’s Office 102 closet, centered on north wall of Agent’s office. Door 102D. October 
3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-20 Agent’s Office 102, from southwest corner of room, looking northeast at built in.  
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-21 Women’s Restroom 110, south wall, southeast corner. Door 110. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-22 Women’s Restroom 110, West wall. Window 101. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-23 Women’s Restroom 110, southwest corner. Window 101. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-24Women’s Restroom 110, northwest corner. Windows 102 and 103. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-25 Women’s Restroom 110, southeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-26 1st Floor Hall 109, North end. Window 104. Toledo scale. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-27 1st Floor Hall 109, south end. Door 101D. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-28 Accessible Restroom 109A, southwest corner. Door 109. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-29 Accessible Restroom 109A, southeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-30 Accessible Restroom 109A, northeast corner. Window 105. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-31 Men’s Restroom West 106, south wall, southeast corner – door 105 to Men’s restroom 
east. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-32 Men’s Restroom West 106, southwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-33 Men’s Restroom West 106, northwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-34 Men’s Restroom East 105, northeast corner. Window 112. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-35 Men’s Restroom East 105, northeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-36 Men’s Restroom East 105, west wall, southwest corner on left. October 3, 2007.  Door 
105. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-37 Men’s Restroom East 105, northwest corner. Door 105. Note floor access for steam 
pipes. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-38 Stair 107, first floor north wall. Doors 108 and 107A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-39 Stair 107, from outside looking toward Agent’s Office 102. Door 108 to right and 107B 
beyond. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-40 Stair 107, from Agent’s Office 102. Door 107B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-41 Stair 107, West wall. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-42 Stair 107, northwest wall. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-43 Baggage Room 103, northwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-44 Baggage Room 103, northeast corner, door 103C to Freight Room. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-45 Baggage Room 103, southeast corner. Doors 103B and 103A. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-46 Baggage Room 103, south wall, southwest corner, the open door to the right is door 
102E.  October 3, 2007.  Chamberlin Architects Photo 
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I-47 Baggage Room 103, south end in cage looking northeast. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-48 Baggage Room 103, south end in cage looking northwest. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-49 Freight Room 104, entry from Baggage room, looking east at northeast corner. October 
3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-50 Freight Room 104, east wall, northeast corner. Door 104A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-51 Freight Room 104, northeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-52 Freight Room 104, southeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-53 Freight Room 104, southwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-54 Storage Room 108, southeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-55 Storage Room 108, southwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-56 Storage Room 108, northwest corner. Window 106. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-57  Storage Room 108, east wall, exit to stair. Door 108. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-58 Stair 107, north wall, northwest corner on left. Window 203 beyond. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-59 Stair 107, North Wall. Window 203. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-60 Stair 107, South wall, second floor to Hall. Door 205A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-61 2nd Floor Hall 205, Doors 205A and 204. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-62 2nd Floor Hall 205, northeast corner. Doors 204 and 203. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-63 2nd Floor Hall 205, southeast corner. Doors 205B, 202A and 201.  October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-64 2nd Floor Hall 205, southwest corner. Doors 202A and 201. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-65 2nd Floor Hall 205 Closet, north wall. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-66 2nd Floor Hall 205 Closet, northeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-67 2nd Floor Hall 205 Closet, southeast corner – Fire Control Panel.  October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-68 2nd Floor Hall 205 Closet, looking out into Hall 205. Note the change in floor level and 
material. Floor material in closet is possibly the original pine. May 2, 2008. Photograph by 

Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-69 Kitchen 206, southeast corner. Doors 206A and 206B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-70 Kitchen 206, south wall, southwest corner. Door 206B. Note electric cove heater. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-71 Kitchen 206, north wall, northwest corner. Window 202. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-72 Kitchen 206, northeast corner.  Window 202. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-73 Pantry 207, northwest corner. Door 208A and Window 214. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-74 Pantry 207, northeast corner. Window 214 and Door 206C. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-75 Pantry 207, southeast corner. Door 206C. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-76 Pantry 207, southwest corner. Door 208A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-77 Pantry 207. Close up of hardware, possibly original. May 2, 2008. Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-78 Pantry 207. Close up of hardware, possibly original. May 2, 2008. Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-79 Living Room 201, southeast corner. Window 209. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-80 Living Room 201, southwest corner. Windows 210 and 211. Note electric cove heaters. 
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-81 Living Room 201, northwest corner, door to Kitchen. Door 206B. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-82 Living Room 201, looking north. Doors 206B and 201. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-83 West Bedroom 208, southwest corner. Window 212. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-84 West Bedroom 208, northwest corner. Window 213. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-85 West Bedroom 208, northeast corner, left wall of doors to attic, door 208a on right.  
October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-86 West Bedroom 208, east wall, southeast corner. Doors 208A and 208B. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-87 West Bedroom 208 Closet, northeast corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-88 West Bedroom 208 Closet, southeast corner, door to attic. October 3, 2007.  Photograph 
by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-89 Attic Space from West Bedroom 208 Closet. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-90 North Bedroom 204, northeast corner. Windows 204 and 205. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Martin/Martin 
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I-91 North Bedroom 204, northwest corner. Window 204. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 

 

I-92 North Bedroom 204, southwest corner. Door 204. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 
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I-93 North Bedroom 204, southeast corner. Window 205. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 

 

I-94 South Bedroom 202, northwest corner. Door 202A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 
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I-95 South Bedroom 202, northeast corner. Door 202B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-96 South Bedroom 202, southeast corner. Windows 207 and 208. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Martin/Martin. 
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I-97 South Bedroom 202, southwest corner. Window 208. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Martin/Martin. 

 

I-98 Bathroom 203, east wall.  Window 206. October 3, 2007. Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-99 Bathroom 203, southeast corner. Note trim wrap around onto south wall. May 2, 2008. 
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-100 Bathroom 203, south wall. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-101 Bathroom 203, west wall. Door 203 and attic access hatch. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-102 Bathroom 203, northwest corner. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-103 Attic space, accessed from second floor restroom, looking northwest. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-104 Northwest corner of attic space. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-105 North wall of attic space. Window 301. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-106 Northeast corner of attic space. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-107 South end of attic, window to south façade of building. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-108 Attic space looking southwest. Note leak in fire sprinkler line. October 3, 2007.  
Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-109 South wall of attic space. Window 302. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-110 Typical first floor “GC” hardware. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-111 Door 111. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-112 Door 112. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-113 Door 101A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-114 Door 101B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-115 Door 101C. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-116 Ticket Window from Waiting Room 101. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-117 Ticket Window from Agent’s Office 102. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-118 Door 102A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-119 Door 102C. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-120 Door 102D. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-121 Door 107B (left) and partial door 102E. Note wood cabinets mounted on wall between 
the doors. Conflict with Door 107B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-122 Door 102E. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-123 Door 103A. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-124 Door 103B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-125 Door 103C. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-126 Door 104A. Note decorative cabinet door to the left. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-127 Door 104B. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-128 Door 105 from Men’s Restroom West 106. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-129 Door 106. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-130 Door 107A. Door 108 to left. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-131 Door 109 to left, 101D center and 110 to right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by 
Chamberlin Architects. 

 

I-132 Door 110. Door 101C to right. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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I-133 Typical second floor “GC” hardware. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 

 

I-134 Door 204. Typical of second floor doors. May 2, 2008.  Photograph by Chamberlin 
Architects. 
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I-135 Head of Door 208A. Note door head and casing are cut to match slope of ceiling. Also 
note vertical orientation of door panels. October 3, 2007.  Photograph by Chamberlin 

Architects. 
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4.2.4 2007 CONDITION MECHANICAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
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M-1: Women’s Restroom 110 Lavatories. Photograph by MKK. 

 

M-2: Mens’s Restroom 106 Water Closet. Compare to fixture in Women’s Restroom 
[Photograph M-13] Photograph by MKK. 
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M-3: Men’s Restroom 106 Urinals. Note marble floor, wainscot and partitions. Photograph by 
MKK. 

 

M-4: Men’s Restroom 106 Floor Drain. Photograph by MKK. 
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M-5: Women’s Restroom 110 Lavatory Bowl and Trim. Note staining of bowl. Photograph 
by MKK. 
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M-6: Copper Downspouts. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 

 

M-7: ADA Family Restroom. Photograph by MKK. 

 

M-8: Freight Room Service Sink. Photograph by MKK. 
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M-9: Kitchen Sink. Photograph by MKK. 

 

M-10: Cove Heater Unit-Mounted Thermostat. Photograph by MKK. 
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M-11: Cove Heater Discoloration. Photograph by MKK. 

 

M-12: Wood Ventilation Duct. Photograph by MKK. 
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M-13: Womens’s Restroom 110 Water Closet. Note that the women’s fixtures appear to be 
more modern compared to men’s [Photograph M-2. Photograph by Chamberlin Architects. 
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4.2.5 2007 CONDITION ELECTRICAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
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EL-1: Main Electrical Service. Photograph by MKK. 

 

EL-2: Panel “B” in existing fuse box location. Photograph by MKK. 
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EL-3: Panel “C” in stair landing. Photograph by MKK. 

 

EL-4: Replica Chandelier in Waiting Room. Photograph by MKK. 
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EL-5: One-Lamp Luminaire. Photograph by MKK. 

 

EL-6: Luminaire in covered exterior waiting area. Photograph by MKK. 
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EL-7: Telecommunication cabling leaving closet. Photograph by MKK. 

 

EL-8: Existing fire alarm control panel. Photograph by MKK. 



 

4.3.1 1903 PROPOSED PASSENGER DEPOT DRAWING 





 

4.3.2 1907 PROPOSED DEPOT DRAWINGS 











 

4.3.3 1909 CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS 



 





 





 





 





 





 





 



 

4.3.4 1909 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 



 





































































 



 

4.3.5 1919/1949 REVISED PLANS 















 

4.3.6 1925 SKETCH OF WOMEN’S RESTROOM 



 





 



 

4.3.7 1929 DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR IRON FENCE, GATE AND COLLAPSIBLE 

GATE (NOT CONSTRUCTED) 





 

4.3.8 1939/1955 TELETYPE INSTALLATION DRAWING 





 

4.3.9 1965 MASTERPLAN 





 

4.3.10 1983 PLANS BASED ON 1919 DRAWINGS 







 

4.3.11 1984 BORJES HSR DRAWINGS 







 

4.3.12 1986 ROOF REPAIR DRAWING 





 

4.3.13 CIRCA 1990 DEPOT REHABILITATION DRAWINGS 













 

4.3.14 1996/2002 DEPOT VICINITY MAPS 











 

4.3.15 2004 SPANDREL LOG REPLACEMENT SKETCH 





 

4.3.16 2004 FIRE PROTECTION DRAWINGS 









 

4.3.17 2007 CONDITION DRAWINGS 











 

4.3.18 2007 WINDOW AND DOOR CONDITION SCHEDULE 



 



Window Condition Schedule 
 

Window 
Number 

Condition 
Level 
1=Poor 
2=Fair 
3=Good 

Comments 

First Floor 
101 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
1021 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
103 2 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
104 3 Hammered glass with diamond wire 
105 3 Hammered glass with diamond wire 
106 2 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire except upper left pane of six 

seeded glass without wire 
107 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
108 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
109 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire – boarded over on interior 
110 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire – boarded over on interior 
111 3 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire – boarded over on interior 
112 1 Ribbed glass with hexagonal wire 
113 3  
114 1 Exterior deterioration, sill poor 
1152 2 Hole through sash in upper right 
116 1 Exterior deterioration 
1173 1 Exterior deterioration, sill poor 
118 1 Exterior deterioration, sill poor 
119 3  
120 3  
121 3  
122 3  
Second Floor 
201 2 1/8” to 3/8” gap between sash and frame 
202 3  
2034 3  
204 3  
205 2 Paint deterioration, sash for window and screen notched lowere right 

to run a cable out 
206 3  
207 1-2 Exterior deterioration 
208 1-2 Exterior deterioration, especially bottom sash and sill 
209 1 Exterior deterioration 
210 1 Exterior in very poor condition 
211 1 Exterior deterioration, hardware missing or broken 
212 3  



213 3  
214 3  
Gable   
301 3 North side – at least one screen louver insert exists in fair condition 
302 3 South side 
                                                 
1 North windows presumably the first floor – see September, 1988 Maintenance Log: repair 
due to damaged when the Depot was closed, removed green paint. The log mentions a “top 
coat of yellow gold over original whit [sic] enamel covering a grey primer.” 
 
2 The August, 1988 Maintenance Log indicated that the hole in the sash “may have been 
egress for the singing wire.” 
 
3 Waiting Room windows – see July, 1988 Maintenance Log: “The windows were stripped to 
reveal a top layer of high gloss Grand Canyon dark brown cover coat of unique 
composition…[It] appears to be a varnish stain mixture that lends depth to the surface it 
covers. The underlying, and most likely original coating was discovered to be much darker 
and penetrated the wood grain as is characteristic of a stain.” 
 
4 The October, 1988 Maintenance Log indicates that this “window is equipt [sic] with post 
1935 hardware that would indicate it was not originally designed to be opened.” 
 



Door Condition Schedule 
 
Door 
Number 

Condition 
Level 
1=Poor 
2=Fair 
3=Good 

Comments 

First Floor 
101A 2 Wood plank with “GC” hardware. Lower 18 to 24 inches of exterior 

very deteriorated. Inside in good conditions. Bottom rubs on the 
floor so cannot be fully opened. 10-light transom in good condition. 

101B 2 Wood plank with “GC” hardware. Contemporary slide latch on 
interior. Lower 4 inches of both interior and exterior in poor 
condition. Sign on exterior “Ticket Office” 

101C 3 4-panel door with deadbolt and closer but no knob or mortise. 
101D 3 Cased opening 
102A 2 Wood plank with non-“GC” hardware. Exterior fair to good except 

bottom 12 inches of casing deteriorated. 10-light transom in good 
condition. 

102B 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware. Top corners of casing pulling 
apart due to settlement. 

102C 3 3-panel door with non-“GC” hardware. Patterned glass sidelight. 
102D 3 Narrow 4-panel door with “GC” hardware, latchbolt. Inner 

mechanism missing. 
102E 3 Dutch door with one leaf only and 9 inch shelf. No hardware. 
103A 2-3 Fixed sliding door with man-door cut into it. Non-“GC” hardware, 

latchbolt and closer. Exterior shows ware and abuse but in fair to 
good condition. Sign “Baggage Room”. 

103B 3 Cage door with latchbolt. Sign “Positively No Admittance”. 
103C 3 4-panel door with non-“GC” hardware and latchbolt. 
104A 2-3 Sliding wood panel with hasp. UV deterioration of door and 

deterioration of lower part of casings. 
104B 2-3 Sliding wood panel with hasp. Loading door, sill is about 3 feet 

above grade. Deterioration on lower part of door. Sill is worn. 
Damage to logs below doors. Casing in fair condition. 

105 2-3 4-panel door, painted. No hardware. Bottom rubs on floor and is 
very difficult to open and close. 

106 3 Wood plank with “GC” hardware. Latchbolt and modern closer. 10-
light transom in good condition. Sign universal symbol for men’s 
restroom. 

107A 3 Wood plank with “GC” hardware and latchbolt. Screen door in good 
condition. 10-light transom in good condition. Push button (door 
bell?) on right casing. 

107B 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware and slide latch. 
108 3 4-panel door. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but non-“GC” 



knob. Some damage on door from the latch on door 107A 
109 3 4-panel door, painted. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but 

accessible lever.  
110 3 4-panel door, painted, with “GC” hardware. 
1111 3 3-panle door with glass panel above. “GC” hardware and latchbolt. 
112 3 2-panel door with glass panel above. Non-“GC” hardware and 

latchbolt. 
Second Floor 
201 3 4-panel door. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but no knob or 

mortise. 
202A 3 4-panel door. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but no knob or 

mortise. 
202B 3 4-panel door. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but no knob or 

mortise. 
203 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware. 
204 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware but no mortise. 
205A 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware but no mortise. 
205B 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware but no mortise. 
206A 3 4-panel door. Typical “GC” type escutcheon plate but no knob or 

mortise. 
206B 3 4-panel door with “GC” hardware but no mortise. 
206C 3 Door missing. Casing has strike plate and rabbeted stops. Hinge 

mortises patched. 
208A 3 4-panel door with non-“GC” hardware, no knobs. Unlike all other 

wood panel doors the panels are in four quadrants. 
208B 3 Bead board, painted. 
 
                                                 
1 A July-August 1987 Historic Preservation Report by Dennis Dorman indicates that the 
exterior entry door previous to 1987 had lettering on the glass. The report states that the 
“window in the door with lettering “ticket office and waiting room” broken, the glass replaced 
without the hand lettering.” 
 



 

4.4.1 1974 NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES NOMINATION FORM 



 















 

4.4.2 1987 NATIONAL LANDMARK NOMINATION FORM 



 



























 











































 





 



 

4.4.3 2000 NATIONAL LANDMARK NOMINATION FORM FOR GRAND CANYON 

RAILWAY 



 











































 

4.4.4 LETTER FROM CHAPPELL REGARDING SIGNAGE AT THE DEPOT 



 





































 



 

4.4.5 LCS FORMS 



 

















































 





















 



 

4.4.6 1987-1989 MAINTENANCE LOGS 



 



























































































 

4.5 DRAINAGE REPORT 

 



 



























































As the nation’s principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our 
nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and water 
resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the environmental and cultural 
values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor 
recreation. The department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their 
development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in 
their care. The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for 
people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 
 
NPS D-205, November 2004 

paul cloyd
Text Box
NPS D-741B, November 2008
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